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PULSED LASER DEPOSITION OF THIN FILM MAGNETO OPTIC MATERIALS AND 
LASING WAVEGUIDES 
 
by Alberto Sposito 
 
The  aim  of  this  thesis  was  to  study  and  improve  the  properties  of  optical  materials 
deposited by the film growth technique called Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), a relatively 
fast,  inexpensive  and  versatile  deposition  method  using  a  laser  to  ablate  a  target  and 
transfer  material  on  top  of  a  substrate.  The  materials  of  interest  were  titanium doped 
sapphire (Ti:sapphire or Ti:Al2O3) for fabrication of compact, low loss, high efficiency 
and  high power  waveguide  lasers,  which  could  be  also  operated  in  ultra fast  high 
repetition rate  pulsed  mode,  and  magneto optic  garnets,  e.g.  yttrium  iron  garnet  (YIG, 
Y3Fe5O12), for fabrication of low loss magneto optic and microwave devices with high 
performance. 
Deposition conditions were optimised for Ti:sapphire and YIG film growth and a multi 
laser multi target PLD system (multi PLD) was used to tune the composition of YIG film 
by co ablation of two different targets (e.g. YIG and Y2O3 or Fe2O3 or Bi2O3 or CeO2). 
Ti:sapphire waveguides were fabricated and their optical performances (e.g. transmission 
losses  and  lasing  characteristics)  measured.  A  study  of    the  effect  of  compositional 
variation on structural, optical and magnetic properties of magneto optic garnet films was 
carried  out  and  it  demonstrated  the  feasibility  of  the  multi PLD  approach,  which  was 
shown to be capable to grow complex crystalline oxide materials, such as YIG and yttrium 
ferrite (YFeO3), from ablation of their precursor targets (Y2O3 or Fe2O3) with different 
ablation rates and deposition of material on different substrates and, in particular, yttrium 
aluminium garnet (YAG or Y3Al5O12) and sapphire (Al2O3). Some YIG films were also 
used to demonstrate Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) of crystalline materials and 
the applicability of PLD grown YIG films in novel meta material microwave devices.  
 











Physics is essentially an intuitive and concrete science. 
Mathematics is only a means for expressing the laws that govern phenomena. 
(“Lettre à Maurice Solvine”, by Albert Einstein)  
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1.  CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1.  MATERIAL ENGINEERING WITH PLD 
Among the wide range of thin film deposition techniques pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is 
one of the most versatile, whose full potential in material and device engineering has been 
explored only recently. Although developed in 1965 [1], quite soon after the invention of 
the laser in 1960, it was only in the 1980s, when it was proven a reliable technique to grow 
superconductive thin films [2], that PLD started to be adopted as a useful laboratory based 
thin film deposition technique. In the recent past PLD has been proven capable of growing 
high quality crystalline materials for lasing devices [3] and over the last two decades the 
basic PLD set up has been improved to further extend its capabilities, especially in the 
field  of  material  engineering.  The  introduction  of  a  target  carousel  inside  the  vacuum 
chamber allows the sequential deposition of different materials with a single laser, either to 
grow  vertical  multi layered  structures  (e.g.  superlattices,  Bragg  reflectors,  magneto 
photonic crystals) on a small (10×10 mm
2) substrate [4] or to produce a library of complex 
oxide materials on a large wafer (2.5 cm or more in diameter) [5]. If two or more lasers are 
available however, target co ablation is possible and the possibilities for PLD growth of 
designer  thin  films  increase  even  further.  Specific  capabilities  that  co ablation  provide 
include the following: 
1.  sequential  target  ablation  with  different  lasers  allows  the  growth  of  engineered 
multi layer structures [6 8]; 
2.  synchronous target ablation in a dual cross beam configuration can be exploited: 
a.  to avoid inclusion of particulates in the growing film [9], 
b.  for compensation of deficiencies of volatile elements (e.g. gallium) in the 
film growth of complex oxides such as gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) 
[10] or… 
c.  for a priori materials growth from mixing of two separate precursors [11]; 
3.  asynchronous target ablation with controlled plume delay allows: 
a.  film strain engineering [12] and…  
b.  control of doping concentration within a specific target window [13]. 2 
 
PLD grown films are normally deposited from targets made of the same material as the 
film, although more recently a few research groups have been using a dual  or multi beam 
and multi target approach, which involves a second target made of a different material to 
control  stoichiometric  transfer  [10],  especially  when  growing  complex  oxides  such  as 
garnets  and  orthoferrites,  or  to  tune  doping  concentration  [13].  However,  for  more 
sophisticated material engineering purposes, the use of two or more targets of precursor 
materials  is  required:  thin film  compositional  libraries  of  complex  oxides  have  been 
deposited  by  combinatorial  PLD  using  two  or  three  targets  and  one  laser  ablating  the 
targets sequentially [5]. 
This thesis reports the deposition of Ti:sapphire waveguides for subsequent laser operation 
and the optimisation of PLD growth of magneto optic garnets, in particular YIG (Yttrium 
Iron  Garnet:  Y3Fe5O12)  on  lattice mismatched  YAG  (Yttrium  Aluminium  Garnet: 
Y3Al5O12) substrates, by single beam single target PLD (single PLD), but also investigates 
and shows the potential and capabilities of multi target multi beam combinatorial PLD 
(multi PLD): 
1.  to tune the composition of complex oxide garnets (YIG) by an asynchronous dual 
beam dual target approach, 
2.  to grow doped thin film garnets with the same approach as above. 
A novel approach to material engineering is also introduced: we demonstrate for the first 
time  to  our  knowledge  the  capability  of  such  a  multi PLD  system  to  grow  different 
crystalline complex oxides, such as YIG and YFO (Yttrium Ferrite: YFeO3), from the 
same  precursors  (Y2O3  and  Fe2O3)  by  choosing  the  appropriate  substrate  (YAG  or 
sapphire),  and  to  tune  the  material  composition  by  adjusting  the  relative  repetition 
frequency of the two lasers used. A similar approach has already been demonstrated in a 
sputtering system to grow Gd:YAG [14], resulting in amorphous films, which required a 
subsequent crystallisation step via thermal annealing; our multi PLD system instead allows 
direct growth of crystalline films at high substrate temperatures, without the need of any 
post growth thermal annealing step. 
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1.2.  MOTIVATIONS 
1.2.1. PLD OF TI:SAPPHIRE 
PLD of Ti:sapphire competes favourably with other waveguide fabrication techniques [15]. 
Ti:sapphire waveguides have been made with thermal in diffusion of Ti into un doped 
sapphire substrates, however the high residual concentration of Ti near the surface reduces 
fluorescence because of re absorption and causes high losses, thus lowering the device 
performance,  although  a  waveguide  laser  with  a  threshold  of  ~0.21  W  and  a  slope 
efficiency of 0.11% at λ = (775 – 820) nm has been demonstrated [16]. Planar films have 
been fabricated by ion beam implantation into un doped sapphire substrates, but it causes 
degradation of the bombarded region, thus inducing additional undesirable losses [17]. 
Epitaxial re growth of amorphous material on single crystal substrates is restricted to <500 
nm thick films [18]. Reactive ionised cluster beam deposition produces poly crystalline 
layers with very slow growth rates (~120 nm/hour) [19] when compared to PLD, which 
produces  films  of  typical  growth  rates  of  ~(1  –  10)   m/hour,  depending  on  growth 
conditions. 
The ultimate goal of the project of PLD of Ti:sapphire was the fabrication of compact, 
high quality,  ultra fast,  low loss,  high efficiency  planar  and  channel  waveguide  lasers, 
which  can  be  used  for  spectroscopic  and  bio medical  purposes,  e.g.  optical  coherence 
tomography (OCT), which require large bandwidth and high brightness light sources [20, 
21]. The major current limitations in continuous wave operation of bulk Ti:sapphire lasers 
are the high pump power density required for  efficient lasing and the  peak absorption 
situated in the blue green (~500 nm), which call for expensive high power pump sources 
(e.g. Ar
+ lasers) [22]. Waveguide lasers have the advantage of simultaneous pump and 
signal beam  confinement,  which  leads  to  average  spot sizes  and  lasing  thresholds 
impossible to achieve in bulk lasers [22]; moreover the waveguide geometry offers the 
possibility of integrating devices with the laser for tuning or mode locking (e.g. a high 
repetition  rate,  compact  femtosecond laser  source  could  be  made  through  butting  of  a 
saturable absorber reflector) or for production of integrated optical sensors utilising the 
large Ti:sapphire bandwidth [23]. In order to take full advantage of these features and 
allow the use of cheaper, miniature solid state lower pump power laser sources, waveguide 
layers of high crystal quality, low scattering loss and the correct Ti valence state must be 
produced and PLD is the most promising fabrication technique for Ti:sapphire waveguide 
lasers, as illustrated above. 4 
 
1.2.2. PLD OF MAGNETO OPTIC GARNETS 
This project focussed on the growth of magneto optic garnets by PLD, in particular pure 
yttrium iron garnet and YIG doped with elements such as bismuth (Bi) and cerium (Ce), 
which  increase  the  Verdet  constant  [24,  25].  Magneto optic  garnets  are  cubic  crystals 
which  can  be  used  to  make  magneto optic  devices,  such  as  Faraday  rotators/isolators, 
magneto optic memories and radiofrequency (RF)/microwave devices [26 29]. 
PLD is a very competitive growth technique, compared to other deposition methods used 
for  magnet optic  garnets.  Sol gel  and  pyrolysis  have  problems  with  maintaining 
composition, crystalline phase and good surface morphology [30]. Liquid phase epitaxy, 
reactive ion beam sputtering and RF magnetron sputtering have disadvantages such as 
impurity  admixture,  low  deposition  rate  (0.01  –  1  µm/hour)  and  large  fluctuation  in 
composition [27, 31 34]. On the contrary, PLD has high deposition rates (some microns 
per hour, depending on deposition conditions) and also the advantage over LPE of taking 
place in non thermodynamic equilibrium, thus  allowing the  growth of  fully substituted 
BIG (Bismuth Iron Garnet) [26, 33], which is not possible by LPE. 
Also, as already stated in Section 1.1, PLD is a very versatile growth technique, which 
allows  tailoring  of  the  properties  of  magneto optic  garnets  by  changing  deposition 
conditions (e.g. it has been demonstrated that ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth 
and coercivity decrease with increasing substrate temperature [35, 36]) according to the 
final application: for instance, magneto optic rotators/isolators require the “easy axis” to be 
in plane [37], although  other solutions are possible [38]; microwave devices need low 
coercivity, whereas magnetic recording media need high coercivity [29, 39]. 
Moreover,  magneto optic  photonic  crystals  [4,  40 50]  (i.e.  multi layer  structures  with 
magneto optic materials) and magneto optic garnets with engineered compositions can be 
easily fabricated by multi PLD. 
Magneto optic  devices  find  applications  especially  in  the  optical  communication  field: 
Faraday rotation in iron garnets is necessary to make integrated optical isolators, which are 
required to protect laser sources from reflected light that would cause instability or even 
catastrophic  damage,  and  also  integrated  optical  circulators,  modulators,  combiners, 
splitters and couplers [26]. Fine grain bulk YIG ceramics are already used for microwave 
circulators and single crystal YIG spheres as FMR cavities in tunable network analysers 5 
 
[51]; thick YIG films find applications in magneto static wave devices: band pass/reject 
filter, delay lines, phase shifters, resonators, etc. [29, 51]. 
 
1.3.  LAYOUT OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is structured so that Chapter 2 provides some general background, placing PLD 
in  context  with  other  film  growth  techniques  and  waveguide  fabrication  methods;  the 
theory on PLD, waveguides, Ti:sapphire and magneto optic garnets is provided in Chapter 
3. All the experimental techniques used for fabrication and characterisation of the samples 
described in this thesis are briefly introduced in Chapter 4. The results of the experiments 
are described and discussed in the following chapters: 
•  Chapter  5  covers  single PLD  growth  of  Ti:sapphire  films  for  fabrication  of 
planar waveguide lasers and their characterization. 
•  Chapter 6 covers the optimisation of deposition conditions of YIG by single 
PLD; 
•  Chapter 7 covers all multi PLD experiments with YIG, Y2O3 and Fe2O3; 
•  Chapter 8 covers multi PLD experiments with YIG and Bi2O3 for growth of Bi 
doped YIG (Bi:YIG); 
•  Chapter 9 covers multi PLD experiments with YIG and CeO2 for growth of Ce 
doped YIG (Ce:YIG); 
Finally  Chapter  10  summarizes  the  research  work  described  in  this  thesis,  discussing 
possible future actions and work. 
The first two appendixes briefly describe two other project areas regarding Laser Induced 
Forward Transfer of PLD grown crystalline YIG and the use of YIG films for application 
in magnetic meta materials. The third appendix is a list of publications that have resulted 
from the reported PhD work. 
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1.4.  SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
The main results and achievements of this thesis are summarised as below. 
￿  PLD growth of Ti:sapphire waveguide lasers with transmission losses lower than 
reported before (<1.6 dB/cm) and lasing results comparable to the best reported so 
far [15]: lasing at λ = 750 nm with threshold (average absorbed power) Pth ≈ 364 
mW, maximum output power Pout ≈ 7.5 mW at Pabs ≈ 770 mW and slope efficiency 
η ≈ 4%. 
￿  PLD  growth  of  crack free   m thick  YIG  films  on  lattice mismatched  YAG 
substrates is reported for the first time, to the best of our knowledge at time of 
writing. 
￿  Optimisation of deposition conditions of YIG on YAG for minimisation of FMR 
linewidth:  H ≈ 1.75 mT as measured at ν = 6 GHz from the best film deposited. 
￿  Compositional study of YIG by multi PLD: a systematic study of variation of YIG 
film  properties  (crystallinity,  surface  roughness  and  morphology,  optical 
transmission and FMR linewidth) as a function of composition was carried out by 
co ablation of YIG and either Y2O3 or Fe2O3. 
￿  First demonstration to date, to the best of our knowledge at time of writing, of 
multi PLD growth of different crystalline complex oxides, such as YIG and YFO 
(Yttrium Ferrite: YFeO3), from the same precursors (Y2O3 and Fe2O3) by choosing 
the appropriate substrate (YAG or sapphire). Material composition tuning is also 
demonstrated by adjusting the relative repetition frequency of the two lasers used. 
￿  First report to date, to the best of our knowledge at time of writing, of multi PLD 
growth  of  Bi:YIG  films  by  co ablation  of  YIG  and  Bi2O3  targets.  A  study  of 
crystalline growth of Bi:YIG as a function of substrate temperature and Bi doping 
level was carried out. 
￿  Multi PLD  of  Bi2O3  and  Fe2O3  in the  attempt to  grow  pure  BIG  films;  this is 
believed the first report of a priori growth attempts of BIG by PLD. 
￿  Multi PLD of YIG and CeO2 in the attempt to grow Ce:YIG films, never reported 
before, to the best of our knowledge.   7 
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2.  CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
2.1.  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides a general background for this thesis, placing PLD in context with 
other film deposition techniques and planar waveguide fabrication methods, whereas the 
basics of PLD and film growth are covered in the next chapter. 
 
2.2.  PULSED LASER DEPOSITION 
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a film growth technique, which can be used to deposit a 
wide range of materials [1]: metals, oxides, semiconductors, ceramics, glasses. Its basic 
setup  requires  just  a  vacuum  chamber,  pumps  (typically  a  turbo molecular  as  a  high 
vacuum pump and a rotatory vane as a roughing pump), a pulsed laser (usually emitting in 
the ultra violet, such as an excimer laser or a frequency tripled or  quadrupled Nd:YAG 
laser), a substrate heating system (direct contact heaters or an indirect source such as a 
CO2 laser) and a target of material to be ablated and deposited. This makes the PLD set up 
a relatively simple and cheap deposition system, compared to more expensive and complex 
ones,  such  as  those  for  liquid  phase  or  molecular  beam  epitaxy.  It  is  also  a  powerful 
technique, since it allows epitaxial growth of crystalline films of various materials at high 
deposition rates (several microns per hour). Finally PLD is a very versatile film growth 
method, as its setup (e.g. target carousel and substrate holder configuration/geometry) and 
deposition conditions (e.g. target material, substrate material and orientation, background 
gas and its pressure, substrate temperature, laser parameters, such as wavelength, energy, 
spot size, fluence, repetition rate) can be changed easily and over a very wide range of 
values. The main advantage of PLD is congruent evaporation due to energy delivery to the 
target via a pulsed laser. The main drawbacks of PLD are: the formation of droplets or 
particulates on the film surface, which can be overcome by techniques described in Section 
3.2.4, the coating of the windows, which however is a disadvantage common to nearly all 
deposition techniques, leading to a reduction of laser energy inside the chamber, and the 
small deposit area, which can be overcome by resorting to different approaches (e.g. by 
using a tilting target to “paint” the substrate, scanning the laser spot on the target surface or 
simultaneously co ablating multiple targets). 14 
 
Figure 2.2.1 shows a schematic of a typical PLD setup. As the name suggests, the PLD 
technique uses a pulsed laser, typically emitting in the ultra violet (UV) region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, to ablate a target material for subsequent depositions. A plume 
consisting  of  electrons,  ions,  atoms,  molecules  and  particles  of  the  ablated  material  is 
formed following each  laser pulse which  expands away from the target surface in the 
vacuum chamber and is incident on the substrate, where the impinging plume material is 
deposited and a resultant film grows. The substrate can be heated at high temperatures (up 
to ~1500 K) in order to ensure crystallization of the film and a background gas can be 
injected inside the deposition chamber in order to control the plume dynamics and the film 
stoichiometry. More details of all these processes are given in Section 3.2. 
 
Figure 2.2.1. Typical PLD set up [2]. 
 
2.3.  ALTERNATIVE FILM GROWTH TECHNIQUES 
2.3.1. THERMAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION (TVD) 
Among  all  the  film  deposition  methods,  thermal  evaporation  or  TVD  is  probably  the 
simplest, as it consists of a vacuum chamber and a source of the material to be deposited, 
heated up to the melting point typically by a resistive or radiative heater or via an electron 
beam (e beam), so that it evaporates and condenses again as a solid film on the substrate, 
placed above the source, either in a fixed position on axis with the source or on a rotating 15 
 
holder, in order to improve film homogeneity and thickness uniformity [3]. Although very 
simple and cheap, its main drawbacks are: 
   slow deposition rate, due to the high vacuum needed to minimise contamination 
and to the evaporation of material in all directions; 
   chamber contamination, due to the same causes as above; 
   film contamination from the crucible/heater, unless an electron gun is used; 
   poor adhesion of the film to the substrate, although it can be improved by heating 
the substrate during the deposition; 
   limited to simple materials (e.g. metals) with low melting points and high vapour 
pressures,  although the  e beam deposition allows evaporation and deposition of 
materials with high melting points and also better control on growth rate; 
   unable to grow films with complex stoichiometry (e.g. ternary or quaternary oxides 
such as garnets), due to different vapour pressures of constituents. 
 
2.3.2. SPUTTERING 
In a sputtering deposition system the target, i.e. the material to be deposited, is physically 
eroded by ionised gas species, normally Ar
+, accelerated by an electric field onto the target 
surface;  reactive  gases  (e.g.  O2  and  N2)  can  also  be  introduced  too  into  the  vacuum 
chamber for better control of stoichiometric growth of oxides and nitrides; the sputtered 
material thus grows as a film on top of the substrate surface by physical and chemical 
deposition, if a reactive gas is used. Unlike TVD, where evaporation must be performed 
bottom up,  the  sputtering  deposition  can  be  performed  top down,  can  grow  films  of 
various materials (DC sputtering is used for metals, whereas RF sputtering must be for 
insulators to avoid charging of the target), which is not restricted by their melting point, 
and  produces  films  with  better  adhesion  to  the  substrate.  However,  it  shares  some 
disadvantages with TVD: slow deposition rate, although this can be increased by using 
magnetic  fields  (magnetron  sputtering),  and  chamber  contamination,  all  due  to  a  wide 
distribution of the sputtered material, which however allows deposition on large areas. 
Moreover, inert sputtering gases can be included in the films as unwanted impurities and in 
most cases the films grow amorphous or, if the substrate is heated, polycrystalline, thus 
requiring  a  subsequent  annealing  step  to  improve  crystallinity.  Sputtering  has  been 
reported for deposition of magneto optic garnets [4 7] and a multi target approach has 
been used for growth of Gd,Ga:YIG [8]. 16 
 
2.3.3. SOL GEL 
The sol gel technique is a cheap and low temperature film growth method, based on the 
drying process of an organic precursor of the material to deposit. The precursor is made of 
a continuous suspension (gel), formed by partial drying of liquid particles or polymers 
suspended in a liquid (sol); the substrate can be coated by either dipping, spinning or 
spraying the sol gel, which then needs to be dried. Although quick and inexpensive, sol gel 
is limited to materials for which a solvent can be found and epitaxial growth is difficult to 
achieve; in fact, garnet films deposited by sol gel are amorphous and require a subsequent 
thermal  annealing  step  for  crystallisation  [9,  10].  The  typical  precursor  for  growth  of 
magneto optic garnets is an aqueous solution of citric acid (C6H8O7) and nitrates of yttrium 
and iron. 
 
2.3.4. SPRAY PYROLYSIS 
This technique consists in spraying a metal salt solution onto a heated substrate: droplets of 
metal salts impinging on the hot substrate surface are thermally decomposed, resulting in 
formation of metal oxides, which then spread into a disk shaped structure. The quality and 
properties of the deposited films are dependent on the deposition conditions, the most 
important  of  which  is  the  substrate  temperature,  affecting  crystallinity  and  surface 
morphology: if too low, the film tends to grow amorphous and cracked; if too high, the 
film  will  be  rough  and  porous.  Moreover  the  precursor  solution  affects  the  film 
morphology and properties, which can be changed also by use of additives in the solution 
[11]. Spray pyrolysis of YIG has been reported [12], but, like films deposited by sol gel, 
film crystallisation requires a thermal annealing step. 
 
2.3.5. LIQUID PHASE EPITAXY (LPE) 
Liquid Phase Epitaxy (or LPE) consists of dipping a substrate into a hot saturated solution 
of precursors of the material to be deposited (e.g. a molten solution of PbO and B2O3, 
supersaturated with Y2O3 and Fe2O3 at ~1350 K, for LPE of magneto optic iron garnets); 
subsequent substrate removal and slow cooling down allows the formation of a solid film 
with uniform thickness and composition, a smooth surface and, above all, a high crystal 
quality, which is important for minimisation of FMR linewidth and thus microwave losses 17 
 
in magneto optic garnets: the lowest value reported for pure YIG films grown by LPE is 
 H ≈ 0.015 mT [13, 14]. Growth rates can be very high: ~(6 – 60)  m/hour for LPE of 
YIG [15], thus making LPE the main rival deposition technique to PLD for growth of 
magneto optic garnets [16, 17]; however PLD is cheaper and allows the deposition of 
thermodynamically unstable materials, such as Bi:YIG (at high doping levels) and BIG, 
which cannot be grown by LPE [18]. 
 
2.3.6. SOLID PHASE EPITAXY (SPE) 
In case of SPE or epitaxial regrowth, an amorphous solid film is first deposited on top of a 
crystalline  substrate  and  then  re crystallised  ex situ  in  a  high temperature  oven  with  a 
subsequent  thermal  annealing  process,  which  however  does  not  allow  a  complete 
crystallisation, thus resulting in a polycrystalline film. Moreover only thin films (t << 1  m) 
can be re crystallised by thermal annealing, which hinders the production of high quality 
thick films, necessary for making waveguide lasers. 
 
2.3.7. IONISED CLUSTER BEAM (ICB) DEPOSITION 
The ICB deposition consists of vaporisation into vacuum of a material source (metals or 
semiconductors) in a confinement crucible under conditions that promote formation of 
aggregates of atoms (clusters), which are subsequently ionized by electron impact and 
accelerated towards the substrate, normally heated at relatively low temperatures (between 
400 K and 900 K) [19]. Deposition of hydrides, nitrides and oxides can be performed by 
injecting reactive gases into the vacuum chamber (reactive ICB deposition). Compound 
material films and multi layer structure can be grown by using multiple material sources. 
Polycrystalline sapphire films have been grown at a deposition rate of ~120 nm/hour [20], 
very slow if compared to growth rates achievable by PLD (of the order of 1  m/hour), 
which also allows epitaxial growth of single crystal films. 
 
2.3.8. CHEMICAL VAPOUR DEPOSITION (CVD) 
CVD is a film growth technique that uses a mixture of precursor gases, i.e. containing 
components of the material to be deposited: these chemical precursors are passed across 18 
 
the substrate surface, where they react to form a layer of material and by product gases, 
inside a vacuum chamber or tube [3]. In general, the deposition rate is slow, although 
modified CVD techniques, such as plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) and laser assisted 
CVD (LACVD), allow higher growth rates. However, a major drawback is the use of often 
toxic precursors and also by products can be harmful. Metalorganic CVD (MOCVD) of 
iron garnets has been reported [21], but it has not been developed in the recent past. 
 
2.4.  ALTERNATIVE WAVEGUIDE FABRICATION METHODS 
Waveguides can be fabricated not only by physically depositing a layer of higher refractive 
index on top of a substrate with lower refractive index, but also by inducing a change in 
refractive index in a region localised close to the substrate surface, as described in the 
following sub sections. 
 
2.4.1. IN DIFFUSION 
Thermal in diffusion consists of depositing a thin (up to a few hundreds of nanometres) 
layer of dopant (usually metals such as Ti, Ni, Cu and Nd) on the surface of the substrate 
and then diffusing it in, by placing the sample in a high temperature oven (T ≥ 1300 K) for 
a long time (several hours or days), depending on the desired dopant profile depth. This 
allows the increase of refractive index to form a waveguide (channel waveguides can be 
made by appropriate prior photolithographic steps), e.g. Ti:LiNbO3 waveguides [22], or 
even waveguide lasers, e.g. Ti:Al2O3 [23], although, as stated in Section 1.2.1, the high 
residual concentration of Ti near the surface reduces fluorescence because of re absorption 
and  causes  high  losses,  thus  lowering  the  device  performance.  The  range  of  materials 
suitable for in diffusion in a particular material and the long time necessary to create a  m 
thick waveguide limit the applications and more general applicability of this waveguide 
fabrication technique. 
 
2.4.2. ION EXCHANGE 
This  technique  is  similar  to  the  thermal  in diffusion  and  has  the  same  limitations:  it 
consists of placing the substrate in a bath of hot molten salt, so that its alkali ions are 19 
 
exchanged  with  the  ions  in  the  glass  or  crystal  substrate,  thus  causing  an  increase  of 
refractive  index  in  a  region  near  the  surface  and  hence  the  formation  of  waveguide; 
channel waveguides can be made by depositing a mask on the substrate prior to the ion 
exchange process and removing it afterwards. The ion exchange rate can be controlled by 
either  adjusting  the  temperature  or  with  an  external  electric  field  applied  across  the 
substrate. It is a common method for fabrication of waveguides in glass substrates, by 
replacing the Na
+ ions with K
+, Ag
+ or Tl
+, and also in LiNbO3, by exchanging the Li
+ ions 
with H
+ in benzoic acid (C6H5COOH) [3]. 
 
2.4.3. ION IMPLANTATION 
In this method high energy (up to a few MeV) light ions, such as H
+ (protons) or He
+ are 
implanted in a region near the surface of the substrate, in order to induce a change in 
refractive index by a variation of structure, density or stoichiometry. In any case the ion 
implantation causes a lattice disorder, which induces changes in other properties as well 
(e.g.  fluorescence,  optical  absorption,  transmission  losses)  and  can  even  result  in 
amorphisation of part of the substrate, whose crystallinity can be recovered by thermal 
annealing, if necessary. The depth and intensity of crystal damage can be adjusted by 
tuning the energy of the accelerated ions, as they first lose energy by electronic interaction 
near the surface and then by direct interaction with the ions in the crystal lattice, causing 
their  displacement;  this  means  that  the  very  first  layer  below  the  substrate  surface  is 
normally unaffected by the ion implantation. The change in refractive index can be positive 
or  negative,  depending  on  the  substrate  material  and  the  damage  mechanism.  Planar 
waveguides  can  be  made  by  flooding  the  whole  substrate  surface;  otherwise  channel 
waveguides can be created by masking the substrate where ion implantation is unwanted. 
Due to the high energy required for the ions, a large and expensive accelerator is needed. 
Planar waveguides have been fabricated by ion beam implantation of group IV elements 
into  un doped  sapphire  substrates  [24],  but  the  degradation  of  the  bombarded  region 
induces additional undesirable losses. 
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2.5.  CONCLUSIONS 
Film growth by PLD has been introduced and compared with other deposition techniques 
and planar waveguide fabrication methods, as summarised in Tables 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. It is 
clear that PLD has several advantages over the other techniques discussed in this chapter, 
namely: simplicity and ease of use; flexibility, allowing material and device engineering; 
lack of toxic precursors; capability of growing high quality crystalline films at high growth 
rates  (up  to  ~10   m/hour),  thus  avoiding  subsequent  thermal  annealing  steps,  which 
however could be performed in situ, if necessary.  In fact, PLD has already proven its 
potential in growing high quality crystalline Ti:sapphire and garnet waveguide lasers [25]. 
Its main competitor is LPE, which – although more expensive and complex – allows the 
growth of higher quality single crystal epitaxial garnet films at even higher growth rates 
(up  to  ~60   m/hour)  and,  in  particular,  magneto optic  YIG  films  with  intrinsic  FMR 
linewidth matching the value of bulk YIG spheres ( H ≈ 0.015 mT) [26]. Nevertheless, 
FMR linewidth in epitaxial YIG films grown on GGG by PLD has been minimised to  H 
≈ 0.09 mT [26] and, unlike LPE, PLD can grow thermodynamically unstable materials, 
such as Bi:YIG (at high doping levels) and BIG, as already proven in [18]. 
TECHNIQUE  Crystallisation  Typical growth 





PLD  Yes  (1 – 10)  Good  HV 
TVD  No  ~0.1  Bad  UHV 
Sputtering  No  ~0.1  Moderate  HV 
Sol gel  No  N.A.  Poor  No 
Spray pyrolysis  No  N.A.  Poor  No 
LPE  Yes  >10  Good  No 
SPE  Yes, poly  –  –  No 
ICB  Yes, poly  ~0.1  Good  HV 
CVD  Yes  ~0.1  Moderate  HV 
Table 2.5.1. Summary of film growth techniques. 
METHOD  Complexity  Material range 
applicable to  
In diffusion  Simple  Wide 
Ion exchange  Moderate  Moderate 
Ion implantation  Difficult  Wide 
Table 2.5.2. Summary of waveguide fabrication methods. 
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3.  CHAPTER 3 
THEORY 
3.1.  INTRODUCTION 
The basics of PLD and the fundamentals of waveguide physics are provided in the first 
part of this chapter, whereas the second half provides some information on the materials of 
interest for this thesis, namely Ti:sapphire and magneto optic garnets; some basic concepts 
of magnetism are also introduced in the second part. 
 
3.2.  PLD THEORY 
The  generic experimental set up and the working principle of PLD have already  been 
illustrated in Section 2.2. The physics of PLD is quite complicated and has not been fully 
modelled, due to the number of parameters and factors involved in the whole process; in 
this section a qualitative explanation of PLD physical processes is provided, in order to 
allow the reader to understand the experimental chapters; a comprehensive study of PLD 
can be found in [1, 2]. In order to simplify the study, the PLD process is divided mainly 
into three phases, to make it easier to understand the whole process: 
1.  laser target interaction (target ablation phase), described in the next sub section, 
with  details  on  laser induced  target  damage  and  consequent  formation  of 
particulates in sub section 3.2.4; the typical time scale ranges from ~100 fs to ~100 
ns, depending on target material and laser pulse duration and wavelength; 
2.  plume formation and propagation, discussed in sub section 3.2.2; the time scale for 
plume propagation is in the range (1 s – 1 ms), depending on deposition conditions; 
3.  film growth, whose details are provided in sub section   3.2.3; nucleation time scale 
can be of the order of 1 ms, slightly shorter than the time between pulses (>10 ms). 
 
3.2.1. LASER ABLATION 
In order to grow a film with the same composition as the target, stoichiometric transfer 
must be ensured from the target to the ablation plume. If a high power CW laser (e.g. a 
CO2 laser) is used, the power delivered to the target would be transferred to the bulk as 26 
 
heat, thus causing melting and evaporation of the material; however, this process, in a 
similar  vein  to  thermal  evaporation  or  TVD  (see  Section  2.3.1),  does  not  allow 
stoichiometric transfer, due to the different melting points and vapour pressures of the 
constituents of the target material, and hence this incongruent evaporation would produce 
films with different composition from the target [3]. To avoid this and achieve congruent 
evaporation,  pulsed  UV  laser  ablation  has  shown  itself  to  be  an  excellent  alternative 
technique. However, the situation is different and more complicated when using a pulsed 
laser: the interaction process of each laser pulse with the target can be sketched as outlined 
in Figure 3.2.1, as a first approximation [4]. 
 
Figure 3.2.1. Stages of target ablation. Description in the text. 
1.  The  energy  of  the  laser  pulse  is  absorbed  by  the  target  and  the  material  starts 
melting; 
2.  while  the  melt  front  proceeds  deeper  into  the  target,  some  material  starts 
evaporating;  the  ejected  material  is  still  transparent  to  the  laser  pulse,  which 
continues heating the target, whose temperature keeps rising; 
3.  while the target temperature reaches a maximum value, more material evaporates, 
leading to the formation of a plume, which becomes denser and thus more opaque, 
absorbing enough energy from the laser pulse; 
4.  the plume expands and absorbs more energy from the laser pulse (for duration τ > 
10 ps), thus increasing its temperature, reducing target surface heating and hence 
limiting further material ejection; 
5.  the laser pulse ends, thus allowing cooling down of the irradiated target area, while 
the plume leaves the target; 
6.  the target surface cools down and re solidifies in a damaged state, featuring ripples, 
cones, splashes and particulates, while the plume travels towards the substrate. 
The whole process is repeated for the next incident laser pulse. 
Although the aforementioned process may resemble a thermal process, there are actually 
several mechanisms involved, which happen in non thermodynamic equilibrium [1, 5]. 27 
 
A.  Thermal sputtering: this mechanism consists of melting and vaporisation of the 
target area hit by the laser pulse, leading to formation of a plume of ejected material 
and resulting in production of wave like structures and re sputtered droplets on the 
target surface. This mechanism prevails only if the heat diffusion length (ltd) is 
shorter than the absorption length (lα) of the laser pulse, ltd < lα, meaning that the 
heat produced by the laser pulse in the target is not conducted away into the bulk 
from the ablation spot more quickly than it is absorbed. Absorption depth and the 
thermal diffusion depth are defined as in Equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) respectively 
[5]: 
   =
 
                         (3.2.1) 
    = 2                            (3.2.2) 
where τ is the laser pulse duration, whereas α and κtd are respectively the absorption 
coefficient (inverse of the absorption depth) and the thermal diffusivity of the target. 
This explains why a short ablation wavelength laser source and short laser pulses 
are preferred: the former means higher optical absorption α within the target and 
hence shorter absorption depth lα, whereas the latter reduces the thermal diffusion 
depth ltd; for this reason pulsed UV lasers are commonly used for PLD, in particular 
excimers (such as KrF and ArF, emitting at λ = 248 nm and 193 nm respectively), 
with τ ≈ 20 ns, and frequency tripled or  quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers, emitting at 
longer wavelengths (λ = 355 nm and 266 nm respectively), but with shorter pulse 
duration (τ ≈ 5 ns) than excimers. 
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where FL and FL,th are respectively the laser fluence on the target and the target 
ablation threshold. 
B.  Electronic sputtering: this mechanism, which actually encompasses a broad range 
of phenomena, prevails at the very beginning (<10 ps) of the laser ablation process 
and  includes  multi photon  absorption,  which  is  predominant  over  thermal 
sputtering in targets ablated with ultra short laser pulses (τ < 10 ps), e.g. with fs 
lasers  [2].  The  electric  field  of  the  laser  pulse  accelerates  the  electrons  in  the 28 
 
penetrated volume of the target, causing ionisation of the material; similarly multi 
photon absorption generates free electrons, which are accelerated by interaction 
with bound electrons, thus causing further generation of free charge carriers and 
further ionisation (“avalanche ionisation”) of the target material, which results in 
material  vaporisation  by  “Coulomb  explosion”,  i.e.  violent  ejection  of  highly 
energetic ions due to their reciprocal Coulomb repulsion induced by the electrons 
escaping  from  the  target  (thermo ionic  emission),  if  the  laser  fluence  is  over  a 
certain threshold. Over a longer time scale (>>10 ps), the electrons will transfer 
their energy to the lattice (i.e. to the ions) by means of electron heat conduction and 
electron phonon and electron ion collisions, reaching thermodynamic equilibrium, 
thus leading to thermal sputtering [2], although other factors (e.g. laser hot spots 
and impurities in the target) must be taken into account to explain high ionisation 
fractions and temperatures, which otherwise cannot be fully explained by thermal 
sputtering only. 
C.  Collisional  sputtering: some of the ejected species can fall back on the target 
surface, causing erosion of an area larger than the ablated spot. 
D.  Hydrodynamic sputtering: this is observed especially in metallic targets, where 
droplets of material can form on the target surface during transient melting; these 
droplets can be ejected and deposited on the film or re sputtered on the target. 
E.  Exfoliational sputtering: chunks or flakes of material are detached from the target 
surface due to repeated thermal shock, leading to formation of particulates on the 
film surface. This is particularly evident in brittle materials such as garnets [5] and 
when ablating a freshly re conditioned target surface: visible “spots”, i.e. chunks of 
material, were noticed on the surface of a blank substrate in the first seconds of 
ablation of a non pre ablated target; this problem can be alleviated with target pre 
ablation. 
 
3.2.2. PLUME FORMATION AND PROPAGATION 
As aforementioned, the plume starts forming before the end of the laser pulse and it starts 
expanding isothermally, meaning that its temperature remains constant. Also its ionisation 
ratio (i.e. the ratio of the number of ions in the gas over the number of neutral atoms) 











                        (3.2.4) 
where  Ni  and  Nn  are  the  density  of  ions  and  neutral  atoms  per  cm
3  in  a  gas  in  local 
thermodynamic equilibrium, to which the plume can be approximated, T the temperature of 
the  plasma  in  Kelvin,  kB  is  Boltzmann’s  constant  (~8.62×10
 5  ev/K)  and  Ui  the  first 
ionization potential in eV. The increase in ionisation ratio is due to the increase of the 
plasma  temperature  induced  by  the  absorption  of  laser  energy:  at  relatively  low 
temperatures (T < 3,000 K), the ionisation ratio is low (~0.0001 with Ui = 7 eV), but it 
increases rapidly to ~0.8 at T = 10,000 K due to the exponential factor; however, typical 
values of Ui are of the order of 10 eV, requiring plasma temperatures of ~6,000 K for a 
significant ionisation (at least ~0.1), a value that cannot be achieved with typical laser 
fluences, although hot spots may seed ionisation of the whole forming plume [1, 5]. Once 
the plume is sufficiently ionised, it will reflect laser light and thus prevent heating. 
Once the laser pulse has ended, the plume leaves the target (as there is no more material 
ejection from it) and expands in the vacuum chamber with a higher expansion rate in the 
direction with higher density and pressure gradient (the plume expands quickly away from 
the target because the ablation depth is much smaller than the laser spot size); at the same 
time the thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy, but the temperature does not drop 
indefinitely because of energy from recombination [4]. 
 
Figure 3.2.2. Plume formed by ablating a YIG target with a KrF laser at a fluence of FKrF ≈ 3 J/cm
2 in O2. 30 
 
Above the ablation threshold significant material removal and a luminous plasma plume 
are observed (see Figure 3.2.2, depicting a plume formed by ablating a YIG target with 248 
nm radiation at a fluence F ≈ 3 J/cm
2). 
The fluence of the laser is critical to both the formation of the plume and also how it 
continues to develop: an increase in fluence causes a higher plasma temperature and thus a 
higher ionisation ratio. Also the laser spot size is critical in determining the shape and size 
of the plume: a large spot size will result in a plume direction that is perpendicular to the 
target, whereas a smaller spot size will produce a broader and more divergent plume (see 
Figure 3.2.3) – this is the so called “flip over” effect, similar to diffraction (whereby a 
small laser beam diverges faster than a larger one) [4, 5]. Considering that excimer lasers 
are typically used for target ablation, their rectangular beam shape will produce plumes 
with elliptical cross section, if not corrected with lenses: the plume expansion will be faster 
along the smaller axis than on the longer axis. 
 
Figure 3.2.3. Plume geometry as a function of laser spot size: (a) tight focusing produces a spherical plume, 
whereas (b) a larger laser spot size produces a more confined and directive plume. Picture from reference [7]. 
The background gas and its pressure will affect plume composition and dynamics too, due 
to  scattering,  attenuation  and  thermalization  of  the  plume,  consequently  affecting  film 
growth. The vacuum chamber can be filled with inert gases, such as argon (Ar) and other 
nobles gases, or reactive gases, e.g. oxygen (O2) and nitrogen (N2), to control plume and 
film stoichiometry, in order to grow oxides and nitrides; for instance, in order to avoid 
oxygen  deficiency  in  garnet  films,  these  are  typically  grown  in  O2.  Increasing  the 
background gas pressure will result in an increased number of collisions of the species in 
the plume with the background gas, thus resulting in [1]: 
￿  an increase of plume fluorescence; 
￿  a sharper plume boundary, due to the transfer of energy to the gas as a shock wave; 
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￿  a slower plume (compared to propagation in vacuum), resulting in… 
￿  greater spatial confinement of the plume. 
The plume directivity can therefore be tuned to some extent not only by changing the laser 
spot size, but also the background gas pressure. Depositions in vacuum (we normally used 
a base vacuum pressure of the order of ~10
 2 Pa) will be characterised by a slow growth 
rate (typically less than 1  m/hour), due to the plume divergence, as it is not confined by 
background gas, which can cause severe coating of laser windows; injecting a gas into the 
chamber and increasing the pressure will produce a more confined plume and increase the 
deposition rate up to a maximum point beyond which it will slow down again, due to 
increased  scattering  (i.e.  collisions  of  species  in  the  plume  with  the  background  gas, 
diffusing the former away from their trajectory towards the substrate) or desorption from 
the  substrate  (which  is  discussed  in  more  detail  in  the  next  sub section).  The  target 
substrate distance (d) must be chosen according to the gas pressure and should be lower 
than the mean free path
1, Λ, which is ~10 cm for atoms/molecules ~1 Å in diameter at a 
vacuum  pressure  of  ~10
 1  Pa  and  at  room  temperature  (~300  K);  increasing  the  gas 
pressure  will  result  in  a  decrease  of  the  kinetic  energy  of  the  species  arriving  on  the 
substrate, if kept at the same distance from the target; so, if growth dynamics (more in the 
next sub section) must be preserved, the substrate needs to be moved closer to the target 
according to the rule of thumb PGAS d
3 = const. [8]. 
The angular distribution of the plume can be best described by a relationship of cos
m(Θ), 
where m is  an integer ranging  from 2 to 20, depending on deposition conditions, and 
typically assuming a value between 10 and 12 [1, 4, 5]. When ablating multi component 
targets (e.g. YIG), different elements may have different angular distributions, with the 
lighter  ones  (e.g.  Fe  compared  to  Y  in  YIG)  more  subject  to  scattering  and  thus 
preferentially  shifted  towards  the  edges  of  the  plume,  which  likely  explains  the  non 
stoichiometric transfer from the target to the film observed in all single PLD experiments 
using a stoichiometric YIG target. 
The plume typically contains ions, neutral atoms, electrons, molecules, particulates and 
clusters. Formation of particulates  and clusters  has already been mentioned above and 
more details are given in sub section   3.2.4. Electrons attain the highest velocities, but do 
not escape the plasma due to the interaction with the ions in the plume, which travel near 
                                                 
1 Λ	 =	
   
√       
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the front of the plume, especially the lightest, thus arriving on the substrate before neutrals 
and particulates, which can then be filtered by exploiting this delay and thus avoid their 
deposition on the film (more details in the last sub section of this paragraph). 
 
3.2.3. FILM GROWTH 
The deposition of material on the substrate and the consequent film growth is a complex 
process, depending on several deposition conditions such as: 
￿  substrate crystallinity and orientation, important for epitaxial growth; 
￿  substrate  temperature,  critical  for  crystallisation  of  the  film,  but  may  cause 
desorption of some species, if too high; 
￿  substrate  surface  preparation,  affecting  crystalline  growth  and  film  surface 
roughness; 
￿  laser  fluence,  affecting  plume  and  film  stoichiometry,  but  also  deposition  rate, 
stress and particulate size and density; 
￿  background gas pressure, affecting growth rate and film composition; 
￿  target substrate distance, affecting deposition rate. 
In order to simplify the treatment of this topic, we separate the effects of crystal defects, 
lattice mismatch and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC) mismatch on film growth, which 
arise in the case of hetero epitaxial growth (growth of a material on a different substrate), 
and we first give an overview of nucleation and film growth for the case of homo epitaxial 
growth (film and substrate are the same material) on atomically flat substrates. 
 
3.2.3.1.  GROWTH MECHANISM 
Three independent phases can be identified during the film growth process [9]: 
I.  nucleation, i.e. condensation of atoms in the vapour on the substrate, thus forming 
the so called “adatoms” (from the contraction of “adsorbed atoms”); 
II.  coalescence, i.e. formation of a continuous network of material; 
III.  growth of the final continuous film. 
A schematic of various processes involved in nucleation is depicted in Figure 3.2.4: film 
atoms arrive on the substrate and can diffuse over bare substrate areas or pre existing 33 
 
clusters, form mobile or stationary clusters with mobile or stationary film atoms, attach to 
pre existing clusters, re evaporate from a cluster or the substrate surface or detach from a 
cluster and remain on the substrate surface [1]. 
 
Figure 3.2.4. Summary of atomic processes involved in nucleation. 
 
Figure 3.2.5. Summary of growth modes: (a) Volmer Weber (3D) mode or island formation; (b) Frank van 
der Merwe (2D) mode or layer by layer; (c) Stranski Krastanov (2D + 3D) mode or layer + island. 
Considering the case of vapour deposition at thermodynamic equilibrium, three different 
growth mechanisms or growth modes can take place, as depicted schematically in Figure 
3.2.5, depending on the balance of the free energies of film surface (γF), substrate surface 
(γS) and the interface between film and substrate (γ
*) [1, 2, 4, 5, 9]: 
a.  island or Volmer–Weber mode or 3D growth mode, for γS < γF + γ
*, which means 
that the film components are more bound to each other than to the substrate: in this 
case the film atoms tends to aggregate in clusters and form separate 3D islands on 
the substrate surface; 34 
 
b.  layer by layer or Frank–van der Merwe mode 2D growth mode, for γS > γF + γ
*, 
which means that the film components are more bound to the substrate than to each 
other: in this case the film components nucleate forming 2D clusters, i.e. just one 
monolayer thick, until they coalesce forming a complete monolayer on the substrate 
surface, before starting depositing on top of the new monolayer; 
c.  layer + island or Stranski–Krastanov or 2D + 3D growth mode: in this case the 
film starts growing in monolayers (layer by layer or 2D) and then in islands (3D), 
due to an increase in interface energy with film thickness and strain/stress in the 
film  (more  in  the  next  sub sections);  this  is  especially  true  for  hetero epitaxial 
growth. 
The growth mode is controlled also by super saturation: the higher its value, the more the 
growth tends to shift from island (3D) to layer by layer (2D) [9]. 
This thermodynamic approach is not entirely valid in vapour deposition techniques that do 
not take place in thermodynamic equilibrium, such as PLD, and kinetic effects must be 
considered. Due to limited surface diffusion, the deposited material tends to rearrange itself 
to minimise the surface energy [2]. Considering homo epitaxial growth, a 2D growth mode 
is expected. The behaviour of the deposited species depends on several kinetic parameters, 
the most important of which is probably the surface diffusion coefficient [2]: 
   =     
 
  
                          (3.2.5) 
where:  f  is  the  attempt  frequency,  i.e.  the  vibrational  frequency  of  the  adatom,  j  the 
characteristic jump distance, Ea the activation energy for diffusion and T the temperature in 
Kelvin.  This  highlights  the  importance  of  deposition  temperature  in  controlling  the 
diffusivity of adatoms; the surface diffusion length is defined as the average distance an 
atom can travel on a flat surface before being trapped [2]: 
   =	                              (3.2.6) 
where τr is the residence time before re evaporation. 
There are two possible 2D growth modes [2]: 
1.  diffusion of an atom on a terrace or intra layer mass transport, occurring when the 
diffusion length is longer than the terrace width (lT), i.e. lD > lT: nucleation on 
terraces is prevented, as the adatoms are mobile enough to reach the edges of the 35 
 
substrate steps, acting as sinks for the deposited atoms; this is the so called “step 
flow growth”, schematically pictured in Figure   3.2.6. 
2.  diffusion of an atom to a lower terrace or inter layer mass transport, taking place 
when lD < lT: in this case the adatoms are not mobile enough to reach the edges of 
the substrate steps and nucleate on the terrace until a saturation density is reached, 
after which the atoms aggregate around existing nuclei and form islands. If there is 
a steady inter layer mass transport, a layer by layer growth mode will take place, as 
the atoms on top of a growing island reach the island edge and diffuse to the lower 
layer; otherwise, if there is no inter layer mass transport or it is limited, nucleation 
will  continue  on  top  of  islands  before  they  have  coalesced  (“second layer 
nucleation”). In reality the growth mode in conditions far from equilibrium will be 
intermediate between these two modes. 
 
Figure 3.2.6. Schematic of 2D step flow growth mode. 
 
3.2.3.2.  CRYSTAL DEFECTS 
Crystallographic defects may arise during film growth, due to defects on the substrate, 
lattice mismatch (more in the next sub section) between film and substrate or contaminants 
in the vacuum chamber, in the target or on the substrate surface. They can be classified as: 
•  point defects (summarised in Figure   3.2.7), which occur only at or around a single 
lattice point: 
o  vacancies, i.e. vacant lattice sites in a crystal; 
o  interstitial defects, i.e. an atom (which can be an impurity) occupying a site 
in the crystal structure where there should be no atom; 
o  Frenkel defects, i.e. pairs of vacancies and interstitials, due to ions moving 
to interstitials and thus forming vacancies; 36 
 
o  substitutional defects, i.e. impurities substituting ions in the crystal lattice; 
the ionic radius of the impurity is generally different from that of the ion it 
is replacing, thus causing a distortion of the surrounding lattice; 
•  line defects, occurring when groups of atoms are in incorrect positions in the lattice, 
e.g. edge or misfit dislocations (see Figure   3.2.8), caused by termination of a plane 
of atoms in the middle of a crystal and causing a distortion of the adjacent planes, 
so that the crystal structure is ordered on either side; 
•  planar  defects,  such  as  grain  boundaries,  occurring  where  the  crystallographic 
direction  of  the  lattice  changes  abruptly,  e.g.  when  two  crystals  start  growing 
separately and then meet; 
•  bulk  defects,  such  as  voids,  i.e.  small  regions  with  no  atoms  or  “cluster  of 
vacancies”, and precipitates, i.e. small regions of impurities clustered together in a 
different phase. 
These defects influence the film properties, such as stress/strain, which can be relieved by 
formation  of  edge  dislocations  for  instance,  magnetic  properties  (e.g.  ferromagnetic 
resonance, Faraday rotation), optical properties (e.g. refractive index, optical absorption). 
Vacancies in ionic solids filled with one or more electrons are called “colour centres”, as 
the electrons in the vacancies tend to absorb visible light, making a normally transparent 
material coloured: this has been observed in Al deficient bulk YAG crystals, which appear 
brown instead of transparent, for instance [5]. 
In  some  cases  substitutional  defects  are  desired  in  order  to  improve  the  properties  of 
materials: for instance replacing some Al
3+ ions with Ti
3+ in the crystal lattice of sapphire 
(α Al2O3) increases the refractive index and allows lasing action, however Ti
4+ impurities 




3+ in the lattice of YIG (Y3Fe5O12) improves magnetic properties and in particular 
allows  achievement  of  higher  values  of  Verdet  constant  or  Faraday  rotation  (more  in 
Section 3.6.3). 37 
 
 
Figure 3.2.7. Summary of point defects. 
 
Figure 3.2.8. Schematic of edge or misfit dislocation. 
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3.2.3.3.  LATTICE MISMATCH 
If the substrate temperature is high enough to ensure crystallisation, the substrate material 
will generally act as a crystalline seed for the film growing on top. If the film and substrate 
are made of the same material, the film will grow with the same crystal structure, lattice 
constant and orientation as the substrate (“homo epitaxial growth” – see Figure   3.2.9.a): 
this can be done to grow films with higher purity than the substrate or with controlled 
doping  for  particular  applications  (e.g.  Ti:sapphire  on  sapphire  for  making  waveguide 
lasers). On the contrary, if film and substrates are not the same materials (“hetero epitaxial 
growth”, e.g. YIG on YAG or GGG), crystal growth depends on the lattice mismatch, i.e. 
the difference between the lattice constants of the film (aFILM) and the substrate (aSUB), 
usually normalised to the lattice constant of the latter: 
  
    
=
          
    
                       (3.2.7) 
 
Figure 3.2.9. Schematic of growth mechanisms: (a) homoepitaxy (aFILM = aSUB); (b) harmonic mismatched 
growth (e.g. aFILM = 2aSUB); (c) lattice matched growth with different crystal orientations; (d) heteroepitaxy 
with tensile strain (aFILM < aSUB); (e) heteroepitaxy with compressive strain (aFILM > aSUB); (f) heteroepitaxy 
with misfit dislocations (aFILM > aSUB). The blue arrows in (d) and (e) indicate the in plane stress in the film. 
If the lattice constant of the film is roughly an integer multiple of the substrate lattice 
constant,  the  film  can  be  grown  successfully  (“harmonic  mismatched  growth”  –  see 39 
 
Figure    3.2.9.b)  with  no  defects.  Lattice matched  crystal  growth  may  be  achieved  with 
different  crystal  orientations  between  the  film  and  the  substrate  (see  Figure    3.2.9.c). 
Otherwise,  a  lattice  mismatch  up  to  ~9%  can  be  accommodated  via  stress/strain  or 
formation of defects (mainly edge dislocations) in the growing film [4, 5]: normally the 
film starts growing with the same lattice constant as the substrate (pseudomorphic growth), 
accumulating stress/strain (see Figures   3.2.9.d and e) up to a critical thickness tc (typically 
of the order of some nanometres), depending on the materials and the lattice mismatch, and 
then  relieving  the  accumulated  stress/strain  by  formation  of  misfit  dislocation  (see 
Figure   3.2.9.f). However, if the lattice mismatch is higher than 9%, the film will grow 
polycrystalline or even amorphous. 
As aforementioned, doping in the film (substitutional defects) will affect its properties, 
including the lattice constant, which will vary linearly with doping concentration according 
to  Vegard’s  law,  an  approximate  empirical  rule;  for  instance,  considering  a  ternary 
compound, such as TixAl2 xO3, its lattice constant (a) will vary with composition according 
to: 
  =          +  2 −          /2                   (3.2.8) 
with: 0 ≤ x ≤ 2, so that x = 0 gives the lattice constant of pure sapphire (Al2O3) and x = 2 
gives the lattice constant of pure titanium oxide (Ti2O3). 
 
3.2.3.4.  THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT (TEC) MISMATCH 
In hetero epitaxial growth not only does the lattice mismatch play an important role, but 
also the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC, ρ) mismatch, if the substrate is heated to high 
temperatures during the film growth. In fact, the film may grow successfully on a lattice 
mismatched substrate, but it may subsequently crack upon cooling, if the TEC mismatch 
( ρ/ρSUB) between the film and the substrate is too high, due to their different shrinking 
rates; this is especially true for  m thick films [4, 5, 10]. Two cases can be distinguished, 
as  schematically  represented  in  Figure  3.2.10:  if  ρFILM  <  ρSUB  the  film  will  be  under 
compressive strain, whereas if ρFILM > ρSUB the film will be under tensile strain. However, 
TEC mismatch is difficult to predict, because TECs are normally quoted over a relatively 
narrow range of temperatures and may not be valid in a broader range of temperature over 
which the system is heated. Moreover values of TECs for materials in thin film form may 
not be the same as bulk materials and off stoichiometry during the film growth may cause 40 
 
further changes in the TEC, which however should follow the same Vegard’s law as for 
lattice constant; e.g. for Ti:sapphire (TixAl2 xO3): 
  =          +  2 −          /2                   (3.2.9) 
with: 0 ≤ x ≤ 2, so that x = 0 gives the TEC of pure sapphire (Al2O3) and x = 2 gives the 
TEC of pure titanium oxide (Ti2O3). 
 
Figure 3.2.10. Effects of thermal expansion mismatch [5]: 
(a) compressive strain for ρFILM < ρSUB; (b) tensile strain for ρFILM > ρSUB. 
The film strain induced by the TEC mismatch may (partially) compensate the film stress 
induced by the lattice mismatch, thus resulting in better film properties: for instance, if 
aFILM > aSUB (e.g. YIG on YAG: aFILM = aYIG = 1.2376 nm > aSUB = aYAG = 1.2006 nm [11, 
12])  the  film  can  accumulate  compressive  strain,  which  however  may  be  partially  or 
completely relieved by the TEC mismatch induced tensile strain, if ρFILM > ρSUB (e.g. YIG 
on YAG: ρFILM = ρYIG = 1×10
 5 K
 1 > ρSUB = ρYAG = 7.5×10
 6 K
 1 at 300 K [13 15]). 
 
3.2.4. TARGET DAMAGE AND PARTICULATES 
3.2.4.1.  TARGET MODIFICATION 
As aforementioned, laser ablation modifies the target: as soon as the laser pulse ends, the 
surface of the ablated area cools down and re solidifies in a damaged state with altered 
crystallinity and composition, featuring ripples, cones, splashes and particulates. All these 
features, described in this sub section, will cause formation of particulates on the sample 
surface, as discussed in the next sub section. Figure 3.2.11 shows surface modification 
(dark ablation trench/ring) of three targets after prolonged ablation. 41 
 
 
Figure 3.2.11. Ablated targets of (a) sintered Bi2O3, (b) polycrystalline YIG and (c) sintered Fe2O3. 
Re sputtered material/dust covers the central region and the thin outer ring (visible especially in the Bi2O3 
target, originally yellow – look at its edge). 
Wave like structures or ripples are likely due to the velocity difference between two fluids, 
i.e. the molten material on the target and the expanding plume, in the same fashion as the 
surface waves produced on water by the wind [5]; ripples on the wavelength scale, also 
known as LIPSS (Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures), are observed at low fluences, 
typically  below  the  ablation  threshold,  but  their  formation  mechanism  is  not  well 
understood yet [1, 4, 5]. Figure 3.2.12.a shows an example of wave like structures in a 
poly crystalline YIG target after around 3 hours and 45 minutes of ablation with a KrF 
laser: cracks and effects of exfoliation (already mentioned in Section 3.2.1 and discussed 
later  in  this  section)  induced  by  thermal  shock  can  be  noticed  too.  Ablation  of  these 
structures can be a source of particulates. 
 
Figure 3.2.12. SEM pictures of (a) wave like structures (ripples) in a poly crystalline YIG target after ~3.75 
hours of ablation and (b) cone like structures in a single crystalline YIG target after ~7.5 hours of ablation. 
The targets were rotated with an epitrochoidal motion during laser ablation and depositions. 
Formation of cones (including cones with irregular shape, columns, clusters, etc.) on the 
target surface upon laser irradiation has been observed in several materials [1]. An example 
of cone structures in a single crystal YIG target after ~7.5 hours of ablation with a KrF 
laser is shown in Figure   3.2.12.b. EDX analysis of these cones shows that they are Y rich 
and Fe deficient on the tips, which suggests that the cone formation is due to incongruent 
melting and phase segregation [1, 16]: as re solidification of melt material on the target 42 
 
begins,  high melting  point  components  such  as  Y2O3  (Tm,Y2O3  ≈  2698  K)  and  YFeO3 
(Tm,YFeO3 ≈ 1993 K > Tm,Fe2O3 ≈ 1839 K > Tm,YIG ≈ 1828 K) freeze first, leading to Y 
enrichment; although this process is not significant for  single pulse irradiation, in the long 
term, when the phenomenon is repeated over several thousands (and actually up to several 
hundreds of thousands) of times during target ablation, it will cause phase segregation and 
formation of these cone structures with a Y rich outer shell, causing a decrease in target 
ablation rate, due to UV transparency of Y2O3 and an increase of surface area (leading to a 
lower effective laser fluence) [5, 16]; however laser channelling between the cones can 
increase  the  effective  laser  fluence  on  the  target  bulk,  with  subsequent  production  of 
particulates  [4].  These  can  be  formed  also  by  exfoliation  of  cones  [5].  In  any  case, 
production  of  particulates  generally  tends  to  increase  with  increasing  target  usage  and 
target  re conditioning  is  suggested  after  several  hours  of  ablation  (see  Section  4.3.1). 
Formation of cones, typically preceded by formation of shallow ripple like structures [16], 
may start with poor ablation of points on the target surface (e.g. due to impurities or 
deposited debris) and they will always point in the direction of the incident laser beam [1, 
5]. No cones have been observed in single crystal Ti:sapphire targets, even after more than 
10 hours of ablation, indicating that cone formation is material dependent. 
Splashes and particulates on the target can be formed via collisional and hydrothermal 
sputtering, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1: some species ejected during laser ablation may 
fall back on target material that is still melted, in the liquid phase, thus causing splashes 
and formation of particulates on the target surface; when these splashes and particulates are 
re ablated, they will cause formation of particulates on the sample surface. 
As aforementioned, the target composition can be altered during laser ablation, due to [4]: 
￿  incongruent melting and phase segregation (see above); 
￿  loss of more volatile elements; 
￿  reactions  with  background  gas  (e.g.  oxidisation  of  the  target  surface  in  an  O2 
ambient). 
The target should be re conditioned after prolonged laser ablation (see Section 4.3.1) also 
for  this  reason,  in  order  not  only  to  restore  a  smoother  surface,  to  avoid  particulate 
formation on the sample in the long term, but also to ensure stoichiometric transfer. Target 
pre ablation (before film growth) is important too, in order to reach a steady state target 
composition  and  surface  structuring  [1,  4],  which  will  degrade  significantly  only  after 
several hours of ablation. 43 
 
3.2.4.2.  PARTICULATE FORMATION 
Several  sources  of  formation  of  particulates  on  the  sample  have  been  mentioned.  In 
summary, particulates on the sample come from [1, 4, 5]: 
￿  thermal  sputtering,  i.e.  formation  and  subsequent  ablation  of  ripples,  wave like 
structures, splashes and particulates on the target surface; 
￿  collisional sputtering (target erosion); 
￿  hydrodynamic  sputtering  (splashing  and  formation  of  droplets,  especially  in 
metallic targets); 
￿  exfoliation sputtering (chunks or flakes of material detaching from the target due to 
thermal shock and impinging on the sample); 
￿  cone formation and exfoliation; 
￿  sub surface super heating (target material hotter than the evaporating surface above, 
causing micro explosions) [1, 4]; 
￿  condensation of vapour species in the plume due to super saturation (sub micron 
particles) [1, 4, 5]. 
Particles coming from target surface modification are more difficult to prevent than those 
due to the last two factors, which can be avoided respectively by tuning the laser fluence 
and by adjusting the background gas pressure or the target substrate distance. In fact, a 
high fluence typically causes a high density of particulate on the samples surface, due to 
increased  sub surface  super heating;  however  decreasing  the  fluence  too  much  will 
produce poorer ablation and a slower deposition rate and may even result in formation of 
droplets by condensation; so a compromise value must be found. Variation of background 
gas pressure and/or target substrate distance, closely related to each other via the mean free 
path (see Section   3.2.2), will affect plume (condensation) and film growth dynamics and 
thus particulate formation on the sample. 
As aforementioned, particulates coming from target surface modification can be controlled 
by periodically re conditioning the target by lapping/polishing or even with sandpaper (see 
Section 4.3.1) and pre ablating fresh target surfaces to avoid particle deposition from the 
initial formation of cones and other structures. However, several techniques have been 
proposed to contrast this phenomenon; for instance target usage can be increased by: 
￿  raster scanning the laser beam on the target surface; 
￿  moving the target with a computer controlled XY stage; 44 
 
￿  rotating the target, thus producing an ablation ring/trench (“race track”); 
￿  rotating the target with an off set cam, providing an epitrochoidal (“spirograph") 
motion and thus resulting in a larger ablation ring than a purely circular ablation 
path; 
￿  rotating and tilting the target continuously, resulting again in a large ablation trench 
and allowing deposition of more uniform films, with controlled curvature, if dwell 
times are set at some target tilt angles; this however may result in the production of 
cones and splashes on the edges of the ablated tracks, which are likely to be ablated 
at the subsequent tilt angle with consequent formation of particulates on the sample. 
The last two methods have been used for the depositions described in this thesis; some 
more details are given in Section 4.2. 
A few other techniques to avoid formation of particulate from target surface modification 
use [1, 4, 5]: 
￿  a velocity filter or a shutter synchronised with the plume, exploiting the fact that 
particulates, more massive than ions and neutral atoms, travel slower than either of 
these; 
￿  a pulsed gas jet, synchronised with the plume, to blow particles away, exploiting 
the same working principle as above (see Figure   3.2.13.a) [17]; 
￿  a dual beam approach, by heating the plume and breaking down the particles or by 
synchronous  ablation  of  two  targets  of  the  same  materials,  thus  obtaining  two 
crossing plumes (“cross beam PLD”) [18], where the particles travel undisturbed 
along their axes, thus missing the substrates, whereas the other ablated species are 
scattered towards the substrate (see Figure   3.2.13.b); 
￿  an off axis geometry in the target substrate configuration, so that particles miss the 
substrate, whereas the charged species in the plume can be deflected towards the 
substrate via a magnetic field [19]. 
However,  all  these  methods  complicate  significantly  the  PLD  set up  and  reduce 
considerably the deposition rate. 45 
 
 
Figure 3.2.13. Two techniques to avoid or reduce the formation of particulates on the sample surface: (a) use 
of a pulsed gas jet; (b) use of a dual beam approach with a “cross plume” configuration. 
 
3.3.  WAVEGUIDE THEORY 
An optical waveguide is a 2D (planar) or 3D (channel) structure confining propagating 
light [20]. For the purposes of this thesis, only 2D or slab waveguides are considered in 
this  section.  Light  confinement  and  waveguiding  can  be  explained  with  total  internal 
reflection (TIR) and, to a first approximation, with geometrical optics, as schematically 
shown in Figure 3.3.1 for an asymmetric planar waveguide. TIR requires that the refractive 
index of the film is higher than the refractive indexes of the surrounding regions (substrate 
and cladding). If nc (≈ 1 for air), nf and ns are the refractive indexes of cladding, film and 
substrate respectively, with nf > ns > nc, TIR is allowed only if the angle of propagation ϑ is 
higher than the critical angles for the cladding film and film substrate interfaces, which 
can be determined from Snell’s law: 
         =  	⇒	   =         
  
                   (3.3.1) 
         =  	⇒	   =         
  
                   (3.3.2) 
This means that waveguiding is achieved for ϑc < ϑs < ϑ < π/2, condition which allows a 
definition of the maximum acceptance angle ϑmax for the beam incident on the waveguide 
(ϑlaunch): 
sin     =   
  −   
  =                      (3.3.3) 46 
 
with NA defining the numerical aperture of the waveguide. 
 
Figure 3.3.1. Waveguide schematic. 
Waveguide theory however is typically formulated in terms of the propagation constant  β 
(along the z direction) rather than in terms of propagation angle ϑ: 
  =    =           =                         (3.3.4) 
where k0 = 2π/λ is the propagation constant of light in vacuum and   =    sin  is the 
effective index of the waveguide, whose value lies in the range ns < N < nf. Similarly, the 
propagation constant along the x direction is defined as: 
   =                               (3.3.5) 
Light propagation in the waveguide can be described in more detail with electromagnetic 
theory, starting from Maxwell equations: 
  ×      = −  
       
                       (3.3.6) 
  ×        =           
                       (3.3.7) 
where:      and        are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively, n is the refractive 
index of the medium,  0 = 4π×10
 7 V×s/(A×m) and ε0 ≈ 8.854×10
 12 C/(V×m) the vacuum 47 
 







     
≈ 3 × 10 	m/s                 (3.3.8) 
Under the following assumptions: 
   homogeneous, isotropic, lossless (α = 0) and charge less (  ∙      = 0) medium, 
   no field variation along the y direction: 
 
   = 0, 
   sinusoidal time trend: 
 
   =   , 
   guided propagation along the z direction: 
 
   = −  , 
Maxwell’s equations can be simplified and the electric and magnetic fields can be defined 
as follows: 
      , , ,   =       ,                            (3.3.9) 
        , , ,   =         ,                          (3.3.10) 
Further  simplifications  arise  from  considering  propagation  of  either  transverse  electric 
(TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) modes: in the former case the electric field is transverse 
to the propagation direction z, i.e. Ey ≠ 0, Ez = Ex = 0 and Hy = 0, whereas in the latter case 
the magnetic field is transverse to the propagation direction z, i.e. Hy ≠ 0, Hz = Hx = 0 and 
Ey = 0.  
In the case of propagation of a TE mode, Maxwell’s equations are simplified as follows: 
   = −
 
   
                      (3.3.11) 
   =
 
   
   
                        (3.3.12) 
−     −
   
   =                          (3.3.13) 
Replacing Hx and Hz in (3.3.13) with the definitions in Equations (3.3.11) and in (3.3.12), 
the wave equation for TE modes is obtained: 
    
    +    
    −       = 0                 (3.3.14) 48 
 
with   
  =         , or: 
    
    +   
     −       = 0                 (3.3.15) 
In the case of propagation of a TM mode, Maxwell’s equations are simplified as follows: 
   =
 
                           (3.3.16) 
   =
 
      
   
                      (3.3.17) 
     −
   
   = −                       (3.3.18) 
Replacing Ex and Ez in (3.3.18) with the definitions in Equations (3.3.16) and in (3.3.17), 
the wave equation for TM modes is obtained: 
    
    +    
    −       = 0                 (3.3.19) 
The following derivations consider the case of propagation of TE mode, but are valid for 
the case of propagation of TM mode too, with appropriate changes where necessary. 






    
    +   
    
  −       = 0															   > 0 
    
    +   
    
  −       = 0			 −   <   < 0 
    
    +   
    
  −       = 0											   < −   
           (3.3.20) 
whose solutions are given by: 
      =  
       																																										   > 0 
   cos     +    												 −   <   < 0 
           																																	   < −   
           (3.3.21) 
where tf is the film thickness, Ec, Ef and Es are constants, φc is a phase offset, kx has already 
been defined above in (3.3.5) and: 
   =       −   
                    (3.3.22) 
   =       −   
                    (3.3.23) 49 
 
are the propagation or actually the dispersion constants in the cladding and in the substrate 
respectively, meaning that the electric (and magnetic) fields are evanescent in both the 
cladding and the substrate. 
The tangential component (Hz) of the magnetic field can be found replacing Ey, as defined 
in (3.3.21), in Equation (3.3.12): 
      =
 
    
−         																																											   > 0 
−     sin     +    												 −   <   < 0 
             																																					   < −   
         (3.3.24) 
From  the  continuity  of  tangential  components  of  electric  and  magnetic  fields  at  the 
interfaces (x = 0 and x = – tf): 
   0   =	   0  	⇒	   =    cos               (3.3.25) 
   0   =	   0  	⇒	   =   
  
  
sin               (3.3.26) 
   −  
   =	   −  
  	⇒	   =    cos      −               (3.3.27) 
   −  
   =	   −  
  	⇒	   =   
  
  
sin      −             (3.3.28) 
From the ratios of the former two and of the latter two of this set of four equations: 
cot   =
  
  
                     (3.3.29) 
cot      −     =
  
  
                   (3.3.30) 
The former of these two equations can be rewritten as follows: 
   =
 
  − tan     
  
                   (3.3.31) 
This can be used in equation (3.3.30), which can be rewritten to give the modal equation, 
considering that tan  = tan   +    : 
     =    + 1   − tan     
  
− tan     
  
             (3.3.32) 
A similar modal equation can be derived for the case of propagation of TM modes: 50 
 














            (3.3.33) 
These modal equations can be solved graphically or numerically and implies that for a 
given  film  thickness  tf  and  refractive  index  nf,  there  are  a  finite  number  of  modes 
(identified by a finite number of discrete values of the TIR angles ϑm or effective refractive 
indexes Nm) which can be launched into the waveguides. 
 
3.4.  TI:SAPPHIRE 
With the term “sapphire” we refer to pure corundum, i.e. the alpha phase (α Al2O3) of 
aluminium oxide or alumina (Al2O3), which can exist in several other less common phases: 
γ ,  δ ,  η ,  θ ,  and  χ Al2O3  [21].  Figure  3.4.1  shows  the  crystallographic  structure  of 
sapphire,  which  can  be  described  either  as  rhombohedral  or  hexagonal,  with  lattice 
constants a = b = 0.4785 nm and c = 1.2991 nm [22], where the O
2  anions form the 
hexagonal close packed structure and the Al
3+ cations occupy the octahedral interstices. 
 
Figure 3.4.1. Crystal structure of sapphire (or corundum or α Al2O3), viewed along the crystallographic c 
axis [23]. 
The  crystallographic  anisotropy  is  reflected  on  the  mechanical,  thermal  and  optical 
properties. Optically sapphire is a uniaxial crystal, with its optical z axis parallel to the 
crystallographic c axis and refractive indices: no ≈ 1.7717 and ne ≈ 1.76355 at λ = 532 nm 
[22]. Sapphire has several interesting and useful properties: it is transparent over a wide 51 
 
range of wavelengths, from ~150 nm up to ~5500 nm
2; it has a high mechanical strength 
(hardness:  9  on  the  Mohs  scale,  with  diamond  hardness  =  10),  a  high  melting  point 
(Tm,Al2O3 ≈ 2303 K [22]) and good thermal conductivity (κtc,// = 23.1 W/(m×K) and κtc,﬩ = 
25.1 W/(m×K) respectively for parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the 
optical axis at 300 K [22]), making it an excellent laser host. The anisotropic thermal 
properties and in particular the difference between the two TECs (ρ// = 6.6×10
 6 K
 1 and ρ﬩ 
= 5×10
 6 K
 1 respectively for parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to optical 
axis at 323 K [22]) prevents the synthetic growth of polycrystalline samples, so that high 
purity high quality bulk sapphire is typically  grown in single crystal form [3]. Natural 
sapphire is not good enough for optical applications, due to impurities and defects in its 
crystal structure. 
Doping  sapphire  with  transition  metals  allows  lasing  action,  due  to  the  change  in  the 
electronic structure of the crystal induced by substitutional defects. In particular, the first 
Ti:sapphire (or Ti:Al2O3) laser was demonstrated in 1982 by Moulton [24]: Ti
3+ doping
3 
creates a wide absorption band  λabs = (400 – 650) nm in the visible, with peak at λ ≈ 490 
nm (blue green), and an even wider emission band  λem ≈ (600 – 1200) nm in the visible 
NIR, with peak at λ ≈ 790 nm (red NIR), although emission between λ ≈ 600 nm and λ ≈ 
630 nm is not possible due to re absorption (overlap of absorption and emission bands – 
see Figure 3.4.2) the large emission bandwidth gives Ti:sapphire lasers one of the widest 
wavelength tunability ranges and allows mode locked operation for generation of ultra 
short laser pulses (τ ≥ 5.5 fs [15]); however the wide emission band and the large emission 
cross section (σem = 41 × 10
−20 cm
2 at λ = 790 nm [15]) mean a short fluorescence lifetime 
(τfl  = 3.2  s [15]), which implies a high saturation power and thus high pump power 
density. However, as mentioned in Section 1.2.1, adoption of a waveguide geometry would 
have the advantage over bulk lasers of better pump and signal beam confinement, thus 
leading to narrower average spot sizes and lower lasing thresholds. 
                                                 
2 This actually poses a problem for laser ablation. However doping causes UV absorption, thus allowing 
ablation with UV lasers (e.g. with KrF and ArF lasers emitting at 248 nm and 193 nm respectively). 







2, with the Ti
3+ ion having the same electronic 
configuration as Ar with only a single 3d electron. 52 
 
 
Figure 3.4.2. Absorption and emission bands of Ti:sapphire. Picture taken from reference [25]. 
The large bandwidth of transition metal doped gain media, such as Ti:sapphire, comes 
from the strong interaction of the electronic states of the unfilled d shell of the ion with the 
lattice vibrations or phonons of the crystal, also called vibrational electronic or vibronic 
interaction,  which  leads  to  a  homogeneous  broadening  of  absorption  and  fluorescence 
bands [15]. On the contrary, the narrower bandwidth (0.6 nm [15]), smaller cross section 
σem = 28 × 10
−20 cm
2 at λ = 1064 nm [15]) and longer fluorescence life time (τfl = 230  s 
[15]) of rare earth doped gain media (e.g. Nd:YAG) is due the poor influence of the host 
lattice  on  the  electronic  transitions  (normally  occurring  within  the  inner  4f  shell)  of 
trivalent rare earth ions (e.g. Nd
3+), shielded by the outer electronic shell [15]. 
 
Figure 3.4.3. (a) Simplified energy diagram of Ti
3+; (b) orientation of the 3d electronic orbitals with respect 
to the octahedrally coordinated nearest neighbour oxygen atoms. Picture from reference [25]. 53 
 
To better understand the spectroscopy of Ti:sapphire, refer to Figure 3.4.3: in the free Ti
3+ 
ion, the 3d electron has 5 degenerate angular momentum states (orbitals), which are split 
by the crystal field of the Al2O3 lattice, thus removing the fivefold degeneracy of the 
ground state level of the Ti
3+ ion: the two orbitals pointing directly to neighbouring O 
atoms (doublet E, excited state)  have higher energy than the other three orbitals (triplet T, 
ground state). This results in the energy level diagram shown in Figure 3.4.4.a: when the 
Ti
3+ ion is excited, it is displaced with respect to surrounding oxygen atoms (Jahn Teller 
effect),  thus  causing  vibrations  of  the  surrounding  lattice  (phonons,  i.e.  oscillations  of 
energy levels around equilibrium values, represented by parabolas in the figure) and the 
removal of the degeneracy of the two excited angular momentum states (E), leading to a 
splitting of the green absorption band (there are in fact two overlapping absorption bands, 
actually, with peaks at λ ≈ 485 nm and λ ≈ 550 nm [26], resulting in a peak at λ ≈ 490 nm 
with a shoulder – see Figure 3.4.2). The broad emission bandwidth comes from the spread 
in probability of the Ti
3+ ion position at the bottom of the E potential, which can connect to 
a large spread of vibrational levels of the T potential via vertical transitions [25]. 
   
Figure 3.4.4. (a) Energy level diagram of Ti
3+:Al2O3 [25]. Parabolas (E and T) represent energy levels; 
optical transitions are represented by vertical lines (absorption from A to B, emission from C to D); the 
Gaussian shaped curves at points A and C in the figure represent the probability of finding the Ti
3+ ions at a 
particular position in the lowest vibrational states of T and E levels, respectively; the coloured curves refer to 
optical absorption (green and blue) and emission (red) bands; B C and D A are phonon relaxation transitions. 
(b) Residual absorption versus Ti
3+ concentration. Pictures taken from reference [25]. 
The aforementioned crystal and optical anisotropy of the laser host (sapphire) have effects 
on  the  spectroscopic  properties  of  the  Ti:sapphire  system:  absorption  and 
fluorescence/emission spectra are polarisation dependant and, in particular, the absorption 




polarised  with  the  electric  field  parallel  to  the  optical  z  axis  than  for  light  polarised 
perpendicular to the z axis. 
Finally, two problems related to Ti doping must be mentioned: firstly, only relatively low 
Ti concentrations are allowed in the sapphire crystal (<0.4 at. %, compared to typical 
doping concentration of the order of 1 at. % in Nd:YAG lasers, for instance), as the optical 
quality of Ti:sapphire will quickly degrade with Ti concentration higher than ~0.4 at. % [3, 
28]; secondly, Ti dopants may be incorporated in the wrong valence state, 4+ instead of 3+, 
and Ti
3+ Ti
4+ pairs near a vacancy will cause a broad parasitic absorption band centred 
between λ = 750 nm and λ = 800 nm, overlapping with fluorescence emission and thus 
hindering fluorescence and inhibiting lasing [3, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30]. The effect of Ti
4+ on 
residual absorption in the emission band is shown in Figure 3.4.4.b, that demonstrate that 
residual absorption is maximised with a Ti
4+/Ti
3+ ratio equal to 0.5, i.e. with formation of 
Ti
3+ Ti
4+ pairs; residual absorption can be minimised with thermal annealing in a reducing 
atmosphere after crystal growth, whereas post annealing in an oxidising atmosphere will 
transform Ti
3+ ions into Ti
4+ ions [25]. 
 
3.5.  MAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Prior  to  introduction  to  the  magneto optic  garnets  in  the  next  paragraph,  this  section 
provides a classification of materials, according to their magnetic properties, along with 
some fundamentals of magnetism. 
 
Figure 3.5.1. Periodic table showing magnetic properties at room temperature (T ≈ 300 K) [31]. 55 
 
As shown in Figure 3.5.1, there are only few elements (Fe, Co and Ni) in the periodic table 
which show strong magnetic properties (ferromagnetism) at room temperature; however 
ferromagnetic properties can be found in their alloys and some compounds of rare earth 
metals  too.  To  a  greater  or  lesser  extent,  all  materials  show  diamagnetism,  as  will  be 
explained later. 
The roots of magnetism are: 
I.  the electron magnetic dipole moment, arising from spin of electrons and whose unit 
is the Bohr magneton: 
   =
 ħ
   
= 9.274 × 10     
                   (3.5.1) 
where ħ = h/2π  is the reduced Planck constant, a measure of angular momentum, 
and me = 9.11×10
 31 kg  the electron rest mass; 
II.  nuclear  magnetic  moments  of  nuclei,  much  smaller  than  the  electron  magnetic 
dipole moment and thus negligible in magnetisation of materials. 
The electrons in a material are typically arranged so that their magnetic moments cancel 
out, mainly due to the Pauli exclusion principle
4 or combination into filled sub shells with 
zero net orbital motion (diamagnetism); even when the electron configuration includes 
unpaired electrons and/or unfilled sub shells, the electrons in the material will contribute 
magnetic moments pointing in different, random directions, so that the material will not be 
magnetic (paramagnetism). The magnetic behaviour of materials depends on their structure 
and,  in  particular,  on  their  electronic  configuration,  as  explained  above;  moreover  it 
depends on temperature, as random thermal motion, increasing with increasing temperature, 
makes it more difficult for electrons to maintain alignment. 
Depending on their magnetic behaviour, materials can be classified as: 
1.  diamagnetic, 
2.  paramagnetic, 
3.  ferromagnetic, 
4.  anti ferromagnetic, 
5.  ferrimagnetic. 
                                                 
4 Fermions (particles with half integer spin), such as electrons, cannot occupy the same quantum state and 
thus must have opposite spin. 56 
 
Further details on each type of materials are provided in the next sub sections. 
 
3.5.1. DIAMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Diamagnetism appears in all materials: it is the property to generate a magnetic field in 
opposition to an externally applied magnetic field; however, in most materials this is a 
weak effect and it is usually overcome by other forms of magnetism, e.g. paramagnetism 
and  ferromagnetism.  It  is  due  to  the  fact  that  there  are  no  unpaired  electrons,  so  that 
intrinsic electron magnetic moments cannot produce any bulk effect, as explained above. 
Metals with many core electrons, such as Hg, Au and Bi, are examples of diamagnetic 
materials, with permeability    = B/H <  0 (B is the magnetic induction). 
 
3.5.2. PARAMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
As opposed to diamagnetic materials, a paramagnetic material is attracted by an externally 
applied magnetic field; in the absence of an external magnetic field, the magnetic moments 
in  the  material  are  randomly  oriented,  so  that  the  net  magnetisation  is  zero.  On  a 
microscopic scale, paramagnetism is due to unpaired electrons, i.e. atomic or molecular 
orbitals with just one electron, whose magnetic moment tends to align along the same 
direction as the applied magnetic field. Most materials are paramagnetic, with permeability 
  >  0. 
 
3.5.3. FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Macroscopically, ferromagnetism is the mechanism by which some materials (e.g. Fe, Ni, 
Co  and  their  alloys)  form  permanent  magnets  and  are  strongly  attracted  by  magnets. 
Microscopically, it is due to unpaired electrons (e.g. four 3d electrons in Fe
5), which, 
according  to  Hund’s  rule,  tend  to  have  the  same  spin,  i.e.  parallel  intrinsic  magnetic 
moments,  unlike  in  paramagnetic  materials;  this  spontaneous  alignment  of  magnetic 
dipoles gives rise to a spontaneous magnetisation. 
                                                 







2.  The  d  subshell  accommodates  up  to  10 
electrons. 57 
 
3.5.3.1.  EXCHANGE INTERACTION 
The strong interaction between spins arises from the so called “exchange interaction”, a 
quantum mechanical effect dominating over the dipole dipole magnetic interaction (~1000 
times  weaker  in  Fe,  for  instance)  at  short  distances,  as  it  leads  to  a  lower  energy 
configuration;  similar  mechanisms,  such  as  “super exchange”,  are  responsible  for  anti 
ferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. 
 
3.5.3.2.  MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY 
Exchange interaction keeps the spins aligned to each other, however their alignment along 
a particular direction comes from magnetic anisotropy, without which the material would 
be  paramagnetic,  due  to  thermal  fluctuations.  Magnetic  anisotropy  can  have  different 
sources: 
￿  magneto crystalline  anisotropy,  due  to  preferential  directions  of  magnetisation 
introduced by the crystalline structure of the material; 
￿  magneto elastic anisotropy, due to internal stress/strain in the material; 
￿  shape anisotropy, due to non spherical particles in the material; 
￿  exchange anisotropy, due to interaction of ferromagnetic and anti ferromagnetic 
materials. 
Magnetic anisotropy causes the formation of “easy” and “hard” axes of magnetisation: 
magnetising the material along the “hard axis” requires an external magnetic field with 
higher intensity than the case of magnetisation along the “easy axis”. 
 
3.5.3.3.  MAGNETIC DOMAINS 
Due to the short range of the exchange interaction, magnetic dipoles are aligned parallel to 
each other only in relatively small regions, called “Weiss domains”, typically ~(1 – 100) 
 m in size, depending on the material, which allows also minimisation of the internal 
energy. Weiss domains are often randomly oriented, so that the net magnetisation of the 
material is zero: for this reason ferromagnetic materials are frequently found in an un 
magnetised state.  
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3.5.3.4.  MAGNETISATION 
All domains can be aligned to each other by application of an external magnetic field (Ha), 
if  intense  enough,  with  resulting  magnetisation  parallel  to  the  direction  of  the  applied 
magnetic  field.  When  the  external  magnetic  field  is  removed,  the  domains  keep  their 
alignment, as their walls pin to crystal defects, and thus generate their own magnetic field 
(B), which plotted as a function of the applied field gives a hysteresis loop (see Figure 
3.5.2), whose intercepts with the abscissa (Ha axis, i.e. B = 0) and the ordinate (B axis, i.e. 
Ha = 0) define respectively the coercivity HC and the remanence BR: the latter (BR) is the 
value of the residual magnetisation after the external magnetic field has been removed (Ha 
= 0), whereas the former (HC) is the intensity of the applied magnetic field necessary to 
demagnetise  the  material  (B  =  0).  The  maximum  value  of  magnetisation  is  called 
“saturation  magnetisation”,  which  takes  place  when  all  domains  are  lined  up,  and  is 
typically indicated with MS. 
 
Figure 3.5.2. Examples of hysteresis loops: HC and BR indicate respectively coercivity and remanence. The 
inset shows the values of saturation magnetisation MS for each hysteresis curve [23]. 
 
3.5.3.5.  CURIE TEMPERATURE 
As  already  mentioned,  magnetic  properties  are  temperature dependant,  due  to  random 
thermal motion. Ferromagnetic materials have a characteristic critical temperature, called 
the  “Curie  temperature”  (TC),  above  which  spontaneous  magnetisation  is  lost  and  the 59 
 
material becomes paramagnetic, whereby magnetic spins are randomly aligned, unless an 
external  magnetic  field  is  applied.  Cobalt,  iron  and  nickel  have  the  following  Curie 
temperatures respectively: TC, Co = 1400 K, TC, Fe = 1043 K, TC, Ni = 631 K. 
 
3.5.4. ANTI FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Anti ferromagnetism  is  similar  to  ferromagnetism,  but  magnetic  moments  align  in  a 
regular anti parallel pattern, i.e. with neighbouring spins pointing in opposite directions, 
thus resulting in a vanishing net magnetisation in the absence of an externally applied 
magnetic field; when an external magnetic field is applied, ferrimagnetism may appear, as 
a result of non zero net magnetisation. Ferrimagnetism (see next sub section) can arise in 
anti ferromagnetic materials with slightly canted structures, e.g. YFeO3 (yttrium ferrite, 
abbreviated as YFO), a slightly canted perovskite [32]. 
Like ferromagnetic substances, anti ferromagnetic materials feature a characteristic critical 
temperature, called the “Néel temperature” (TN), above which magnetic order is lost and 
the material becomes paramagnetic. Examples of anti ferromagnetic materials are Cr, NiO 
and CoO, whose Néel temperatures are TN, Cr = 308 K, TN, NiO = 525 K and TN, CoO = 291 K 
respectively. 
 
3.5.5. FERRIMAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Ferrimagnetism is similar to anti ferromagnetism, but the opposing magnetic moments in 
the material are not equal, thus resulting in a non zero spontaneous magnetisation: the 
unequal  opposing  magnetic  moments  derive  from  different  ions  (e.g.  Fe
2+  and  Fe
3+ in 
magnetite,  Fe3O4).  Like  anti ferromagnetic  substances,  ferrimagnetic  materials  are 
characterised by the “Néel temperature” (TN), above which magnetic order is lost and the 
material becomes paramagnetic; some materials, such as magnetic garnets, feature a value 
of  temperature  T  <  TN,  called  the  “magnetisation  compensation  point”,  for  which  the 
opposing magnetic moments cancel each other, so that the net magnetisation is zero. 
Examples of anti ferromagnetic materials are Cr, the aforementioned magnetite (Fe3O4), 
ferrites and magnetic garnets such as YIG. Néel temperatures of Fe3O4 and YIG are TN, 
Fe3O4 = 858 K and TN, YIG = 553 K respectively; the canted anti ferromagnetic YFO has a 60 
 
Néel temperature TN, YFO = 644.5 K. Ferrimagnetic materials typically feature also high 
resistivity and anisotropic properties which can be induced by an external applied field. 
 
A  schematic  summary  of  paramagnetic,  ferromagnetic,  anti ferromagnetic  and 




Figure 3.5.3. Summary of magnetic materials: arrows indicate magnetic dipoles. 
 
3.6.  MAGNETO OPTIC GARNETS 
Garnets are a class of crystalline oxide compounds with a characteristic lattice structure, 
but whose composition can vary greatly; typical garnets are YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet, 
Y3Fe5O12), YAG (Yttrium Aluminium Garnet, Y3Al5O12) and GGG (Gadolinium Gallium 
Garnet, Gd3Ga5O12). For the scope of this thesis, this section will focus on a narrower 
group of garnets, that is the so called magneto optic garnets, whose name derive from their 61 
 
magneto optic properties and whose most common representative is YIG, which will be 
used as a reference in this section. 
 
3.6.1. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 
The general chemical formula of garnets is the following: {c
3+}3[a
3+]2(d
3+)3O12, where the 
different brackets indicate the different coordination of cations with respect to oxygen 
anions in the crystal: c
3+ ions occupy the dodecahedral sites, indicated by { }, a
3+ ions 
occupy the octahedral sites, indicated by [ ], and d
3+ ions occupy the tetrahedral sites, 
indicated by ( ). The crystal structure of garnets is rhombohedral or cubic, whose unit cell 
is a body centred cube, containing 160 ions, with a fairly large lattice constant: (1.2 – 1.3) 
nm.  Such  a  loose  structure,  shown  in  Figure  3.6.1  for  YIG  as  an  example,  can 
accommodate a very large variety of cations [33], which thus allows material properties to 
be  tuned  (e.g.  magnetic  and  optical  properties)  by  changing  its  composition.  The 
dodecahedral sites are generally occupied by large trivalent ions, such as Bi
3+, Y
3+ and 
other rare earth ions, e.g. Ce
3+, Gd
3+ and other lanthanides; octahedral and tetrahedral sites 
are normally occupied by medium sized trivalent ions, such as Al
3+, Ga
3+ and Fe
3+ [34, 35]. 
 
Figure 3.6.1. Crystal structure of YIG [33]. 
The materials studied in this thesis can be defined as iron garnets (X3Fe5O12, where X can 
be Y, Bi, Ce or a combination of these), as they all contain iron (Fe) ions in the octahedral 62 
 
and tetrahedral sites. As explained in the next section, magnetic properties arise from Fe 
ions. Substitution of Y in YIG with a different atom (e.g. Bi or Ce) will result in a different 
lattice constant, according to Vegar’s law – see Equation (3.2.8). The rare earth iron garnet 
with the smallest lattice constant is Lu3Fe5O12 (aLIG = 1.2283 nm), whereas the largest is 
found in Sm3Fe5O12 (aSIG = 1.2583 nm) [33]; Bi3Fe5O12 has an even higher lattice constant: 
aBIG = 1.2623 nm [36], but this prevents its growth in bulk form and as a thin film in 
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Table 3.6.1 reports and compares some properties 
(lattice constant a and TEC ρ) of YIG and of the garnet materials used as substrates for 
film growth by PLD. All garnets are isotropic due to their crystal symmetry. 






YIG  1.2376 [11]  10 [13, 14] 
GGG  1.2383 [11]  9.3 [13, 14] 
YAG  1.2006 [12]  7.5 [15] 
Table 3.6.1. Comparison of lattice constants and TECs of some garnets. 
 
3.6.2. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
Magnetic properties in iron garnets arise from magnetic Fe
3+ ions in their crystal structure, 
where oxygen ions influence their electronic configuration, resulting in the aforementioned 
anti ferromagnetic super exchange coupling between the [Fe
3+] and the (Fe
3+) ions, each of 
which has a 3d
5 electronic configuration and hence a magnetic moment of 5 B (at T = 0 K); 
considering one formula unit of YIG and the fact that the {Y
3+} ion has a zero magnetic 
moment, the balance of the magnetic moments of the three Fe
3+ ions in the octahedral sites 
with those of the two Fe
3+ ions in the tetrahedral sites gives a total magnetic moment of 
5 B per formula unit (see Figure 3.6.2), thus resulting in ferrimagnetism in YIG. If non 
magnetic {Y
3+} ions are replaced with magnetic ions, the super exchange will be altered 
[33]. 
Super exchange  is  a  strong  coupling  between  two  next to nearest  neighbour  magnetic 
cations  (e.g.  Fe
3+)  through  a  non magnetic  anion  (e.g.  O
2 ),  thus  differing  from  direct 
exchange  interaction,  which  couples  nearest  neighbour  cations  without  involving  an 
intermediary anion. 
Ferrimagnetic materials, such as YIG, have generally high resistivity and, when an external 
magnetic  field  is  applied,  they  also  feature  the  magneto optic  effect  and  a  particular 
phenomenon called “ferromagnetic resonance”, abbreviated as FMR. Both magneto optic 63 
 
effect and FMR arise from the splitting of energy levels (electronic states), which can be 
due to Zeeman splitting (similar to the Stark effect
6) when an external magnetic field is 
applied, electron electron interactions, crystal field splitting and exchange interaction [37]. 
 
Figure 3.6.2. Anti ferromagnetic super exchange of magnetic moments in iron garnets. 
 
3.6.2.1.  FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE (FMR) 
FMR arises from the precessional motion of the magnetization vector       of a ferro  or 
ferri magnetic material in an external magnetic field       . The applied magnetic field exerts a 
torque on the sample magnetization       which causes the magnetic moments in the sample 
to  precess  around  the  direction  of  the  externally  applied  magnetic  field         (Larmor 
precession), as shown in Figure 3.6.3. 
 
Figure 3.6.3. Schematic of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR). 
                                                 
6 Shifting and splitting of spectral lines of atoms and molecules induced by an external electric field. 64 
 
The following treatise follows references [38, 39]. 
The externally applied magnetic field        applies a torque to the magnetisation vector      : 
    =       ×                                 (3.6.1) 
This causes the precession motion of the magnetisation vector       around        at the so called 
“Larmor  frequency”,  ωL,  giving  rise  to  a  change  in  the  angular  momentum     of  the 
magnetic moments: 
      
   = −     = −         ×                            (3.6.2) 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, defined as: 
  =
   
ħ                          (3.6.3) 
with g the spectroscopic splitting factor, also called “Landé factor”. 
The velocity at the top point of the magnetisation vector       is: 
  =  
      
    =      sin                      (3.6.4) 
with φ the angle between       and        vectors. Using   =  sin  as the radius of the circle 
and  replacing  it  into  the  velocity  equation  above,  the  frequency  of  natural  precession 
(Larmor frequency) of       around        is determined: 
   =
 
  =                            (3.6.5) 
This shows that the precession frequency of the magnetization depends on the orientation 
of the material, the strength of the externally applied magnetic field H, as well as the 
macroscopic magnetization of the sample through the Landé factor g in the gyromagnetic 
ratio γ. 
The  external  magnetic  field        should  actually  be  replaced  by          ,  i.e.  the  effective 
magnetic field, which is the vectorial sum of all the magnetic fields (e.g. demagnetising 
and anisotropy fields) that affect the system. Considering a RF magnetic field (            ) 
applied perpendicularly to the DC field (       ), which includes all DC components: 65 
 
          =         +                                   (3.6.6) 
The  system  will  absorb  energy  from  the  RF  field  at  all  frequencies,  with  increasing 
absorption when the RF frequency approaches the Larmor frequency from either side, thus 
resulting in attenuation of the RF signal, which can be measured through a vector network 
analyzer (VNA), together with the FMR linewidth, i.e. the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of the RF signal attenuation curve versus RF frequency (more details about the 
experimental set up in Section 4.10). The energy absorption from the RF field causes an 
increase of the radial amplitude of the precession motion of       around        . Ferromagnetic 
resonances are typically in the microwave range, i.e. ~(0.1 – 100) GHz. 
The theory outlined so far does not include any damping factor, so that the magnetisation 
vector       would precess indefinitely around       ; however, this is not the case in reality: 
relaxation occurs and       tends to return to its equilibrium position along        in a period of 
the order of nanoseconds, with energy transferred from the precessing dipole to the lattice 
via  either  spin lattice  relaxation,  mediated  by  spin orbit  interaction,  and/or  spin  wave 
excitations [38]. So, the equations above must be corrected by considering a precessional 
damping of the magnetisation, which also limits the amplitude of precession. A damping 
term can be introduced into Equation (3.6.2), which gives the Landau Lifshitz equation: 
      
   = −         ×           +
 
  
       ×
      
                    (3.6.7) 
where α is an intrinsic attenuation or damping factor, with α < 1 for most ferromagnetic 
materials. The damping will result in a broader FMR linewidth. 
The real FMR frequency will depend on the demagnetisation fields in the sample. Solving 
the Landau Lifshitz equation for the case of thin film geometry (i.e. in plane magnetic 
anisotropy) gives the following resonance frequency: 
   =      −                             (3.6.8) 
with B0 =  0H0. 
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3.6.2.2.  DEMAGNETISING FIELD 
The shape of magnetic samples affects their magnetisation. Considering a thin film, if an 
external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the film surface, magnetic moments or 
dipoles will be aligned parallel to each other and normal to the film surface too; however, 
this configuration is less energetically favourable, compared to the in plane magnetisation, 
i.e.  the  case  when  the  external  magnetic  field  is  applied  parallel  to  the  film  surface, 
inducing magnetic moments to align parallel to each other and to the surface too, a tail to 
head  configuration  which  requires  less  energy.  The  demagnetising  field  derives  from 
Maxwell’s  equation   ∙      = 0,  which  implies   ∙           = −      ,  which  means  that  the 
demagnetising field is opposite to the direction of the magnetisation inside the film: in the 
latter of the cases considered before, the demagnetising field is negligible, due to the large 
separation between the magnetic poles (large aspect ratio) at the small side surfaces of the 
film (see Figure 3.6.4) [38]. 
 
Figure 3.6.4. Schematic cross section of magnetic samples with (a) out of plane magnetisation and (b) in 
plane magnetisation. 
 
3.6.3. OPTICAL AND MAGNETO OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
Due to the isotropic crystal structure of garnets, these materials exhibit isotropic optical 
properties  too.  The  garnets  used  as  substrates  in  this  thesis,  i.e.  YAG  and  GGG,  are 
optically transparent in a wide range of wavelengths and, in particular, in the UV visible 
and  visible NIR  parts  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum  (400  nm  ≤  λ  ≤  1500  nm),  as 
confirmed by optical spectroscopy; magneto optic garnets instead have different optical 
behaviour [35, 40, 41]. In general, absorption in the UV visible range starts between λ ≈ 67 
 
300 and λ ≈ 350 nm, due to the charge transfer, i.e. the raising of an electron in the d sub 
shell from the ground state to another higher energy level; the sensitivity of the d electron 
to the crystal field is very high, thus affecting the width of this absorption band. The 
transitions which cause optical absorption in iron garnets come from the Fe
3+ ions on the 
tetrahedral and octahedral sites; three main processes can be distinguished [35]: 
1)  inter sub lattice Fe
3+ pair transitions, resulting in strong absorption at λ ≤ 450 nm, 
2)  crystal field transitions, resulting in a weak absorption in the band (450 – 1000) nm,    
3)  optical phonons (lattice vibrations and atomic transitions), leading to an increase in 
absorption at λ ≥ 10  m. 
Substitution  of  Fe
3+  ions  with  diamagnetic  ions  reduces  optical  absorption,  but  it  also 
decreases the magnetic properties. Y
3+ substitution with Bi
3+ ions causes a shift in the band 
edge and an increase of optical absorption in the visible [35]. The valence of substituting 
ions is important too: for instance, Ce
4+ ions in Ce:YIG cause additional absorption [42]. 
 
The  microscopic  origins  of  magneto optic  properties  in  iron  garnets  are  not  fully 
understood, although it is believed that they originate from high energy charge transfer 
optical transitions [33, 35]. Magneto optic effects are non reciprocal
7 phenomena, which 
are  distinguished  in  transmission  (Faraday  effect)  and  reflection  (Kerr  effect):  both 
phenomena consist of the rotation of the polarisation of a linearly polarised optical beam 
incident on the magnetised materials. 
Figure 3.6.5 shows the working principle of a Faraday rotator/isolator: a polarised light 
beam propagating through a magneto optic material, magnetised along the same direction 
as the light propagation direction, undergoes a polarisation rotation Φ proportional to the 
length of the device lF and to the intensity of the externally applied magnetic field H; if the 
light beam is reflected back, i.e. the propagation light direction is reversed (dashed red 
line), the light beam polarisation will undergo a further rotation Φ; if Φ = 45°, the reflected 
light beam, whose polarisation is now rotated by 2Φ = 90° with respect to the original 
polarisation, will be blocked by the polariser, so that the whole system acts as an optical 
                                                 
7 Reciprocity means that (optical) properties are spatially invariant: e.g. if the light propagation direction is 
reversed, the light encounters the same optical properties (e.g. refractive index), as in the case of reflection 
and refraction in isotropic material; thus, in non reciprocal phenomena, a light beam undergoes different 
changes when its propagation direction is reversed. 68 
 
isolator, which can be used to protect light sources from unwanted reflections, which may 
for example damage or otherwise affect laser operation. 
 
Figure 3.6.5. Working principle of Faraday rotator/isolator: H is the applied magnetic field, lF is the length of 
the magneto optic material, V its Verdet constant and Φ the Faraday rotation angle. 
The polarisation rotation angle Φ, also called the Faraday rotation angle, is defined as: 
  =                              (3.6.9) 
with V the Verdet constant of the magneto optic material, expressed in deg/(T×m), which 
is a function of wavelength λ and temperature T: V = V(λ, T), so that we also have: Φ = Φ(λ, 
T). Generally the Verdet constant decreases with increasing wavelength λ, typically with 
high values in the visible, where iron garnets feature relatively strong optical absorption, 
and lower values in the NIR, where iron garnets are optically transparent. 





=                          (3.6.10) 
The following treatise follows references [35, 43, 44]. 
Generally magneto optic materials, including iron garnets, are isotropic in the absence of 
an  externally  applied  magnetic  field,  thus  acting  as  any  other  isotropic  and  reciprocal 
material, producing typical reflection and refraction phenomena, but no Faraday rotation. 
As aforementioned, an externally applied magnetic field (along the z axis) will introduce 
anisotropy in magneto optic materials, making them non reciprocal, due to the fact that the 
permittivity or dielectric constant (a scalar for isotropic and reciprocal materials) becomes 
an anti symmetric tensor, with εyx = –εxy, εxx = εyy = ε⫠ and εzz = ε⫽. 
 
 ⫠     0
−     ⫠ 0
0 0  ⫽
                      (3.6.11) 69 
 
In the case of no absorption, ε⫠ and ε⫽ are purely real, whereas εxy is purely imaginary; in 
case of parallel magnetisation and optical propagation along the z axis in Figure 3.6.5 and 
describing light polarisation in terms of two orthogonal circularly polarised waves, right 
circularly polarised (RCP) E+, rotating clockwise, and left circularly polarised (LCP) E–, 
rotating anti clockwise: 
   =         =                            (3.6.12) 
where    =    cos  ,    =    sin   and EA is the amplitude of the electric field, the 
two  polarisation  components  E+  and  E–  will  see  different  refractive  indexes  and  thus 
propagate with different propagation constants: 
   =     =   ⫠                          (3.6.13) 
   =          =                        (3.6.14) 
where    =
  
  =        is  the  propagation  constant  of  light  in  vacuum  –  from  the 
definition of the speed of light in vacuum in Equation (3.3.8). 
This  will  cause  a  phase  change,  i.e.  the  aforementioned  rotation  of  polarisation,  as 
schematically shown in Figure 3.6.6.a: 
2  =         −                        (3.6.15) 
 
Figure 3.6.6. Faraday effect in the cases of (a) no absorption; (b) optical absorption. 
In general, ε⫠, ε⫽ and εxy are complex, so that the refractive indexes n± are complex too: 
different absorption coefficients for RCP and LCP waves derive from their imaginary parts, 
thus causing the so called “Faraday ellipticity”: 
   =
 
     Im    −                       (3.6.16) 70 
 
so that the two polarisation components, with different amplitudes, produce an elliptical 
polarisation, as shown in Figure 3.6.6.b. 
For small ellipticity, the complex Faraday rotation angle is thus: 
  +   =
 
         −                       (3.6.17) 
From a microscopic point of view, the magneto optic effect can be explained with different 
electric dipole transitions induced by RCP and LCP waves/photons, due to their different 
magnetic moments  m = ±1, as shown in Figure 3.6.7, where level splitting can be caused 
by the Zeeman effect, electron electron interactions, crystal field splitting and exchange 
interaction.  This  means  that  any  change  in  the  crystal  structure  and  composition  (e.g. 
substitution of diamagnetic Y
3+ with Bi
3+ in YIG) will result in changes in the energy level 
system and transitions, making the understanding of magneto optical transitions even more 
complicated. 
 
Figure 3.6.7. Schematic of (a) “diamagnetic” and (b) “paramagnetic” transitions. The names are just 
historical. 
 
3.6.4. SUBSTITUTED YTTRIUM IRON GARNET 
Substitution of diamagnetic {Y
3+} ions with ionic species with non zero magnetic moment 
(e.g. rare earth ions and Bi
3+) will alter not only structural (e.g lattice constant) and optic 
properties  (e.g.  refractive  index  and  absorption),  but  also  magnetic  and  magneto optic 
properties  of  iron  garnets  (e.g.  Néel  temperature,  saturation  magnetisation  and  Verdet 
constant). Substitution of Fe
3+ ions in either the octahedral or tetrahedral sites will have 71 
 
effects on magnetic properties too: e.g. substituting magnetic Fe
3+ ions with non magnetic 
Ga
3+,  which  tend  to  occupy  mainly  the  tetrahedral  sites,  will  result  in  a  reduction  of 
magnetic contribution from this sub lattice and thus in a decreasing net magnetisation. In 
general, the temperature dependant saturation magnetisation of the crystal MS(T) is given 
by the sum of the sub lattice magnetisations: 
      = |        −         +        |               (3.6.18) 
where  M{c}(T),  M[a](T)  and  M(d)(T)  are  saturation  magnetisation  of  dodecahedral, 
tetrahedral and octahedral sub lattices respectively [33 35]. 
 
3.7.  CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has provided fundamentals of all the physics involved in this thesis, necessary 
to understand the experiments and the results described and discussed in the next chapters: 
pulsed laser ablation, film growth, waveguide theory and basics of magnetism; materials of 
interest for the purpose of this thesis, i.e. Ti:sapphire and magneto optic garnets, and their 
characteristics have been introduced too. 
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4.  CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL 
TECHNIQUES 
4.1.  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes all the experimental and analytical techniques used to fabricate and 
characterise the Ti:sapphire and magneto optic samples. Section   4.2 provides a detailed 
description of the PLD systems used to grow the films of Ti:sapphire and magneto optic 
garnets.  In  Section    4.3  the  procedures  for  target  re conditioning  and  target/substrate 
cleaning  are  presented.  Analytical  techniques  are  introduced  in  subsequent  sections, 
starting  from  those  for  surface  analysis  (Section    4.4),  compositional  evaluation 
(Section   4.5) and crystal and structural examination (Section   4.6). The process of end 
polishing for Ti:sapphire waveguiding films is briefly discussed in Section   4.7, whereas all 
the techniques for Ti:sapphire waveguide characterisation are described in Section   4.8. 
Spectrophotometry  is  presented  in  Section    4.9  and  finally  the  rig  for  ferromagnetic 
characterisation described in Section   4.10. A recap is provided in Section   4.11. 
 
4.2.  PULSED LASER DEPOSITION 
The PLD laboratory at the Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC) of the University of 
Southampton comprises two home built PLD systems: one for single beam single target 
PLD  (single PLD)  and  another  one  for  multi beam  multi target  PLD  (multi PLD).  An 
overview of the lab is shown in the photo in Figure 4.2.1: the vacuum chamber for single 
PLD is in the foreground, with the CO2 laser and its relative optical set up used for heating 
the substrate on the left and the excimer laser on the right; the multi PLD chamber in the 
background, as indicated by the red arrow. The excimer laser beam can be steered into 
either of the chambers by flipping a UV mirror on the optical bench between the two 
chambers (not clearly visible in the photo, as hidden by the single PLD system), whereas 
two  frequency quadrupled  Nd:YAG  lasers  on  the  optical  bench  are  imaged  onto  two 
different  target  holders  inside  the  multi PLD  chamber  only,  for  combinatorial  growth 
experimental purposes. The two different PLD systems are described in more detail in the 
next two sub sections. They use two separate CO2 lasers, with two different optical set ups 78 
 
for substrate heating, and two separate pumping systems, comprising a turbo molecular 
high vacuum pump and a rotatory vane pump. 
 
Figure 4.2.1. Overview of the PLD lab. The red arrow indicates the multi PLD chamber. 
 
4.2.1. SINGLE PLD 
Figure  4.2.2  shows  an  overview  of  the  inside  of  the  single PLD  chamber.  The  whole 
system comprises: 
￿  a metal substrate holder in the centre, whose position can be adjusted relative to the 
target;  the  substrate  is  actually  held  in  position  from  opposite  corners  by  two 
notched  cylindrical  ceramic  posts  to  minimise  heat sinking  (see  inset  in  Figure 
4.2.2); 
￿  a target rotator on the right; an off set cam assembly provides an epitrochoidal 
(“spirograph") motion and hence a more efficient use of a larger target surface than 
if a purely circular (‘race track’) ablation path is followed; 
￿  a manual gas supply system (not visible in the photos), allowing injection of N2, O2 
and  Ar  into  the  deposition  chamber  to  control  plume  dynamics  and  film 
composition; 
￿  pressure gauges for control of vacuum/gas pressure; 79 
 
￿  a CO2 laser (visible in Figure 4.2.1) for heating the substrate; the laser beam is 
homogenized to yield  a square ‘top hat’ profile through an optical set up described 
in Section 4.2.4.1 and is enclosed in the black box visible on the left of Figure 
4.2.1; 
￿  an excimer laser, steered into the deposition chamber through an optical set up, 
comprising UV mirrors and a final lens for focusing the laser beam onto the target –
the laser spot size and fluence can be varied by either changing the focal length of 
the final lens or its position (distance from the target) to tune the magnification 
factor; 
￿  aluminium cones (on the left of Figure 4.2.2), to prevent UV and IR windows from 
coating  by  unwanted  stray  material  deposition  and  to  lengthen  their  effective 
lifetime. 
 
Figure 4.2.2. Overview of the single PLD chamber. The inset shows the sample holder. 
 
4.2.2. MULTI PLD 
Figure 4.2.3 shows an overview of the inside of the multi PLD chamber, which allows the 
ablation  of  up  to  three  targets  with  three  different  lasers  (excimer  +  two  frequency 
quadrupled Nd:YAG). 80 
 
 
Figure 4.2.3. Overview of the multi PLD chamber. 
The whole multi PLD system shares some features with the single PLD chamber, but with 
the following differences: 
•  the metal substrate holder (on the right in Figure 4.2.3) can be rotated, for better 
film uniformity; its distance from the targets can be adjusted via a computer;  
•  a computer controlled multiple target rotator (on the left in Figure 4.2.3) allows 
ablation of up to three different targets with the excimer and two frequency 
quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers; laser target angle of incidence was varied over a 
range of 8° for the target configuration used for the experiments in this thesis – 
this  angle  may  be  kept  constant  or  alternatively  targets  can  be  tilted 
continuously to scan the plume across the substrate, which can result in an 
increase  in  the  density  of  particulates  (a  consequence  of  ablating  ridges  or 
splashed areas), but allows better film thickness uniformity (e.g. to obtain flat 
film growth) and more efficient usage of the target surface; 
•  computer controlled mass flow controllers allow injection of N2, O2 and Ar into 
the deposition chamber and precise control of relative gas pressures; 
•  computer controlled pressure gauges for monitoring vacuum/gas pressure; 
•  a  computer controlled  mechanical  shutter  can  be  used  to  prevent  unwanted 
material deposition on the substrate during target pre ablation; 81 
 
•  laser  pulses  from  excimer  and  Nd:YAG  lasers  may  be  gated  with  shutters, 
driven by digital delay controllers or automated via computer, in order to adjust 
relative laser repetition rates (as in the experiments described in Section 7.2.2), 
control plume synchronicity/delay or for programmed sequential ablation [1]; 
•  the CO2 laser beam used for heating the substrate is raster scanned on its back 
side, in order to ensure uniform heating (more details in in Section 4.2.4.1). 
All components, except for the roughing pump and substrate heating, are automated and 
controlled via a computer rig. 
 
4.2.3. LASERS 
As aforementioned, there are three pulsed UV lasers in the PLD lab, which can be used for 
target ablation: 
•  a Coherent COMPex PRO 102F excimer laser, always filled with KrF, thus 
emitting  at  λ  =  248  nm,  with  a  pulse  duration  of  ~20  ns,  maximum  pulse 
repetition frequency of 20 Hz and a maximum output energy of ~480 mJ/pulse 
at maximum voltage (30 kV) after a fresh gas refill; operation at λ = 193 nm 
may be obtained at lower energy (nominal max. energy: ~200 mJ/pulse), if the 
laser chamber is filled with ArF; 
•  two Continuum Surelite II flash pumped Nd:YAG lasers, operating at a fixed 
pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz and emitting at a fundamental of λ = 1064 
nm (IR), but frequency quadrupled via non linear crystals to generate emission 
at λ = 266 nm (UV), with a pulse duration of ~5 ns and maximum output 
energy of ~100 mJ/pulse. 
Excimer lasers have the following advantages over Nd:YAG lasers for target ablation [2]: 
￿  higher photon energy or shorter emission wavelength, better absorbed by several 
materials than 266 nm radiation (e.g. Y2O3 can be ablated with 248 nm radiation 
produced by KrF laser, but not with 266 nm); 
￿  higher energy, thus allowing ablation of materials with high ablation thresholds and 
easy adjustment of laser fluence on the target; 82 
 
￿  tunable pulse repetition frequency, which gives better control on film growth rate 
and  more  versatility  in  controlling  the  target  ablation  ratio  in  multi PLD 
experiments without having to use external shutters; 
￿  uniform rectangular beam shape with nearly flat top beam profile, better than the 
circular beam with Gaussian profile of Nd:YAG lasers, whose thermal effects and 
defects in the Nd:YAG crystals can produce hot spots in the beam, causing non 
uniform ablation of the target and thus formation of higher kinetic components in 
the plume and particulates on the deposited film and also a stronger variation in 
composition across the film surface; 
￿  better energy stability, both short term (pulse to pulse) and long term; in fact, UV 
emission from frequency tripled or  quadrupled Nd:YAG lasers requires precise 
tuning of non linear crystals, whose performance tends to degrade with time due to 
changes  in  temperature  and/or  humidity,  thus  adversely  affecting  output  laser 
energy and beam profile and requiring adjustments in the tuning to keep a “constant” 
performance. 
However, Nd:YAG lasers are cheaper and safer than excimer lasers, as they do not require 
the use of toxic halogen gases. 
 
For substrate heating, two continuous wave (CW) Synrad J48 2W CO2 lasers (one for each 
PLD system), emitting at λ = 10.6  m, with nominal maximum output power of 40 W, 
were used. Substrate heating is discussed in detail in the next section. 
 
4.2.4. SUBSTRATE HEATING 
Several  techniques  can  be  used  for  heating  the  substrate,  necessary  to  ensure  the 
crystallisation of the film. These methods can be separated under the two broad headings: 
direct and indirect. 
In the former case, heat conduction is exploited by placing the substrate in contact with the 
heater, which can be resistive filaments or hot metal plates; however this approach has 
several drawbacks: 
￿  temperature is limited to ~1000 K; 83 
 
￿  high temperatures in an oxygen ambient can oxidise or even burn out wires; 
￿  inefficient  heating  of  the  intended  substrate  (only),  causing  warming  up  of  the 
whole chamber; 
￿  outgassing from the heater and heated chamber walls, causing film contamination; 
￿  slow  ramp up  and  ramp down  rates,  due  to  the  thermal  capacity  of  the  heater 
(especially true for large and bulky hot metal plates). 
In the latter case, radiative elements, such as filament bulbs (e.g. quartz lamps) and IR 
lasers  (e.g.  Nd:YAG  and  CO2  lasers),  are  used.  However,  filament  bulbs  are  very 
inefficient, as most of radiation misses the substrate and heats the whole chamber, thus 
causing outgassing and film contamination. Substrate heating with IR lasers is probably the 
most efficient method for substrate heating, as their power can be easily directed towards 
the substrate only, thus avoiding the aforementioned problems and allowing shorter ramp 
up  and  ramp down  times;  moreover  substrate  temperatures  up  to  the  melting  point  of 
sapphire (~2317 K) can be reached with a 100 W CO2 laser [3]; finally several materials 
(e.g. silicon, silica, quartz, sapphire and garnets) strongly absorb in the mid infrared (MIR), 
where CO2 lasers emit (typical wavelengths: ~9.6  m and ~10.6  m). However, substrate 
heating with an IR laser still presents some issues, namely: 
   minimisation of heat sinking, achieved with the substrate holder described earlier, 
in Section 4.2.1 (see inset in Figure 4.2.2); 
   homogenisation of the beam profile to match the substrate shape and size (a 10×10 
mm
2 square for the substrates used in this thesis), addressed in the next two sub 
sections of this paragraph, due to the Gaussian beam profile of IR lasers; 
   temperature  measurement/calibration,  addressed  in  the  third  sub section  of  this 
paragraph, which is perhaps the major problem of such a technique. 
Regarding the second issue, several approaches can be adopted: aspheric or cylindrical 
lenses for a homogenised circular flat top beam profile, which can be transformed into a 
square  profile  by  using  an  aperture,  although  wasting  power;  reflective  square tapered 
beam pipes or beam folding tetra prisms for a homogenised square flat top beam profile; 
or raster scanning the back surface of substrate via a programmable computer controlled 
two axis mirror system, which allows great flexibility, as it can match any arbitrary shape 
of the substrate, within a wide range of sizes, limited only by the substrate holder size. A 
brief review of these techniques can be found in [4], whereas a wider discussion of the 
problems  associated  with  substrate  heating  can  be  found  in  [3,  5].  The  next two  sub 84 
 




Figure 4.2.4. Overview of the IR optical set up for homogenisation of the CO2 laser beam for the single PLD 
system. The red light visible on the ZnSe optical elements comes from the red laser diode mounted on the 
CO2 laser head for its optical alignment. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.5. Diagram of a Galilean beam expander/collimator. f1 and f2 are the focal lengths of the diverging 
and converging lens respectively. 
 
4.2.4.1.  TETRA PRISM 
In order to match the shape and size of the substrates used (a 10×10 mm
2 square), the CO2 
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   first expanded (to a beam waist
8 of 9 mm) and collimated for optimum performance 
of  the  ZnSe
9 prism  via  the  optical  set up  shown  in  Figure  4.2.4,  comprising  a 
diverging and a converging lens in ZnSe (Galilean beam expander/collimator – 
schematic in Figure 4.2.5), 
   then converted from a Gaussian profile to a flat top profile via the tetra prism, 
whose working principle is schematically explained in Figure 4.2.6. 
 
Figure 4.2.6. Schematics of (a) tetra prism and (b) transformation of a circular Gaussian beam profile to a 
square flat top profile [4]. 
As the beam goes through the tetra prism, the four quadrants of the circular Gaussian beam 
are separated and translated on top of each other, whose overlap gives a square flat top 
beam profile, which is thus matched to the substrate, placed at the correct working distance 
of the tetra prism. However, as explained in [4], square substrates with different sizes may 
be matched by changing the distance of the tetra prism from the substrate, although its 
optimum performance will be obtained at the working distance for which it is designed. 
Also, the interference pattern, due to the overlap of the beam sections, does not degrade 
significantly the performance of the tetra prism [4] and actually it can be used to check the 
correct optical alignment and tune it, if necessary: in fact, the tetra prism was placed on a 
                                                 
8 Beam radius at 1/e
2 intensity. 
9 Transparent at λ = 10.6  m (MIR). 86 
 
rail  (to  adjust  its  distance  from  the  substrate)  and  two  micrometre  stages  for  accurate 
alignment (both horizontal and vertical) and optimum and repeatable performance. 
The  tetra prism  is  relatively  inexpensive  and  gives  a  minimum  theoretical  standard 
deviation in temperature over the surface of 2.2 K, comparing favourably with minimum 
values obtained for an untransformed Gaussian beam and square tapered beam pipe (43 K 
and 7.2 K respectively). More details can be found in [4]. 
 
Figure 4.2.7. Photo of a blank sapphire substrate heated up to high temperature (T > 1300 K) with the CO2 
laser at full power. 
 
4.2.4.2.  RASTER SCANNING 
Although more complicated and expensive than the tetra prism, a two axis mirror raster 
scanner (see Figure 4.2.8) allows more flexibility: in fact, it is possible to program it via a 
computer in order to raster scan the back side of substrates of arbitrary shape in a wide 
range of sizes, limited only by the size of the substrate holder. Moreover it is possible to 
compensate any temperature differences across the substrate area, e.g. by increasing the 
dwell time of the CO2 laser along the edges of the substrate, which tend to be cooler than 
the centre, due to the higher radiative emission caused by the higher surface/volume ratio 
[4]. 87 
 
    
Figure 4.2.8. (a) Photo of the circular pattern created by the raster scanned red diode laser beam (mounted 
on the CO2 laser head for its optical alignment) on a substrate in the multi PLD chamber. 
(b) Photo of raster scanning mirrors. 
 
4.2.4.3.  TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION 
One of the aforementioned issues with indirect (radiative) substrate heating is temperature 
measurement/calibration.  Minimisation  of  heat sinking  does  not  allow  in situ  direct 
measurement  of  substrate  temperature  with  a  thermocouple,  which  would  cause 
undesirable  heat sinking,  a  consequent  inhomogeneity  in  the  temperature  across  the 
substrate surface and thus non uniform crystallinity, surface morphology and composition 
in the film. 
Substrate temperature measurements may be performed remotely, e.g. by pyrometry or 
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), but they would complicate PLD systems without 
providing the levels of accuracy expected. In particular, two colour pyrometry requires the 
usage  of  two  pyrometers  at  two  different  wavelengths,  which  must  not  fall  in  the 
transparency  range  of  the  substrate,  but  this  does  not  work  with  substrates  with  low 
emissivity  (ε)  and  requires  a  priori  knowledge  of  the  variation  of  emissivity  with 
temperature and wavelength; DRS, based on measurement of diffusely reflected light from 
the substrate, determines its temperature from the variation of absorbance spectrum with 
temperature  and  also  allows  in  situ  measurement  of  film  thickness.  However  both 
techniques are affected by gradual coating of port windows, making absolute intensity 
measurements impractical, if not impossible [5]. 
Nevertheless, it is still possible to estimate the substrate temperature from measurements of 
CO2 laser power incident on and absorbed by  the substrate and calculations using the 
a  b 88 
 
Stefan Boltzmann law, where some assumptions and approximations must be taken into 
account: 
  =                               (4.2.1) 
where σ = 5.67×10
−8 W/(m
2K
4) is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, A is the total area of the 
substrate surface and T is the substrate temperature in Kelvin). Although emissivity varies 
with temperature, a grey body approximation (ε = 0.5, constant with temperature) can be 
used. The values of substrate temperature reported in this thesis were estimated using this 
method (see Figure 4.2.9 and Figure 4.2.10), which provides similar results in the low 
range of temperature (T < 1100 K) to those obtained by CO2 laser calibration via metal 
balancing experiments, consisting of balancing thin and short metal strips on the edge of 
the  substrate  and  melting  them  by  slowly  increasing  the  CO2  laser  power;  at  high 
temperatures (T ≥ 1100 K) the linear approximation of Stefan Boltzmann law from CO2 
laser calibration (as derived from previous metal balancing experiments carried out by Dr. 
Timothy May Smith [5]) is not valid anymore, as its extrapolation would over estimate the 
substrate temperature from the absorbed CO2 laser power. For the purpose of this thesis, 
the CO2 laser power was calibrated with a few metal balancing experiments with gold (Au) 
and aluminium (Al) strips on 0.5 mm thick sapphire and GGG substrates respectively, in 
order to double check the validity of our approximations and assumptions, as the melting 
points  of  Au  (Tm,  Au  =  1337  K)  and  Al  (Tm,  Al  =  933  K)  are  close  to  the  optimum 
temperatures reported in literature for epitaxial growth of Ti:sapphire (T ≈ 1350 K) [6] and 
YIG (T ≈ 1050 K) [7] respectively. The CO2 laser power was measured regularly both 
outside  and  inside  the  chamber  before  each  deposition,  in  order  to  ensure  that  the 
transmission of the IR window was not degraded by unwanted material coating. 
The  data points  in  Figures  4.2.9  and  4.2.10  refer  to  values  of  power  absorbed  by  the 
substrate, calculated from the difference of the measured CO2 laser power incident on the 
substrate and the power measured behind the heated substrate. 89 
 
 
Figure 4.2.9. Substrate temperature vs. absorbed power for 0.5 mm thick sapphire substrate, according to 
grey body approximation (theoretical curve from Stefan Boltzmann law with ε = 0.5). 
 
Figure 4.2.10. Substrate temperature vs. absorbed power for 1 mm thick YAG substrate, according to grey 
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4.3.  TARGET RE CONDITIONING AND TARGET/SUBSTRATE 
CLEANING PROCEDURES 
4.3.1. TARGET RE CONDITIONING 
As mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.2, one of the main drawbacks of PLD is the formation 
of particulates on the film surface, due to prolonged use of the target, which results in 
formation of an ablated ring or trench, featuring a rippled surface morphology and whose 
composition can change significantly from the original value (see Section 3.2.4). Cone like 
structures, richer in Y in the tips, have been observed in the single crystal YIG target after 
several hours of ablation (see Figure 4.3.1), i.e. after several hundreds of thousands of 
ablation laser shots, as reported also in [8]. For this reason, in order to minimise production 
of particulates on PLD grown films from the ablation of such structures, the ablation of all 
targets was limited to ~10 hours on the same surface. After such a prolonged ablation time 
and  usage  of  both  target  surfaces,  the  targets  were  re conditioned  according  to  the 
following procedures. 
 
Figure 4.3.1. SEM pictures of an un ablated region of the YIG target at a magnification factor of (a) 100× 
and (b) 500×; SEM pictures of part of the ablated trench of the YIG target, after ~7.5 hours of ablation, at a 
magnification factor of (c) 100× and (d) 500×. Cone like structures are clearly visible in (d). 91 
 
Targets of hard materials, such as Ti:sapphire (Mohs hardness: 9 – diamond is 10 on the 
same scale), must be re conditioned by lapping, although lapping powder can get stuck on 
the surface and cause formation of particulates on the film surface in the first hour or so of 
ablation, as observed during PLD experiments of YIG and briefly discussed in Section 
6.2.5. Softer materials, such as YIG (Mohs hardness: 6.5 7), Fe2O3 (Mohs hardness: 5.5 
7.5)  and  Bi2O3  (Mohs  hardness:  2 3)  can  be  re conditioned  either  by  lapping  or  with 
sandpaper, which avoids inclusion of lapping particles, which are difficult to remove even 
by ultra sonic cleaning; for this reason, freshly re conditioned targets are firstly pre ablated 
for at least ~30 60 minutes with the shutter placed in front of the substrate before starting a 
deposition run. 
When lapping a used target, this is waxed on a metal disc, which is then mounted on a jig; 
the latter is then held on a rotating flat iron plate, with a solution of DI water and lapping 
grit  (B4C  for  sapphire  and  SiC  or  calcined  Al2O3  for  YIG  and  other  softer  materials) 
constantly dripping on the plate, providing abrasive action and thus removing material 
from the target surface, until it is fully re conditioned. Once the target is re conditioned on 
both sides, it can be cleaned as described in the next section. 
 
4.3.2. TARGET/SUBSTRATE CLEANING 
In order to minimise contamination and ensure epitaxial film growth, both substrates and 
targets need to be cleaned prior to their first usage, especially after re conditioning the 
targets. The following procedure was used for cleaning the targets after lapping: 
1)  scrub and rinse targets with non solvent cleaning fluid (Eco Clear) to get rid of 
most of the wax; 
2)  leave targets overnight or at least for ~1 hour in hot (~50°C) Eco Clear to get rid 
of remainders of wax; 
3)  place targets in a basket in a beaker with Eco Clear in ultrasonic bath heated up to 
~40°C and leave for 30 min. to remove particles of wax stuck into the target 
surfaces; 
4)  rinse the basket with acetone (to get rid of Eco Clear); 
5)  transfer the basket in a beaker with acetone in ultrasonic bath at ~40°C and leave 
for 30 min. (to dissolve any leftover of Eco Clear); 
6)  rinse the basket with fresh acetone; 92 
 
7)  rinse the basket with fresh isopropanol (to get rid of acetone); 
8)  transfer the basket in a beaker with hot isopropanol in ultrasonic bath at ~40°C 
and leave for 30 min. (to dissolve any leftover of acetone); 
9)  rinse the basket with fresh isopropanol; 
10) rinse the basket with fresh de ionised water (to get rid of isopropanol); 
11) transfer the basket in a beaker with hot de ionised water in ultrasonic bath at 
~40°C and leave for 30 min. (to dissolve any leftover of isopropanol); 
12) rinse the basket with fresh de ionised water; 
13) dry the targets with compressed N2 (to wipe out water); 
14) transfer the targets into hot oven at 120°C and leave them overnight (for 
evaporation of any leftover of water and solvents). 
The procedure for cleaning of blank substrates is the same as above, but the first 4 steps are 
replaced with the following three: 
1)  rinse substrates with acetone; 
2)  thoroughly scrub the surfaces of each substrate with a swab wet with acetone; 
3)  place substrates in a basket; 
the cleaning procedure continues as above from point 5), skipping the last step (14), as the 
substrate are normally heated up to high temperatures, thus ensuring evaporation of any 
residual contaminants from its surfaces. 
The procedure for cleaning of polished samples, before their optical characterisation, is the 
same as that for targets, but the last step (14) is skipped. 
 
4.4.  VISUAL AND SURFACE ANALYSIS 
4.4.1. VISUAL INSPECTION 
As soon as the deposition is finished, the sample is inspected, looking for cracks and 
particulates visible by naked eye and recording the film uniformity, transparency/opacity 
and colour/tint. This first simple method of analysis can be very effective: in fact, YIG 
films with good crystal quality feature a yellow colour, which tends to become darker with 
degrading crystal quality, as the substrate temperature is decreased (more details in Section 
6.2.3); amorphous YIG films grown at room temperature are instead completely black. The 93 
 
film  colour  provides  qualitative  information  not  only  on  crystallinity,  but  also  on 
composition, as explained in Chapter 7: YIG films grown by multi PLD become redder 
and also more opaque with increasing Fe concentration. The presence of cracks, lines or 
flaking may be due to poor temperature homogeneity or stress in the film, induced by high 
lattice   or  TEC mismatch  with  the  substrate.  Film  inhomogeneity  can  be  due  to  the 
abovementioned causes and also to variation of stoichiometry across the film surface. 
 
4.4.2. MICROSCOPY 
Microscopy allows a closer look at both the film surface and morphology: micro cracks 
and particulates smaller than ~0.1 mm, not visible by naked eye, can be distinguished and 
analysed  in  terms  of  size  and  surface  density;  sometimes  what  appears  as  one  big 
particulate  by  naked  eye  is  actually  an  agglomerate  of  smaller  particles.  However, 
magnification factors are limited to 100× (for the final objective) and optical microscopy 
cannot resolve features less than ~300 nm in size, due to the diffraction limit in the visible: 
    =	
λ
                             (4.4.1) 
where res refers to “resolution” and NA to the numerical aperture of the objective lens 
(max. NA = 0.95 for conventional lenses in air); using λ = 550 nm (green): res ≈ 290 nm. 
Scanning  Electron  Microscope  (SEM)  overcomes  this  limitation  due  to  the  shorter 
wavelength  associated  with  electrons  (12.2  pm  for  electrons  accelerated  at  10  keV), 
featuring magnification factors up to 500,000× and also a high depth of field. However, in 
practice the resolution is limited by both the size of the final focussed electron beam spot 
and the interaction volume; typical resolution of the order of ~1 nm is achievable in high 
vacuum mode. The SEM used for surface analysis was a Zeiss Evo 50. 
The  SEM  consists  mainly  of  a  vacuum  chamber,  an  electron  gun  and  detectors. 
An electron beam (e beam) is emitted by  a cathode, usually a tungsten filament, then 
focused down to ~(0.4 – 5) nm spot size by condenser lenses and finally raster scanned on 
the sample surface by deflecting plates. The electrons, usually with energy between 0.2 
keV and 40 keV, depending on the accelerating voltage, penetrate the sample and interact 
with  the  atoms  of  the  material  in  a  teardrop shaped  volume,  whose  depth  (“e beam 
penetration depth”, typically between 100 nm and 5 µm) depends mainly on the e beam 
energy and on the density of the material; for instance the e beam penetration depth for 94 
 
YIG (bulk density: 5.17 g/cm
3) is ~2  m and ~1  m for electrons accelerated at 20 keV 
and  15  keV  respectively.  The  interactions  of  incident  and  scattered  electrons  with  the 
atoms of the materials cause different phenomena: 
￿  reflection of high energy electrons by elastic scattering (back scattered electrons – 
BSE); 
￿  emission of secondary electrons (SE) by inelastic scattering; 
￿  emission of electromagnetic radiation (x ray and optical radiation). 
Different specialised detectors can measure intensity and energy of these reflections and 
emissions: from their analysis, images of the surface of the sample can be reconstructed 
and more data relative to the interaction volume calculated. The SE detector (a scintillator 
photomultiplier system collecting electrons with energy lower than 50 eV) allows imaging 
of the sample surface; the BSE sensor, positioned at the bottom of the e beam column 
around its edge, does the same as the SE detector, but can distinguish areas with different 
chemical compositions (heavy elements back scatter electrons more strongly than elements 
with low atomic number). X ray radiation and cathodoluminescence can be measured with 
different detectors, e.g. compositional analysis can be performed by energy dispersive x 
ray spectroscopy (EDX). 
In order to avoid charge accumulation on the surface of non conductive samples (such as 
garnets  and  sapphire),  which  would  hamper  its  analysis  and  characterisation,  two 
approaches can be adopted: 
1.  coating the film surface with ~nm thick gold or carbon films, normally deposited 
by sputtering; however this method may hide small features on the surface and 
hinder  compositional  analysis  by  the  EDX  module  (more  in  Section  4.5.1), 
especially if Au coating is used; finally, this technique is partially destructive, as it 
is not necessarily easy to remove the coating layer without damaging the film; 
2.  using a relatively low vacuum (~40 Pa) in the SEM chamber (“environmental SEM” 
used in “variable pressure” or “VP” mode), while maintaining a high vacuum (of 
the order of 10
 3 Pa or lower) in the e beam column; in this way the air, ionised by 
the e gun, allows charge removal from the sample surface; however, the e beam 





4.4.3.1.  STYLUS PROFILER 
A KLA Tencor P 16 stylus profiler was used to measure film thickness and curvature 
profiles of Ti:sapphire and YIG samples. 
A diamond stylus, whose width ranges from 20 nm to 50 µm (2  m for the instrument 
used), is dropped down and brought in contact with the sample and scans its surface along 
a horizontal direction, revealing any height variation, which is converted into an electrical 
signal,  decoded  and  recorded.  Horizontal  resolution  depends  on  scan  speed  and  data 
acquisition rate and is limited by the size of the stylus and its sloping sides. Vertical 
resolution is limited by mechanical vibrations and electrical noise and theoretically it can 
be  of  the  order  of  Angstroms;  in  practice,  if  the  system  is  not  vibration free  and 






Figure 4.4.1. Examples of surface profiles of blank YAG substrates with (a) “flat” surface and (b) high 
surface curvature (near the corners). In the latter case the high surface curvature near the corners will make 




A 2D surface profile can be traced by scanning the whole surface from corner to corner or 
from edge to edge. 3D surface profiles can be traced as well with multiple 2D scans and 
surface roughness can be measured too. Film thickness can be measured by scanning the 
sample surface on the corners shadowed by the ceramic posts in the substrate holder, if the 
substrate is flat enough (e.g. variation of curvature much smaller than 1  m across ~1 mm 
–  see  Figure  4.4.1.a);  otherwise,  the  substrate  curvature  will  not  allow  the  correct 
measurement of film thickness (see Figure 4.4.1.b), if the substrate curvature has not been 
measured before the deposition. 
 
4.4.3.2.  OPTICAL PROFILER 
A Zemetrics ZeScope optical surface profiler was used to study surface morphology and 
measure the surface roughness of Ti:sapphire and YIG samples. SPIP (Scanning Probe 
Image Processor) software was used to analyse the data acquired from the ZeScope. 
The working principle of such a 3D optical profiler is based on comparison of reflected 
images of the samples and of a flat reference mirror, using a white light source and an 
interferometric setup. It has the following advantages over stylus profiler: 
￿  higher acquisition speed, limited by the speed of the acquisition electronics; 
￿  higher reliability, as it does not touch the surface (stylus can be damaged in contact 
profilers); 
￿  non destructive, as soft samples can be scratched/damaged by the stylus in contact 
profilers. 
The horizontal resolution is sub micrometre, whereas the vertical resolution is of the order 
of Angstroms and is less sensitive to mechanical vibrations than for the stylus profiler; 
however, in practice, vertical resolution is reduced to a few nanometres due to vibrations 
and air currents. 
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4.5.  COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS 
4.5.1. ENERGY DISPERSIVE X RAY SPECTROSCOPY (EDX) 
Compositional  analysis  was  routinely  performed  by  EDX  (Energy Dispersive  X ray 
spectroscopy) with an INCA PentaFETx3 module mounted on the Zeiss Evo 50 SEM. 
Such  a  system,  consisting  of  a  scintillator,  detects  x rays  emitted  by  atoms  in  the 
interaction volume of the sample analysed by SEM. Primary electrons excite electrons 
bound in the inner energy shells of the atoms; when the vacancy so formed is re filled by 
an electron from a higher energy shell, x ray radiation, whose energy is equal to the energy 
difference between the shells, is emitted. Detection of the intensity and energy of such x 
rays  allows  the  compositional  analysis  of  the  sample  within  the  interaction  volume: 
energies  of  x rays  indicate  the  elements  present  in  the  sample  and  their  intensity  the 
abundance of each element. 
 
Figure 4.5.1. Example of EDX spectrum of a Ti:sapphire sample (AS20). The Ti and O peaks are very close 
to each other and overlapping, thus making measurements of Ti concentration inaccurate. 
However, EDX is not very accurate, because of the following issues: 
￿  x rays  are  released  isotropically  and  hence  many  will  not  escape  the  sample, 
especially if the surface is rough; 
￿  broad energy peaks can be formed by the overlap of different energy peaks, making 
it difficult to discern those due to different elements – for instance, the energy peak 
due to Ti is very close to that due to O (see Figure   4.5.1) and this can introduce 
error in assessing the Ti concentration in Ti:sapphire films; 
￿  the detector window (Be) can absorb low energy x rays emitted by light elements 
(e.g. O); 98 
 
￿  if  the  film  is  thinner  than  the  e beam  penetration  depth,  the  substrate  will  be 
analysed too; if the film is much thicker than the e beam penetration depth, then the 
analysis may not be representative of the whole film. In order to avoid this, the e 
beam penetration depth was tuned by changing the electron acceleration voltage. 
Due to the inaccuracy of EDX in measuring oxygen concentration, this has been always 
assumed constant, fixed at the stoichiometric value (i.e. 60 at. % in Ti:sapphire and garnets, 
equal to 3 formula units for Ti:Al2O3 and 12 formula units for YIG, Y3Fe5O12). EDX 
analysis was performed by measuring the composition in three or more different regions 
around the centre of the sample and then taking the average value. Accuracy of EDX 
analysis is of the order of 0.1 at. % (atomic percent). 
In order to know the Ti concentration in Ti:sapphire films, some samples were sent to 
external collaborators with different facilities. The techniques used are described in the 
following sub sections. 
 
4.5.2. X RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY (XPS) 
XPS analysis was performed on a few Ti:sapphire samples by our collaborators in the 
AFRL (Air Force Research Laboratory) of the USAF (United States Air Force) at the 
Wright Patterson  Air  Force  Base  in  Ohio  (USA).  Unlike  EDX,  XPS  can  distinguish 
valence state of ions (useful for Ti:sapphire samples); however, due to its poor accuracy 
(detection limit is ~0.1 at.%), no Ti was detected in any of the Ti:sapphire films.  
XPS consists of irradiating the sample with x rays in an ultra high vacuum (UHV: <10
 7 Pa) 
chamber and measuring the number and kinetic energy of the electrons emitted from the 
interaction  region  (typically  up  to  12  nm thick)  of  the  material.  The  electron  binding 
energy of the emitted electrons (Ebinding) can be calculated from the measurement of the 
kinetic energy (Ekinetic) and the following equation of conservation of energy: 
         =        −           − 	  	                  (4.5.1) 
where Ex ray is the energy of the incident x ray and W is the work function (i.e. the energy 
need to remove an electron from a solid) of the material used for the electron detector 
(spectrometer). This can therefore distinguish between the different atoms inside the film, 99 
 
whereas the intensity of each energy peak is proportional to the number of electrons, thus 
allowing calculation of the film composition near its surface from the measured spectrum. 
 
4.5.3. PROTON INDUCED X RAY EMISSION (PIXE) 
This non destructive compositional analysis technique requires the use of an accelerator, as 
ions must be accelerated to energies of the order of MeV: the bombardment of the sample 
will cause inner shell ionization of the atoms; the inner shell vacancy will be occupied by 
an outer electron, whose transition causes the emission of x ray at wavelengths depending 
on the energy difference of the electronic transition. So, similarly to EDX, compositional 
analysis of the sample can be performed by measuring the energy and intensity of the x ray 
emitted from the sample under analysis, with better resolution than EDX: the detection 
limit  is  of  the  order  of  ~(1  –  10)  ppm
10 =  (0.0001  –  0.001)  at.%.  Although  normally 
performed in vacuum, PIXE analysis can be performed at ambient pressure, although air 
will  attenuate  the  x rays  emitted  by  light  elements.  Some  Ti:sapphire  samples  were 
analysed by PIXE by our collaborators at the University of Surrey, giving an average Ti 
concentration of ~0.0118 at.%. 
 
4.5.4. SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY (SIMS) 
SIMS  is  a  destructive  compositional  analysis  technique  that  consists  of  sputtering  the 
sample under analysis in high vacuum (~10
 4 Pa) with a focussed ion beam and collecting 
and analysing the ejected secondary ions, which are distinguished from each other in terms 
of  charge/mass  ratio  via  a  mass  spectrometer.  Due  to  the  large  variation  in  ionization 
probabilities  among  different  materials,  SIMS  is  generally  considered  a  qualitative 
technique. However, SIMS is the most sensitive surface analysis technique, with elemental 
detection limits ranging from parts per million to parts per billion. SIMS analysis of a few 
Ti:sapphire samples was performed by our collaborators in the AFRL of the USAF at the 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio (USA), giving an average Ti concentration of 
~0.073 at. %. 
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4.5.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Table   4.5.1 reports and compares the results of compositional analysis (in at. %) performed 
by EDX, PIXE and SIMS on five Ti:sapphire samples. Unfortunately the data collected by 
different techniques do not agree with each other, as shown and explained below. 
[at. %]  AS18  AS19  AS20  AS22  AS32  Average 
EDX  0.03  0.02  0.02  0.02  0.02  0.02 
PIXE  0.0123  0.0153  0.0109  0.0106  0.0101  0.0118 
SIMS  0.115  0.041  0.064  0.086  0.059  0.073 
Table 4.5.1. Results of compositional analysis on 5 Ti:sapphire samples. 
A significantly large variation can be found among the results obtained with the three 
different  compositional  analysis  techniques:  the  average  Ti  concentration  measured  by 
EDX (~0.02 at. %) is twice the value measured by PIXE (~0.012 at. %), but more than 
three times smaller than the value measured by SIMS (~0.073 at. %), where however there 
is  a  larger  variance  of  composition  among  the  five  Ti:sapphire  samples  (0.074  at.%), 
compared to EDX (giving almost the same Ti concentration in all samples) and PIXE 
(0.0052  at.  %),  thus  making  optimisation  of  Ti:sapphire  growth  conditions  via 
compositional analysis impractical. 
However, we consider EDX analysis of our magneto optic garnet films reliable, as the 
elemental concentrations are generally higher than that of Ti in Ti:sapphire films and there 
is no significant overlap between the energy peaks of different elements of iron garnets. 
 
4.6.  CRYSTALLINITY AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
In order to check epitaxial crystal growth of Ti:sapphire and magneto optic garnet films, x 
ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed, using the diffractometers (Siemens D5000, 
Bruker D8 and D2 Phaser) at the School of Chemistry of the University of Southampton. 
An x ray diffractometer (schematic in Figure   4.6.1) consists of a static sample holder and a 
goniometer  around  it,  where  an  x ray  source  and  an  x ray  detector  rotate  in  opposite 
directions at the same speed; the position of the former with respect to the film surface is 
indicated by the angle θ, whereas the x ray detector is always placed at an angle 2θ with 
respect to the direction of the x ray radiation incident on the sample surface, so that an x 
ray spectrum or intensity pattern can be plotted versus 2θ. 101 
 
 
Figure 4.6.1. Schematic of an x ray diffractometer. The inset shows a representation of Bragg’s diffraction 
law. 
In  general,  for  single   or  poly crystalline  samples,  the  x rays  diffracted  by  the  crystal 
planes (atoms act as scattering points) will be out of phase; however, at a certain angle, 
dictated by Bragg’s law (D is the spacing
11 between crystal planes and m an integer – see 
also the inset in Figure   4.6.1): 
2 sin  =  λ                       (4.6.1) 
the x rays will be diffracted in phase, thus resulting in a high sharp peak in the diffraction 
pattern. On the contrary, an amorphous sample will generate a noisy pattern with low 
intensity, due to the random (non periodic) arrangement of the atoms. Generally, due to the 
high intensity of the incident x rays, these will penetrate into the substrate and the XRD 
pattern  will  feature  also  peaks  due  to  x ray  diffraction  from  the  substrate  lattice;  this 
normally is not an issue and is actually quite convenient, as it allows normalisation of XRD 
patterns, as explained below. 
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The measured XRD pattern can then be compared against database values [9], in order to 
identify the crystal phases and orientations in the sample. When placing the samples on the 
stage of the diffractometer, they may not be perfectly flat, but slightly tilted, thus resulting 
in diffraction patterns which may be shifted by different amounts; however the patterns can 
be normalised and compared to each other by shifting all of them so that all the XRD peaks 
due to the substrate are aligned to each other at the database value. This allows a correct 
evaluation of the positions of XRD peaks due to the film with composition, for instance. In 
fact, a variation in stoichiometry can induce a larger (smaller) lattice constant a, i.e. a 
larger (smaller) D spacing, for instance by increasing (decreasing) the concentration of 
elements with high ionic radii (e.g. Y in YIG). 
 
4.7.  END POLISHING OF WAVEGUIDES 
Waveguiding  films  must  be  polished  on  two  opposite  end faces  before  optical 
characterisation and lasing experiments, which require the end facets to be perpendicular 
to the plane of the film and parallel to each other, in order to reduce losses and maximise 
launch efficiency. To do this, the samples to be polished are waxed together on a metallic 
support, which is then mounted on a jig and this is placed on a lapping/polishing machine, 
as  described  in  Section    4.3.1.  Firstly  the  samples  are  lapped  with  coarse  B4C  grits  to 
remove material to shorten the sample length; further lapping stages are performed with 
finer lapping powders (3  m  and 1  m sized calcined Al2O3 particles) to remove any 
scratches from previous steps. The final high quality optical finish is achieved by using 
SF1 alkaline colloidal silica polishing fluid, which provides both abrasive and chemical 
actions. Once the first end facet has been lapped and polished, it is used as a reference in 
an autocollimator and the second  end face lapped and polished to high quality optical 
finish. Finally the samples are taken apart and cleaned as illustrated in Section   4.3.2. 
 
4.8.  WAVEGUIDE ANALYSIS AND LASING TECHNIQUES 
This  chapter  describes  the  methods  used  for  optical  characterisation  of  Ti:sapphire 
waveguiding films (Sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2) and to make them lase (Section 4.8.3). 
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4.8.1. FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS 
Measurements of fluorescence from Ti:sapphire samples were performed in collaboration 
with Dr. Amol Choudhary, a PhD student in the Ultrafast Optical Parametric Oscillators 
group of the ORC at the University of Southampton. The setup used was the same reported 
in [6] and is shown in Figure   4.8.1. It consisted of an a CW diode pumped frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm), a beam splitter, used to transmit part of the pump 
beam to a reference detector and reflect the rest to the sample. 
 
Figure 4.8.1. Schematic of setup used for fluorescence measurements of Ti:sapphire samples [6]. 
The net fluorescence was measured by using a photodiode and measuring the resulting 
voltage on the oscilloscope. Filters to block the 532 nm pump were put in between the 
sample and the detector. The pump was incident perpendicular to the waveguide direction 
and went through the film and substrate. 
It was assumed that fluorescence due to Cr
3+ ions present in both the substrate and the 
samples is at a constant level, so that its contribution can be subtracted; similarly the 
fluorescence due to Ti
3+ impurities in the nominally un doped substrates was assumed 
constant, so that its contribution can be subtracted too. Another important assumption is 
that  the  fluorescence  level  scales  directly  with  film  thickness,  so  that  results  can  be 
normalised. Also the area pumped by the laser and the distance between the samples and 
the detector must remain constant. 
From Figure 4.8.1 it is clear that this characterisation technique does not require the films 
to be end polished; however, if the Ti:sapphire layers are thick enough to waveguide light, 
this  could  be  diverted  away  from  the  detector,  thus  explaining  the  lower  fluorescence 
measured from some thick samples, compared to other thin films. 104 
 
For measurement of the fluorescence spectrum, the setup was kept the same, except for the 
fact that the silicon detector is replaced with a CCD spectrometer.  The spectra recorded 
from samples AS6 AS12 cannot be compared with those measured from AS12 AS14, as 
the latter were performed with more filters to improve the signal to noise ratio. 
 
4.8.2. PROPAGATION LOSS MEASUREMENTS 
Waveguide losses were measured by launching a Ti:sapphire laser (pumped with an Ar
+ 
laser) beam into the waveguide by end coupling technique and then measuring input power 
     and  output  powers  from  the  whole  sample        (waveguide  and  substrate),  the 
waveguide only     
   (using a spatial filter) and from the substrate only     
   (to take losses 
from Fresnel reflections into account). The laser beam polarisation was parallel to the 
waveguide plane, i.e. perpendicular to the c axis of the sample, but it can be polarised 
parallel to the c axis via a half wave plate. A schematic of the basic optical set up used is 
shown in Figure   4.8.2. 
 
Figure 4.8.2. Schematic of the basic optical set up for propagation loss measurements in Ti:sapphire samples. 
We  define:   ×    as  the  transmission  coefficient  of  the  objective  lenses,     as  the 
transmission  coefficient  relative  to  Fresnel  losses,   as  the  launch  efficiency  into  the 
waveguide and loss the transmission losses in the waveguide. 
The overall transmission from substrate and objectives, obtained by letting the focussed 
input laser beam pass through the substrate only, is: 
   =
    
 
   
=  ×  
  ∙                         (4.8.1) 105 
 
The overall transmission from sample (waveguide and substrate) and objectives, obtained 
by focussing the input laser beam onto the waveguide, without spatially filtering the output 
laser beam, is: 
     =
    
   
=  ×   ∙   ∙   ∙  1 −       ∙   ∙  ×   +	 ×   ∙   ∙  1 −    ∙   ∙  ×   =	
=  ×  
  ∙    ∙  1 −   ∙       =    ∙  1 −   ∙                     (4.8.2) 
The overall transmission from waveguide only and objectives, obtained with the spatial 
filter on the output, is: 
   =
    
 
   
=  ×   ∙   ∙   ∙  1 −       ∙   ∙  ×   =  ×  
  ∙    ∙   ∙  1 −       = 
=    ∙   ∙  1 −                             (4.8.3) 
Launch efficiency L and waveguide losses (loss) can be calculated by measuring   ,     
  , 
     and     
   , then calculating transmission values TS, TW+S and TW: 
  ∙      = 1 −
    
  
                       (4.8.4) 
This allows calculation of launch efficiency L from Equation   4.8.3: 
  =
     ∙  ∙     
  
                       (4.8.5) 
The transmission coefficient from the waveguide only can then be calculated as  1 −      , 
from Equation 4.8.4, and then as: 
 ∗ =
               
  	 
  
                        (4.8.6) 
where: l = waveguide length in centimetres. 
When referring to transmission losses, the absolute value of T* is used. By measuring the 
transmission coefficient of the objectives,  ×  , Fresnel losses can be estimated too from 
the formula of TS – Equation (4.8.1). Three measurements were taken for each sample at 
different transverse positions, featuring the best output profiles (with possibly no defect or 
ripple on the edges), and then averaged. 
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4.8.3. LASING EXPERIMENTS 
Lasing  experiments  on  waveguiding  Ti:sapphire  films  were  conducted  in  collaboration 
with Dr. Amol Choudhary with an optical set up (shown in Figure   4.8.3) similar to the one 
used for propagation loss measurements, except for the following changes: 
￿  the  pump  laser  is  a  green  laser  (either  an  Ar
+  laser  or  a  CW  diode pumped 
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser), which is attenuated and polarised parallel to the 
c axis of the Ti:sapphire samples via a half wave plate and a Glan Thompson prism; 
￿  the pump laser beam is chopped to reduce laser induced damage to the mirrors; 
￿  the input lens can be changed for different ones with lower magnification factor (4× 
or 6.3×) to achieve better launch efficiency, depending on the film thickness; 
￿  a high reflective (HR) mirror for the lasing wavelength (λ ≈ 750 nm) and high 
transmission (HT) for the pump (λ ≈ 532 nm) is attached on the input end facet of 
the  waveguide  with  fluorinated  oil  (Fluorinert),  to  ensure  good  contact  and 
parallelism with the end facet; 
￿  an  output  coupler  is  attached  on  the  output  end facet  of  the  waveguide  with 
Fluorinert. 
 
Figure 4.8.3. Schematic of the optical set up for lasing experiments. The green symbols near the beam 
represent its polarization, whereas the white dots in the Glan Thompson prism refer to its extraordinary axis. 
 
4.9.  SPECTROSCOPY 
Absorption and transmission spectra of YIG samples were measured using a Varian Cary 
500 Scan spectrophotometer, where a white light source is used to generate two beams 
with  the  same  optical  length  and  wavelength  that  is  changed  in  the  selected  range 
(normally between 400 nm and 1400 nm) through the use of gratings: one beam is used as 
a reference with a blank substrate and the other is incident on the sample under test. The 
detector beyond the sample and a slit measures the transmitted intensity, which is then 
normalised to the intensity measured from the reference beam in order to take into account 107 
 
Fresnel losses from the substrate and potential power variations and thus calculate the 
optical transmission of the film. 
 
4.10.  FERROMAGNETIC CHARACTERISATION 
Ferromagnetic  characterization  of  magneto optic  garnets  was  performed  by  Dr.  Gavin 
Stenning and Simon Gregory of the School of Physics and Astronomy of the University of 
Southampton.  For  FMR  spectroscopy  a  DC  magnetic  field  was  applied  via  an 
electromagnet controlled by a bipolar power supply, whereas a Vector Network Analyser 
(VNA) was used both to drive and monitor the properties of a loaded coplanar waveguide 
(CPW) as a function of frequency and magnetic field. The DC magnetic field strength (up 
to Ba = 0.6 T) was recorded using a Lakeshore 425 Gaussmeter. The RF magnetic field was 
achieved by excitation of microwaves from a 20 GHz VNA (HP E5071C) through low loss 
broadband cables passing through the centre of the electromagnetic pole pieces. These 
were connected to end launch connectors which allowed for the transition from coaxial 
cable to a printed circuit board (PCB). The transition from coaxial to PCB allowed for the 
connection to the CPW, which provided the RF field to the magnetic sample. The RF field 
and DC field were therefore mutually perpendicular, as required for FMR (see Section 
3.6.2.1). The magnetic sample was then placed in a “flip chip” configuration, i.e. with the 
film side towards the CPW, which ensured that there was a good coupling between the 
microwave excitation and the magnetic film (see Figure 4.10.1). The microwave circuit 
can be described as a two port transmission system, characterised in terms of a scattering 
matrix S, whose elements (“S parameters”) can be measured by the VNA, including the 
transmission coefficient of the CPW (S21). 108 
 
 
Figure 4.10.1. Schematic of the FMR set up. Ba is the applied magnetic field. 
 
 
Figure 4.10.2. Normalized S
N
21 (ν Ba) map of YIG sample Y20. 109 
 
The  results  from  these  VNA FMR  experiments  are  usually  presented  in  a  2D  map  of 
frequency vs. field map (ν Ba) – see Figure 4.10.2 for an example. This measurement is 
obtained by sweeping the RF frequency ν at different values of the applied magnetic field 
Ba: the single measurements are collated together into a 2D plot. The colour at a given 
point in the 2D map represents the magnitude of S21. Normalized values can be obtained 
by subtracting the S21 transmission obtained in very small magnetic fields (Ba = 0.001 T) 
from every subsequent frequency sweep: this gives S
N
21 , leaving only the field dependent 
features in the resultant 2D plot. All values of FMR linewidth ( H) reported in this thesis 
were measured as the FWHM
12 of the FMR absorption at a RF frequency ν = 6 GHz (see 
Figure 4.10.3 for an example). FMR linewidth measurement accuracy is of the order of 
0.01 mT. 
 
Figure 4.10.3. FMR absorption plot of YIG sample Y20 at ν = 6 GHz:  H ≈ 1.75 mT. 
The relatively broad FMR linewidth measured in all YIG samples ( H > 1 mT), compared 
to the intrinsic value of bulk YIG spheres ( H ≈ 0.015 mT), may be due to several factors: 
￿  demagnetising effects based on the film shape and geometry; 
￿  inhomogeneous RF field laterally across the CPW; 
￿  excitation of magneto static modes (satellite peaks around the main FMR peak – 
some are visible in Figure 4.10.3) [10 12], caused by the orientation of the RF 
excitation field relative to the DC applied field. 
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All these factors may hinder the measurement of the intrinsic FMR linewidth of our YIG 
samples. In order to investigate this, some of the YIG samples were cut in smaller 5×5 
mm
2  pieces  (the  centre  from  original  10×10  mm
2  samples),  but  no  improvement  was 
noticed in terms of FMR linewidth; a few YIG films were also deposited on a localised 
circular region of the substrate through a shadow mask (a circular hole in an aluminium 
foil hanging from the substrate holder), but again no significant improvement was achieved. 
Finally a 2D frequency vs. field map (ν Ba) was measured from a bulk 5×5×0.5 mm
3 YIG 
slab (see Figure 4.10.4), purchased from Ferrisphere Inc., to use as a reference for our 
films, but it showed quite a different behaviour, compared to FMR plots of our YIG films 
(compare  with  the  right  quadrant  of  Figure  4.10.2):  an  FMR  absorption  with  a  much 
narrower linewidth was expected (the supplier gave us a  H of the order of (0.05 – 0.1) 
mT in the GHz range); instead, several satellites of the main YIG resonance peak were 
observed. These are due to magneto static modes [10 12], which can be caused by the 
higher aspect ratio (thickness to width) of the bulk YIG piece (1:10), compared to PLD 
grown YIG films (of the order of 1:10
3), and by the aforementioned factors. Finally, the 
narrower FMR linewidth values reported in literature from PLD grown YIG films were 
obtained with a different set up (a microwave cavity) [7, 13], thus suggesting limitations of 
our rig in measuring narrow FMR linewidths ( H < 1 mT). 
 
Figure 4.10.4. Normalized S
N
21 (ν Ba) map of a 5×5×0.5 mm
3 bulk YIG slab, obtained by VNA FMR 
(Ba ≥ 0). 111 
 
4.11.  CONCLUSIONS 
All the experimental and analytical techniques used for the fabrication and characterisation 
of the samples discussed in this thesis have been presented in this Chapter. The PLD 
systems  have  been  described  in  Section  4.2,  providing  details  of  the  substrate  heating 
systems and discussing the issues with substrate temperature measurements and calibration 
in Sub section 4.2.4. Procedures for target re conditioning and target/substrate cleaning 
have been described in Section   4.3. All analytical techniques have been described in the 
second part of this chapter: visual and surface analysis methods have been introduced in 
Section  4.4;  compositional  evaluation  techniques  have  been  compared  and  their  issues 
discussed in Section 4.5; the basics of XRD analysis has been covered in Section 4.6; end 
polishing of optical waveguides has been illustrated in Section 4.7, with description of 
optical  set ups  for  characterisation  of  Ti:sapphire  waveguides  in  Section  4.8;  optical 
spectroscopy  has  been  presented  in  Section  4.9  and  finally  Section  4.10  has  provided 
details on FMR characterisation of YIG films, presenting some issues and limitations of 
the rig used. 
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5.  CHAPTER 5 
SINGLE PLD OF TI:SAPPHIRE 
5.1.  INTRODUCTION 
The theory of Ti:sapphire, waveguiding and lasing has been covered in Chapter 3. This 
chapter provides the results of PLD of Ti:sapphire. 
There are several reports of PLD growth of Ti:Al2O3 [1 15], most of which are on sapphire 
substrates [1 11], but only a few of these report lasing action [1 6]; typical deposition 
conditions of Ti:sapphire, as found from literature review, are summarised in Table 5.1.1. 
Substrate  Single crystal c cut sapphire 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  (20 – 25) 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~4 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  ~4 
O2 or Ar pressure [Pa]  ~(0.03 – 2) 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~(1220 – 1370) 
Table 5.1.1. Optimum deposition conditions for PLD of Ti:sapphire films. 
As outlined in Section 1.2.1, the aim of this project was to replicate and try improving the 
performances of Ti:sapphire waveguide lasers grown on un doped sapphire substrates by 
PLD.  Simulations  performed  by  Dr.  Amol  Choudhary  suggested  a  Ti:sapphire  film 
thickness of ~10  m for waveguiding films with a ~0.04 at. % Ti doping, which induces a 
refractive index change of the order of 10
 4 compared to undoped sapphire (ne ≈ 1.7620 and 
ne ≈ 1.7540 at λ = 800 nm) [16]. 
 
5.2.  PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 
The first depositions (samples AS1 AS5) are not discussed here, because the PLD setup 
was not optimized; however some conclusions were drawn from those samples for the 
optimisation of the PLD setup and for subsequent depositions. For instance, CO2 laser 
power and substrate temperature were calibrated at the melting point of gold (T ≈ 1337 K), 
close to the optimum value reported in literature, by metal balancing experiments; the UV 
optical setup was re optimised after these depositions, in order to reduce the excimer laser 
spot size and increase the laser fluence on the target. Further improvements were made 
while  doing  experiments:  for  this  reason  depositions  of  samples  AS6 AS15,  although 114 
 
useful  for  optimisation  of  deposition  conditions  of  Ti:sapphire,  are  covered  in  this 
paragraph  but  cannot  be  compared  with  subsequent  depositions  because  of  changes  in 
procedures and PLD setup. 
After the first deposition trials (AS1 AS5), proper depositions were started in order to 
investigate optimum conditions for the PLD of Ti:sapphire. The typical growth conditions 
found in the literature were tried in the depositions of samples AS6 AS9: the parameters 
common to these depositions are reported in Table 5.2.1. 
Target (doping [at. %])  Single crystal Ti:sapphire (0.08 – 0.17)  
Substrate  c cut sapphire 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~(3 – 4) 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  4.0 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1350 
Table 5.2.1. Deposition conditions for PLD of Ti:sapphire samples AS6 AS9. 
In all cases, the deposition time was 1 hour, i.e. 72,000 laser pulses,  which produced 
Ti:sapphire films with thickness between 1 µm and 4 µm. The parameters varied in the 
deposition of samples AS6 AS9 are shown in Table 5.2.2 with the  main experimental 
results. Reliability of EDX results has been discussed in Section 4.5: as explained there, 
they  should  not  be  trusted,  due  to  their  inaccuracy,  although  used  as  a  guide  for 
optimisation. 









AS9  Ar  0.1  18.2  0.04  0.2083 
AS8  O2  0.1  18.5  0.03  0.0731 
AS6  O2  0.3  45.0  0.01  0.0696 
AS7  O2  2  227.5  0.01  0.1535 
Table 5.2.2. Background gas, gas pressure (PGAS), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and 
intensity of fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf) of samples AS6 AS9. 
Relying on EDX measurements, the highest Ti concentration is observed in AS9, grown in 
an Ar ambient, which also features the highest fluorescence value. From Table 5.2.2 an 
increase  in  RMS  surface  roughness  is  observed  with  increasing  oxygen  pressure.  The 
higher fluorescence of AS7, compared to AS6 and AS8, may be due to the scattering 
induced by the higher surface roughness. 
Sample AS10 was deposited in vacuum (~0.01 Pa) and at lower fluence (~2.5 J/cm
2) than 
the other samples: although a low Ti concentration (~0.01 at. %) was measured by EDX, it 
features  higher  fluorescence  (~0.3438)  than  samples  AS6 AS9,  but  also  high  surface 115 
 
roughness (Sq ≈ 225.4 nm). Samples AS11 AS14 were deposited over 5 hours, i.e. 360,000 
pulses, which produced Ti:sapphire films with thickness between 12 µm and 24 µm: in 
particular,  samples  AS11  and  AS12  were  deposited  under  the  same  conditions  (see 
Table   5.2.1) except for gas and its relative pressure, as shown in Table 5.2.3. 









AS11  O2  0.3  982.4  0.03  0.2964 
AS12  none  0.01  802.1  0.04  0.4201 
Table 5.2.3. Background gas, gas pressure (PGAS), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and 
intensity of fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf)  of samples AS11 and AS12. 
The roughness of AS12 was expected to be even lower than that of samples AS8 and AS9, 
according to previous observation. Also AS11 is rougher than AS12 and AS6 AS10. These 
results may be due to a modified UV optical setup, which caused a slight change in laser 
spot size and fluence on the target, or alternatively to higher thickness. 
According to EDX measurements, the Ti concentration is slightly higher in AS12 than in 
AS11 and very close to the values found in samples AS8 and AS9. 
 
Figure 5.2.1. Fluorescence spectra of samples AS11 and AS12 – λ = (600   950) nm. 
The arrow indicates a dip. The peaks at ~694 nm are due to Cr
3+ impurities [17]. 
Fluorescence is almost the same in both samples, except for the high and sharp peak at 
~694 nm due to Cr
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is observed at ~800 nm and could be due to re absorption from Ti
4+ ions [18], as explained 
in Section 3.4. For this reason the subsequent samples were deposited in vacuum, i.e. 
without any background gas in the chamber, to verify if any improvement was possible. 
In order to prevent formation of droplets and particles on the film surface, pre ablation of 
the  target  was  used  for  the  next  depositions.  The  results  from  samples  AS13 AS14, 
illustrated below, confirmed the importance of target pre ablation, which appears to affect 
surface roughness of Ti:sapphire films. 
Samples  AS12 AS14  were  deposited  in  vacuum  (0.01  Pa)  at  different  substrate 
temperatures, in order to investigate its effect on Ti:sapphire film properties. Table 5.2.4 
summarizes the main data collected from these samples. 









AS12  1350  802.1  0.04  0.4201 
AS13  1375  55.7  0.03  0.2785 
AS14  1400  73.2  0.02  0.2396 
Table 5.2.4. Substrate temperature (T), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and intensity of 
fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf)  of samples AS12 AS14. 
According to the literature, the substrate temperature is one of the most critical deposition 
conditions of Ti:Al2O3 films grown by PLD [3, 11, 19]. Temperatures lower than ~1220 K 
cause  the  formation  of  polycrystalline  or  even  amorphous  films  [20],  whereas  in 
Ti:sapphire films deposited at temperatures higher than ~1370 K the Ti concentration tends 
to decrease with increasing temperature [19]. XRD analysis showed that all samples are 
crystalline with the same orientation as the c cut substrate. 
Analysis with ZeScope showed that AS12 features the highest roughness of these samples; 
however the target was not pre ablated before the deposition of this film, as was done 
before  AS13  and  AS14.  Ti  concentration  and  fluorescence  are  highest  in  AS12  and 
decrease with increasing substrate temperature, as expected. 
From  Figure  5.2.2  (not  comparable  with  the  previous  fluorescence  spectra  because  of 
different  settings  in  the  measurement  system  –  see  Section  4.8.1)  it  is  clear  that 
fluorescence  is  highest  in  sample  AS12  and  decreases  with  increasing  substrate 
temperature,  thus  confirming  the  decreasing  trend  of  Ti  concentration  with  increasing 
temperature and previous findings in the literature [11, 20]. 117 
 
 
Figure 5.2.2. Fluorescence spectra of samples AS12 AS14 – λ = (600   950) nm. 
The peaks at ~694 nm are due to Cr
3+ impurities [17]. 
The thick Ti:sapphire films (AS11 AS14) were end polished by Dr. Amol Choudhary in 
order to measure waveguide losses. Measurements were performed using a 1.5 mW He Ne 
laser (λ ≈ 633 nm) – see Section 4.8.2 for more details. 
AS12 did not show waveguiding, probably because of its bad quality (the film appears 
rough, grainy and frosty). AS11 has losses as high as (7.1 ± 0.4) dB/cm, probably because 
of its high roughness and particle density. AS13 and AS14 have lower losses than AS11, 
(2.6 ± 0.4) dB/cm and (2.5 ± 0.4) dB/cm respectively, but higher than those reported in [5] 
(~1.6  dB/cm).    No  lasing  was  observed  from  any  of  these  samples,  though  a  strong 
fluorescence signal was measured from the output of the waveguides, probably because 
samples are too long and such high losses prevent lasing: in fact, samples were 2.5 times 
longer  than  the  absorption  length  (3.4  mm)  [20]  and  this  unnecessarily  increases  the 
propagation losses and suppresses lasing. 
Because all samples presented so far had non uniform thickness, the PLD setup was re 
optimised in order to deposit a thick uniform Ti:sapphire film (sample AS15) under the 
best conditions found so far (those of sample AS12) and reported in Table 5.2.5. 
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Substrate  c cut sapphire 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.3 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  4.0 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1350 
Gas  none 
Vacuum pressure [Pa]  0.01 
Table 5.2.5. Deposition conditions of samples AS15. 
This sample, ~12 µm thick near the edges, has a relatively low RMS surface roughness 
compared to samples AS11 12 (Sq ≈ 68.8 nm), which is probably near the limit for such a 
thick film due to intrinsic roughness of Ti:sapphire – in fact, pyramids with an hexagonal 
base can be  clearly observed on the film surface under optical microscopy, SEM (see 
Figure 5.2.3) or ZeScope (see Figure 5.2.4 and compare it with Figure 5.2.5 from sample 
AS12, much rougher than AS15). 
 
Figure 5.2.3. SEM picture of the hexagonal crystallites (sample AS14). 119 
 
 
Figure 5.2.4. 3D image (flattened) of the centre of sample AS15, smooth thick Ti:sapphire film 
(ZeScope – 10× objective). 
 
Figure 5.2.5. 3D image (flattened) of the centre of sample AS12, rough thick Ti:sapphire film 
(ZeScope – 10× objective). 
Sample AS15 was lapped and end polished by Dr. Amol Choudhary and then characterised 
in terms of waveguide losses, which were measured to be as low as ~(2.2 ± 0.4) dB/cm, 
~10% lower than the value measured from AS14. This improvement may be due to the 
lower surface roughness and better uniformity of the Ti:sapphire film across the substrate 
surface.  Better  results  are  expected  with  a  further  reduction  of  surface  roughness  and 
particles, which could be removed by polishing. 120 
 
 
Figure 5.2.6. Fluorescence spectrum of AS15, compared with bulk Ti:sapphire – 1/λ = (10000   17000) cm
 1.
 
The peaks at ~694 nm are due to Cr
3+ impurities [17]. 
Figure 5.2.6 shows the fluorescence spectrum of sample AS15 in comparison with that 
from a bulk piece of Ti:sapphire. When plotted as a function of frequency, both spectra 
appear symmetric without any dip (visible in the spectra in Figure 5.2.1 and Figure 5.2.2), 
meaning that there is no re absorption from Ti
4+ ions. 
These preliminary experiments were helpful for the optimisation of the PLD setup and 
deposition procedures and also to understand the growth dynamics of Ti:sapphire by PLD. 
However, in order to optimise the deposition conditions of Ti:sapphire further experiments 
were needed and these are described in the next paragraphs. 
From these preliminary depositions it was observed that target pre ablation is important for 
the  minimisation  of  surface  roughness  and  particle  density.  However,  the  presence  of 
hexagonal shaped features (see Figure 5.2.3,   5.2.4 and   5.2.5) suggests that they are not 
particles, but crystallites, which are thus unavoidable as they are intrinsic to the growth 
mode of Ti:sapphire, limiting the minimum surface roughness of films grown by PLD. 
The lack of holes in most films leads to exclusion of the Volmer Weber growth mode 
(island formation only), whereas the presence of 3D islands cannot be explained with the 
Frank–van der Merwe growth mode (layer by layer only); so, the film growth must happen 
by Stranski Krastanov mode, i.e. 2D layer and 3D island growth [22]. This means that 
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PLD, and the crystallite presence on the film surface can be a problem for the fabrication 
of waveguides and lasers, as they would cause scattering and losses, due to Ti:sapphire 
being an anisotropic material. However, if this problem relates only to the film surface 
(Stranski Krastanov growth mode, as assumed here, and not Volmer Weber growth mode), 
then it could be overcome by polishing the surface or by depositing an un doped capping 
layer on the waveguiding film, in order to reduce scattering losses. 
A preliminary study of the effect of background gas and its pressure on Ti:sapphire film 
properties was performed. However, it was not systematic enough and it did not shed 
enough light on variation of Ti concentration and fluorescence with oxygen pressure. For 
this reason a new study was performed with an optimised PLD setup and procedures and is 
described in the following paragraphs. Although depositions in high vacuum (PVAC ~ 10
 2 
Pa) gave interesting results, especially in terms of fluorescence, they were abandoned for 
other troublesome reasons: the plume in high vacuum expands more than in low vacuum 
and ablated material is deposited on laser windows, which causes reduction of transmitted 
CO2 laser power and consequently reduction of substrate temperature and of excimer laser 
fluence and consequently undesirable changes in plume dynamics and composition. 
 
5.3.  OPTIMISATION OF OXYGEN PRESSURE 
Five  thin  test  films  (AS16 AS18  and  AS31 AS32)  were  deposited  in  one  hour  each 
(72,000 laser pulses) under the same conditions (summarised in Table 5.2.1), except for 
different values of oxygen pressure, in order to understand its effect on surface roughness, 
crystallinity, composition and fluorescence of Ti:sapphire films. Film thickness is ~4  m 
for all samples. The most relevant data collected from these samples are reported in Table 
5.3.1. XRD analysis showed that all samples are crystalline with the same orientation as 
the substrate, as only the peak due to the c plane was found in a wide scan (2θ = 10° – 
80°). 









AS18  0.2  23.8  0.03  0.0064 
AS31  0.5  3.9  0.01  0.0027 
AS16  1  13.7  0.02  0.0032 
AS32  5  18.0  0.02  0.0280 
AS17  10  31.8  0.02  0.0045 
Table 5.3.1. Oxygen pressure (PO2), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and intensity of 
fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf)  of samples AS16 AS18 and AS31 AS32. 122 
 
 
Figure 5.3.1. Variation of RMS roughness (Sq) with oxygen pressure (PO2). 
Samples AS16 AS18 and AS31 AS32. 
 
Figure 5.3.2. Variation of Ti concentration and fluorescence normalised to thickness with oxygen pressure 
(PO2). Samples AS16 AS18 and AS31 AS32. 
Figure 5.3.1 and Figure 5.3.2 show the variation of surface roughness, Ti concentration (as 
measured by EDX) and fluorescence with oxygen pressure. 
Sample AS31 is the smoothest, but also the one with the lowest Ti concentration and 
fluorescence. Surface roughness tends to increase with increasing gas pressure from 0.5 Pa 
to 10 Pa. Although fluorescence is expected to be correlated to Ti concentration, there is no 
clear correlation between them, with only AS32 standing out from the low fluorescence 
level (average: ~0.0042  m
 1) of the other samples. As explained earlier, this may be due 
to the presence of Ti













































































Ti conc. and fluorescence vs. gas pressure
Ti at. % Fluorescence/t
AS18 AS31 AS16 AS32 AS17123 
 
Sample AS17 is the only domed film (thicker in the centre than the edges) of the set: this is 
probably due to the fact that the plume is smaller and more confined in low vacuum, thus 
causing a higher deposition rate in the centre than the edges and non uniformity of film 
thickness. Also, the surface of this sample and AS32 does not appear uniform to the eye: in 
particular, the regions around the shadowed corners look denser and more opaque. 
 
5.4.   OPTIMISATION OF SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE 
Five thin test films (AS18, AS21 AS22 and AS33 AS34) were deposited in one hour each 
(72,000 laser pulses) under the same conditions (summarised in Table 5.2.1), except for 
substrate temperature, in order to understand its effect on surface roughness, crystallinity, 
composition and fluorescence of Ti:sapphire films. The oxygen pressure was set to 0.2 Pa 
for all depositions. Film thickness is ~4  m for all samples, except for AS34 (tf ≈ 2.5  m). 
The most relevant data collected from these samples are reported in Table 5.4.1. 









AS33  1250  4.6  0.02  0.0215 
AS22  1300  9.3  0.02  0.0522 
AS18  1350  23.8  0.03  0.0064 
AS21  1400  6.3  0.01  0.0404 
AS34  1450  2.8  0.03  0.0448 
Table 5.4.1. Substrate temperature (T), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and intensity of 
fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf) of samples AS18, AS21 AS22 and AS33 AS34. 
XRD analysis showed that all samples are crystalline with the same orientation as the 
substrate:  even  at  the  lowest  temperature  only  the  α Al2O3  (006)  peak  is  observed  at 
~41.4°, as shown in Figure 5.4.1 for sample AS33. All samples but AS18 have a surface 
roughness  Sq  <  10  nm.  Figure  5.4.2  and  Figure  5.4.3  show  the  variation  of  surface 
roughness, Ti concentration and fluorescence with substrate temperature. 
There  is  no  clear  correlation  between  fluorescence  and  Ti  concentration.  The  former 
should increase with increasing Ti concentration; however, the sample with the highest Ti 
concentration (AS18) features the lowest fluorescence. Unfortunately, as already stated, 
EDX does not give accurate measurement of low weight elements such as Ti, whose peak 
is also very close to the one due to oxygen in the EDX spectra; so EDX measurements 
cannot be fully trusted. Moreover, EDX does not provide any information on valence state 
of Ti ions and, as stated in Section   5.2, Ti
4+ causes a re absorption band centred between 124 
 
750 nm and 800 nm; so, a high concentration of Ti does not imply high fluorescence and 
lasing, as all the Ti atoms present may not be in the correct valence state (Ti
3+). 
The highest fluorescence is observed at T ≈ 1300 K, but the highest Ti concentration at T ≈ 
1350 K. So, we considered these two values as optimum substrate temperatures. 
 
Figure 5.4.1. XRD pattern of sample AS33. 
The inset shows a higher resolution scan of the α Al2O3 (006) peak. 
 
Figure 5.4.2. Variation of RMS roughness (Sq) with substrate temperature (T). 























Figure 5.4.3. Variation of Ti concentration and fluorescence normalised to thickness with substrate 
temperature. Samples AS16 AS18 and AS31 AS32. 
 
5.5.  EFFECT OF VARIATION OF BACKGROUND GAS 
Four thin test films (AS18 AS20 and AS23) were deposited in one hour each (72,000 laser 
pulses)  under  the  same  conditions  (summarised  in  Table    5.2.1),  except  for  different 
background  gas,  in  order  to  understand  its  effect  on  surface  roughness,  crystallinity, 
composition and fluorescence of Ti:sapphire films. Gas pressure was set to PGAS ≈ 0.2 Pa 
and substrate temperature to T ≈ 1350 K. A fifth film (AS24) was deposited in Ar, under 
the  same  conditions  as  AS23,  but  at  a  slightly  lower  temperature,  T  ≈  1300  K.  Film 
thickness varies between ~3  m and ~5  m. The most relevant data collected from these 
samples are reported in Table 5.5.1. 









AS18  O2  4  ~23.8  0.03  0.0064 
AS20  N2  4.5  ~6.4  0.02  0.0504 
AS19  Ar  3.0  ~15.3  0.02  0.0773 
AS23  Ar  3.0  ~10.4  0.02  0.0773 
AS24  Ar  3.0  ~11.0  0.01  0.0464 
Table 5.5.1. Background gas, film thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and intensity 
of fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf) of samples AS18 AS20 and AS23 AS24. 
Figure 5.5.1 shows fluorescence spectra from sample AS18 20: they are normalized to the 
highest value of fluorescence due to Ti
3+, found in AS19. The high and sharp peak centred 
at 694.37 nm, due to Cr























































Ti conc. and fluorescence vs. substrate temp.
Ti at. % Fluorescence/t
AS18 AS22 AS21 AS33 AS34126 
 
 
Figure 5.5.1. Fluorescence spectra of samples AS18 AS20: λ = (600   950) nm. 
The peaks at ~694 nm are due to Cr
3+ impurities [17]. 
Considering the AS18 AS20 set, the different thickness (highest in AS20 and lowest in 
AS19) and surface roughness (lowest in AS20 and highest in AS18) suggest a difference in 
the  plume  dynamics  and  nucleation.  Ballistics  of  the  material  ejected  from  the  target 
depends on size and mass of the atomic species of the background gas: the interaction of 
ablated material with heavier and bigger atoms produces increased scatter (and therefore a 
lower mean free path) and reduces the deposition rate and the kinetic energy of the ablated 
material arriving on the substrate, which affects the film growth dynamics and thus the 
final film quality. In fact, the film deposited in N2 (lightest atomic species) is the thickest 
(AS20: 4.5  m), whereas the one deposited in Ar (heaviest atomic species) is the thinnest 
(AS19: 3  m). 
Also, in spite of the lower surface roughness, samples AS19 and AS20 are not uniform and 
clear. Moreover sample AS20 features a blue tint, except for a colourless and translucent 
corner; the blue tint could be due to colour centres caused by oxygen vacancies [21]. 
Probably  the  reaction  of  the  plume  with  N2,  used  as  background  gas,  altered  the 
composition of the plume itself and of the film deposited on the substrate. However, a 
thick film (AS30) deposited under the same conditions as AS20 does not feature the same 
blue tint as AS20. 
In  terms  of  composition,  the  highest  Ti  concentration  is  found  in  AS18.  However,  it 
features the lowest fluorescence, whereas the highest value is reported from samples AS19 
and AS23, both deposited in Ar at T ≈ 1350 K. Also, lowering the substrate temperature to 
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expected  from  literature  [20].  These  findings  suggest  that  background  gas  plays  an 
important role not only in the plume dynamics, but also on the composition of plume and 
film: oxygen, being reactive, probably oxidises the Ti in the plume, thus causing formation 
of Ti
4+ ions in the films, which re absorb emitted radiation [17, 20]; on the contrary, inert 
Ar preserves the correct valence state of Ti ions in the plume, which are then oxidised in 
the  film  as  Ti
3+,  which  allows  fluorescence  and  lasing.  In  summary,  although  films 
deposited in Ar are more fluorescent than those deposited in O2, EDX analysis showed 
higher Ti concentration in the latter. 
 
5.6.  DEPOSITION OF WAVEGUIDING FILMS 
Three thick films (AS25, AS27 and AS28) were deposited under similar conditions to 
those summarised in Table   5.2.1: O2 pressure was set to ~0.2 Pa, considered the optimum 
value in terms of film quality and Ti concentration, although delivering less fluoresence 
(see Section   5.3); substrate temperature was set to T ≈ 1350 K for AS25 and T ≈ 1300 K 
for AS27 AS28. Deposition time was changed too and is reported in Table   5.6.1 for all 
samples. 
Two more thick films were deposited under the conditions reported in Table 5.2.1 at T ≈ 
1350 K in Ar (AS29) and N2 (AS30), at the same gas pressure as stated above (~0.2 Pa). 
XRD analysis showed that all samples are crystalline with the same orientation as the 
substrate. The most relevant data collected from these samples are reported in Table 5.6.1. 













AS25  O2  1350  180  10.0  15.2  0.02  0.0232 
AS27  O2  1300  300  18.5  119.1  0.02  0.0098 
AS28  O2  1300  240  13.0  77.3  0.01  0.0102 
AS29  Ar  1350  240  14.0  23.8  0.03  0.0144 
AS30  N2  1350  240  14.0  19.6  0.02  0.0109 
Table 5.6.1. Background gas, substrate temperature (T), deposition time, film thickness (tf), RMS surface 
roughness (Sq), Ti concentration and intensity of fluorescence normalised to film thickness (tf) of samples 
AS25 AS30. 
All films appear non uniform and rough (compared to thinner films and blank sapphire 
substrates), even those with RMS roughness Sq < 20 nm. 
From data collected in Table   5.6.1 and plotted in the chart in Figure 5.6.1 it is clear that 
surface roughness increases with increasing thickness for samples deposited in O2 (AS25, 128 
 
AS27 and AS28). A similar trend can be expected for films with different thickness in Ar 
or N2. From a comparison between Table   5.5.1 and Table 5.6.1 it can be noticed that the 
thick film deposited in Ar (AS29) features roughly the same fluorescence as that coming 
from  films  deposited  in  O2  and  ~5.4  times  lower  than  that  reported  for  AS19,  thin 
Ti:sapphire  film  deposited  in  Ar  under  the  same  conditions  as  AS29.  However,  Ti 
concentration  in  AS29  is  even  higher  than  that  in  AS19.  For  this  reason,  the  lower 
fluorescence level could be explained by assuming that the light is waveguided away from 
the sensor (see the schematic of the set up for measurement of fluorescence described in 
Section 4.11.1). 
 
Figure 5.6.1. Variation of RMS roughness with film thickness (samples AS25 and AS27 AS28). 
Further depositions of thick films were performed from a single crystal Ti:sapphire target 
with a nominally higher Ti concentration than the one used for the depositions described so 
far, i.e. (0.17 – 0.34) at. % instead of (0.08 – 0.17) at. %. The following films were all 
deposited at T ≈ 1350 K and PGAS ≈ 0.2 Pa: 






AS37  O2  240  17.5  271.3 
AS38  N2  240  18.0  32.3 
AS39  Ar  240  14.0  146.0 
AS40  Ar  180  8.0  42.5 
AS42  N2  180  15  291.3 
AS43  O2  180  14  58.0 























No EDX and fluorescence measurements were performed on these samples. Waveguide 
characterisation and lasing experiments are described in the next section. 
 
5.7.  WAVEGUIDE CHARACTERISATION AND LASING 
EXPERIMENTS 
In order to characterise thick waveguiding Ti:sapphire films, the samples must be lapped 
and  polished,  as  described  in  Section  4.7.  The  methods  used  for  waveguide 
characterisation and lasing experiments are listed and described in Section 4.8. In this 
section  the  results  of  characterisation  and  lasing  experiments  with  the  waveguiding 
Ti:sapphire films, described in the previous section, are reported. 
Samples AS25 AS30 were lapped and polished together; sample length was reduced to 
~4.64 mm. Sample AS30 cracked at the end of the lapping/polishing process and was 
therefore discarded for subsequent characterisation. 
The first step of waveguide characterisation was the measurement of waveguide losses or 
transmission coefficient. This was done by using a Ti:sapphire laser, tuned at λ ≈ 908 nm 
and polarised perpendicular to the c axis of the sample, and 10× objectives (focal length: 
16.9 mm) to couple the laser beam into the waveguide and collect the output. Observation 
of  a  single  back reflection  from  all  the  waveguides  suggested  that  the  end facets  are 
parallel to each other. Table 5.7.1 shows the average values of Fresnel losses (F), launch 
efficiency (L), waveguide transmission coefficient (T
*), estimated as explained in Section 
4.11: 
ID  tf [ m]  F  L  T
* [dB/cm] 
AS25  10  0.909  0.697   1.12 
AS27  18.5  0.879  0.712   0.74 
AS28  13  0.933  0.561   0.84 
AS29  14  0.927  0.558   0.88 
Table 5.7.1. Results of waveguide characterisation of samples AS25 and AS27 AS29. 
These results compare quite well with the waveguide losses reported by Anderson in [18]: 
~1.6 dB/cm at λ = 720 nm. Estimated Fresnel losses agree with the theoretical value (F ≈ 
0.93) expected for sapphire (n ≈ 1.75): F = (1 – R
2), with: R = |r|
2 and r = (1 – n)/(1 + n), 
for the air/sapphire interface. 130 
 
Lasing experiments were attempted on all these waveguides with different configurations, 
but lasing was observed only once on sample AS27 at λ = 750 nm with the configuration 
reported in Table 5.7.2. 
Input lens (focal length [mm]):  6.3× (22.5) 
Input mirror:  HR @ λ = 750 nm, 
HT @ λ = 532 nm 
Output coupler, R:  97% @ λ = 750 nm 
Output lens (focal length [mm]):  10× (16.9) 
Table 5.7.2. Set up used for lasing experiments on AS27. 
The lasing threshold (average absorbed power) was estimated to be Pabs ≈ Pth ≈ 364 mW 
(corresponding to an input power of ~2 W, incident on the input mirror), half the value 
reported by Anderson (Pth ≈ 720 mW @ λ = 800 820 nm) with a similar configuration 
(output coupler with R = 95% @ λ = 800 nm) [20]. The maximum output power was Pout ≈ 
7.5  mW  at  Pabs  ≈  770  mW,  and  slope  efficiency  was  estimated  to  be  ~4%  (see 
Figure   5.7.1), the same value as reported by Anderson in [20]. The results obtained from 
AS27 were promising, but unfortunately we were not able to replicate them. 
 
Figure 5.7.1. Slope efficiency with respect to absorbed power (Pabs) for sample AS27 with HR input mirror 
and 3% output coupler. 
Further  experiments  were  performed  on  the  other  waveguiding  films,  AS37 43,  which 
were reduced to a length of ~4.64 mm after lapping and polishing, during which sample 
AS37 cracked. Unfortunately the end facets were not parallel to each other, as inferred 
from  double  back reflections;  lasing  experiments  were  attempted  anyway,  but  with  no 
success,  probably  due  to  the  misaligned  end facets,  which  can  be  very  critical  in 
η = 4%
Pth = 364 mW
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waveguide lasers with low dopant concentration. The samples were then re lapped and re 
polished, reducing their length to l ≈ 3.98 mm. Again lasing experiments gave no good 
results, however transmission losses were estimated for these samples from waveguide 
characterisation using a Ti:sapphire laser beam. Waveguide transmission losses at λ ≈ 725 
nm were in the range (0.7 – 1.3) dB/cm for polarization perpendicular to the c axis and (0.8 
– 1.0) dB/cm for polarization parallel to the c axis; these values are low enough to ensure 
lasing, which is probably hindered by low Ti
3+ concentration, as suggested also by the 
lasing experiments on the other set of samples. 
Another  recurring  issue,  which  made  lasing  experiment  even  more  difficult,  was  the 
damaging of the input mirror, due to the high power density required to pump Ti:sapphire 
lasers, due to low peak emission cross section (41×10
−20 cm
2 at λ = 720 nm) and short 
fluorescence lifetime (3.2  s). 
 
5.8.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter PLD of Ti:sapphire has been discussed. The process of optimisation of 
deposition  conditions  has  been  described  throughout  the  chapter:  it  was  not  easy  to 
interpret the data collected from the characterisation of the films, due to uncertainty in the 
measurements of Ti concentration (see Section 4.5) and lack of correlation between these 
and fluorescence measurements. The latter are more reliable than the former, considering 
also  that  re absorption  from  Ti
4+  ions  in  the  lattice  can  be  taken  into  account  in 
fluorescence measurements; however, EDX measurements of Ti concentration were used 
as a guide too in the optimisation process. 
In any case, lasing was observed just once from one of the waveguiding films and the 
results obtained from it were comparable (slope efficiency), if not better (lower lasing 
threshold) than those reported by Anderson in [1, 20], suggesting that the actual deposition 
conditions  may  not  be  far  from  optimum.  The  problem  in  making  all  the  Ti:sapphire 
waveguides  lase  may  lie  in  the  low  gain  of  the  lasing  medium,  i.e.  to  in  the  low 
concentration of Ti
3+ in the film, due to non stoichiometric transfer from the target, and in 
the difficulty in producing perfectly parallel end facets during polishing, which is a critical 
factor  in  waveguide  lasers  with  such  a  low  doping  concentration.  In  fact,  waveguide 
transmission losses in the NIR are actually lower than previously reported, suggesting that 132 
 
the problem lies in the triggering of lasing action, either due to low concentration of Ti
3+, 
misaligned end facets or a combination of both. 
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6.  CHAPTER 6 
SINGLE PLD OF YIG:  
OPTIMISATION OF GROWTH CONDITIONS 
6.1.  INTRODUCTION 
The theory of magneto optic garnets has been covered in Chapter 3. In this chapter the 
results of the growth of YIG by single PLD are presented. 
Several attempts to deposit YIG by PLD have been reported so far [1 28], mostly on GGG 
substrates, with only one report of PLD of thin (tf < 1  m) YIG films on YAG [20]. To the 
best of our knowledge, we are the first to grow crack free  m thick YIG films on YAG 
substrates by PLD. 
The optimisation of the deposition conditions of YIG by PLD was performed, in order to 
grow YIG films with the best magnetic properties, using the FMR linewidth as the quality 
factor to be optimised; more details on the experiments and the results obtained are given 
in the next paragraphs. Table 6.1.1 summarises the typical deposition conditions of YIG 
reported in the literature [1 17]: 
Substrate  GGG (111) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) or ArF (λ = 193) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  ≥(20 – 30) 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~(2 – 3) 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  ~4 
O2 pressure [Pa]  ~(0.665 – 13.3) 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~(850 – 1150) 
Table 6.1.1. Optimum deposition conditions for PLD of YIG films. 
Manuilov et al. [17] reported the narrowest FMR linewidth obtained so far in YIG films 
deposited by PLD:  H = 0.09 mT at 9 GHz, comparable to the FMR linewidth of YIG 
films grown by LPE [29]. They attribute such a small value to the compressive strain 
accumulated in Fe deficient YIG/GGG (111) films.  
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6.2.  SINGLE PLD OF YIG IN THE SINGLE PLD CHAMBER 
6.2.1. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 
The  first  experiment  (sample  Y1)  was  an  attempt  to  replicate  Manuilov’s  optimum 
deposition conditions [17], reported in Table 6.2.1 for convenience: 
Target  Single crystal YIG 
Substrate  GGG (111) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.0 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  6.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  3.3 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1050 
Table 6.2.1. Deposition conditions of sample Y1. 
 
Figure 6.2.1. XRD patterns of sample Y1 and of a blank GGG (111) substrate, used as a reference. 
Peak doublets are due to Cu Kα2 radiation present in the diffractometer. The inset shows a photo of sample 
Y1. 






GGG (444)  51.10 [30]  50.70  51.10 
YIG (444)  51.22 [31]  50.45  50.85 





































The as deposited film is ~3  m thick and features a yellow colour and a clear surface with 
low roughness (RMS roughness: Sq ≈ 6.2 nm). XRD analysis confirmed the crystallinity of 
the YIG film, which has the same orientation as the GGG (111) substrate (see Figure 6.2.1); 
the measured peak positions were corrected by shifting the XRD pattern so that the first 
GGG (444) peak, due to the Cu Kα1 wavelength from the x ray source, is matched to the 
database value (see Table 6.2.2); the YIG (444) peak at the left of the GGG (444) peak 
means that the film is under compressive stress and has a larger lattice constant than bulk 
YIG and even GGG (see Section 4.6). According to EDX analysis, the film composition is 
Y3.37Fe4.63O12, i.e. Y rich and Fe deficient, which agrees with the results reported in [17] 
and explains what was observed in the XRD analysis: the large ionic radius and the high 
concentration of Y cause lattice distortion and a larger lattice constant than stoichiometric 
bulk YIG. The FMR resonance linewidth measured at ν = 6 GHz is  H ≈ 3.81 mT, which 
is more than one order of magnitude broader than the linewidth reported by Manuilov et al. 
( H  =  0.09  mT  at  ν  =  9  GHz) [17].  As  discussed  in  Section  4.10,  the  broader  FMR 
linewidth, compared to literature values, may be due to instrumental issues (Manuilov et al. 
measure FMR linewidth with a microwave cavity apparatus [17, 32] instead of a coplanar 
waveguide) and the intrinsic FMR linewidth may be lower than actually measured. 
 
Figure 6.2.2. Optical microscope images (magnification factor: 5×) of the centre of the films in samples Y1 
(a) and Y2 (b) after thermal annealing. 
The line in the middle of Y1 is part of the sample label scratched on the back side of Y1 with a diamond 
scribe. 
According  to  [15],  thermal  annealing  improves  magnetic  properties  of  YIG  films  and 
Manuilov’s samples were indeed post annealed [17]. For this reason another YIG film 
(sample Y2) was deposited under the same conditions as those of Y1 and then annealed in 
situ for 7 hours with the CO2 laser at full power (~25 W in chamber) and oxygen pressure 
PO2 ≈ 50 Pa. At the end of the thermal annealing, the sample was analysed: both surfaces 
appeared  rough  with  odd  morphology,  as  the  analysis  with  microscope  and  ZeScope 138 
 
confirmed (see Figure 6.2.2). The annealing temperature was probably too high, causing 
partial fusion and/or transformation of both GGG substrate and YIG film, although XRD 
confirmed  the  crystallinity  of  both.  Therefore  no  magnetic  analysis  was  performed  on 
sample Y2 and in situ post annealing abandoned. 
 
6.2.2. DEPOSITIONS ON DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES 
YIG  films  were  deposited  under  the  same  conditions  as  specified  in  Table  6.2.1  on 
different substrates, to see how they affect the film quality and magnetic properties. Table 
6.2.3 shows the results of the characterization of samples Y1, Y6, Y9 and Y10: it can be 
seen that the highlighted sample Y6, deposited on YAG (100), has a lower FMR linewidth 
( H)  than  any  of  the  three  films  deposited  on  lattice matched  GGG  substrates,  which 
agrees with the previous findings reported in literature [11, 17, 19, 21]. In fact, lattice 
mismatch between YIG and YAG is:  a/aSUB ≈ 3.1%, whereas  a/aSUB ≈  0.056% for YIG 
on GGG, where:  a = (aFILM – aSUB), aFILM = lattice constant of the film, aSUB = lattice 
constant of the substrate. Film orientation plays a role too in the magnetic properties, as 
shown already in [11, 16, 17]. 













Y1  GGG (111)  3.81  3  6.2  3.37  4.63  0.73 
Y6  YAG (100)  3.37  1.2  0.4  3.56  4.44  0.80 
Y9  GGG (111)  4.42  2.75  8.6  3.56  4.44  0.80 
Y10  GGG (100)  9.27  2.75  3.4  3.47  4.53  0.75 
Table 6.2.3. Substrates, FMR linewidth ( H), thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq) and composition of 
samples Y1, Y6 and Y8 Y10. The best sample in terms of FMR is highlighted in grey. 
Crystallinity and epitaxial growth of all samples was confirmed by XRD. EDX analysis 
showed that all films are yttrium (Y) rich and iron (Fe) deficient, as reported in [17] for 
films grown on GGG under similar deposition conditions. 
The better magnetic properties of our lattice mismatched YIG/YAG samples, compared to 
our lattice matched YIG/GGG samples, can be explained with the same theory proposed in 
[19] for BIG films grown on GSGG and Nd:GSGG, that has also been confirmed in [17] 
for lattice matched Fe deficient and lattice mismatched stoichiometric YIG films grown on 
GGG. 139 
 
According to [19], a large lattice mismatch induces a strain that can be more easily relieved 
through  misfit  dislocations  than  the  strain  induced  by  a  smaller  lattice  mismatch; 
consequently  the  films  having  a  small  lattice  mismatch,  such  as  BIG/Nd:GSGG(111) 
( a/aSUB ≈ 0.13%), have larger strain and worse magnetic properties (e.g. higher FMR 
linewidth   H,  higher  coercivity  HC,  lower  saturation  magnetisation  4πMS  and  lower 
Faraday rotation θF) than films with higher lattice mismatch, such as BIG/GSGG(001) 
( a/aSUB ≈ 0.45%), as shown in Table 6.2.4, where data from [19] are compared. 






θF [deg/ m] 
@ λ = 633 nm 
BIG/Nd:GSGG(111)  0.13%  35  27.85  95.5   6.7 
BIG/GSGG(001)  0.45%  2.5  3.18  111.4   7.8 
Table 6.2.4. Comparison of data from [19]. 
From this same reasoning it can be inferred that our off stoichiometric YIG/YAG samples 
accommodate  the  strain  induced  by  the  large  lattice mismatch  ( a/aSUB  ≈  3.1%  for 
stoichiometric  YIG/YAG)  better  than  our  YIG/GGG  samples  ( a/aSUB  ≈   0.056%  for 
stoichiometric YIG/GGG), thus inducing better magnetic properties. 
Also,  the  better  relief  of  the  strain  induced  in  YIG/YAG  than  in  YIG/GGG  can  be 
explained  by  taking  into  account  the  thermal  expansion  coefficients  (TEC,  ρ)  of  the 
materials: ρYIG = 10×10
 6 K
 1 [33, 34], ρYAG = 7.5×10
 6 K
 1 [35], ρGGG = 9.3×10
 6 K
 1 [33, 
34]. The lattice mismatch in YIG/YAG ( a/aSUB ≈ 3.1%) causes a compressive strain; 
however, the TEC mismatch in YIG/YAG ( ρ/ρSUB ≈ 33.3%) causes a tensile stress that 
may compensate the lattice mismatch induced compressive strain during the cooling down 
of the sample at the end of the deposition. As for YIG/GGG, the lattice mismatch ( a/aSUB 
≈  0.056% for stoichiometric YIG) induces a tensile strain that is increased even more by 
the TEC mismatch ( ρ/ρSUB ≈ 7.5%) during the cooling down of the sample after the film 
growth;  however,  as  observed  and  explained  in  6.2.1,  our  YIG/GGG  films  are  off 
stoichiometric and under compressive stress, which apparently may not be fully relieved or 
may be over compensated by the tensile stress induced by the TEC mismatch during the 
cooling down. 
Having obtained the best results on YAG (100) substrates, subsequent experiments were 
focussed on optimisation of deposition conditions of YIG on these substrates. 
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6.2.3. OPTIMISATION OF SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE 
Subsequent samples Y11 Y18 were deposited on YAG (100) substrates at the same oxygen 
pressure (PO2 ≈ 3.3 Pa) and different substrate temperatures, as shown in Table 6.2.5 (best 
sample in grey). It can be seen that all samples are Fe deficient, with an average Y/Fe ratio 
of ~0.8. The substrate temperatures reported in Table 6.2.5 and shown in the chart in 
Figure  6.2.3  are  estimated  as  described  in  Section  4.2.4.3  and  should  not  be  taken  as 
definitive: there is likely an error of ±25 K. Thickness was not measured in order to save 
time in the optimisation process, however, from growth time (1 hour), it is expected to be 
~2.5  m. 











Y18  300     3.60  4.40  0.82  NO  Black 
Y17  700     3.54  4.46  0.79  NO  Black 
Y16  900     3.46  4.54  0.76  NO  Dark red 
Y15  1000  13.02  3.60  4.40  0.82  YES  Dark yellow 
Y14  1050  9.05  3.56  4.44  0.81  YES  Yellow 
Y8  1100  4.21  3.53  4.47  0.79  YES  Yellow 
Y11  1200  2.91  3.55  4.45  0.80  YES  Yellow 
Y12  1250  2.55  3.63  4.37  0.83  YES  Yellow 
Y13  1300  3.43  3.59  4.41  0.81  YES  Yellow 
Table 6.2.5. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), composition, XRD and colour of samples Y11 
Y18 and Y8. The best sample in terms of FMR is highlighted in grey. 
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Table  6.2.5  and  Figure  6.2.3  show  a  clear  correlation  between  FMR  linewidth  and 
substrate temperature. Figure 6.2.3 shows the trend of the FMR linewidth with substrate 
temperature: once the substrate temperature is high enough to ensure crystallization (T ≈ 
1000 K), FMR is observed and the linewidth decreases with increasing temperature until 
the minimum value (2.55 mT – sample Y12) is reached at T ≈ 1250 K. 
XRD analysis showed the presence of diffraction peaks due to the YIG (100) phase only in 
the samples deposited at a substrate temperature T ≥ 1000 K, meaning that samples Y16 18, 
deposited at T ≤ 900 K, are amorphous, as expected from literature [6, 10], and thus do not 
feature any FMR. Indicators of crystal and magnetic quality of µm thick YIG films are 
also  their  colour,  as  shown  in  Table  6.2.5,  and  their  optical  transmission:  YIG  films 
deposited at  T ≥ 1050 K have a light yellow tint and high optical transmission in the 
visible and near infra red (NIR), with an absorption edge typically between 450 nm and 
550 nm (see Figure 6.2.4); samples deposited at T ≤ 1000 K have a darker colour, going 
from dark yellow through red to black as substrate temperature drops, and lower optical 
transmission with red shifted absorption edge (see Y16 18 in Figure 6.2.4). The ripples in 
the transmission spectra are etalon fringes [36] due to Fabry Pérot modes resonating in the 
cavity between the air/film (| n| ≈ 1.23) and film/substrate (| n| ≈ 0.39) interfaces. 
 
Figure 6.2.4. Transmission spectra of representative samples Y11 and Y15 Y18. 
Samples Y8, Y13 and Y14 are omitted for clarity, as they lie between those of Y11 and Y15. 
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6.2.4. OPTIMISATION OF OXYGEN PRESSURE 
Samples Y19 Y21 were deposited at the optimum substrate temperature (T ≈ 1250 K), 
found from the characterization of samples Y11 18, and  at different values of oxygen 
pressure (PO2); all the other deposition conditions are the same as specified in Table 6.2.1. 
Table 6.2.6 summarizes the results of sample characterization. No significant change with 
oxygen pressure is observed in transmission spectra. 











number]  Y/Fe 
Y20  1  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80 
Y19  3.3  2.75  2.5  11.2  3.58  4.42  0.81 
Y21  6  2.97  1.8  3.0  3.55  4.45  0.80 
Table 6.2.6. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq) and 
composition of samples Y19 Y23. The best sample in terms of FMR is highlighted in grey. 
 
Figure 6.2.5. XRD pattern of Y20. 
The insets show a higher resolution scan of (400) peaks and a SEM picture of the film surface. 
According to XRD analysis, all films are crystalline with the same orientation as the YAG 
(100) substrates, with no relevant difference in the XRD patterns. No significant change 
can be noticed in terms of stoichiometry, when changing the oxygen pressure in the range 
PO2 = (1 – 6) Pa. The narrowest FMR linewidth was achieved at PO2 ≈ 1 Pa (Y20):  H ≈ 
1.75 mT. 143 
 
Figure 6.2.5 shows the XRD pattern of our best sample, Y20: the peaks from the YIG film 
and the YAG substrate are close to the positions reported in the database [31, 37], but 
suffer instrumental error, which was compensated by shifting the XRD pattern so that the 
YAG peaks are matched to the database values, as shown in Table 6.2.7. 






YAG (400)  29.8  29.77  29.8 
YIG (400)  28.9  28.75  28.78 
Table 6.2.7. Database, measured and corrected XRD peak positions for Y20. 
Figure 6.2.6 shows the FMR absorption plot of the best sample, Y20, i.e. the variation of 
the scattering S parameter S21, which is the transmission of microwaves across the sample 
(see Section 4.10), as a function of the intensity of the applied magnetic field (Ba). The 
graph presents a number of satellites to the main FMR resonance peak: these occur at 
applied  fields  both  greater  and  smaller  than  the  main  FMR  peak  and  are  due  to  the 
orientation of the RF excitation field relative to the DC applied field, causing magneto 
static modes [38 40], which may hinder the measurement of the intrinsic FMR linewidth, 
as discussed in section 4.10. 
 
Figure 6.2.6. FMR absorption plot of Y20 at ν = 6 GHz. 
A few deposition trials were also carried out at oxygen pressures below 1 Pa, but the 
broadening  of  the  plume  causes  a  decrease  in  deposition  rate,  window  coating  and 
consequent  decrease  in  KrF  laser  fluence  and  CO2  laser  power,  making  the  study  of 
material  properties  with  changing  parameters  difficult:  variation  of  crystallinity  and 144 
 
magnetic properties cannot be related to just one growth condition and may be due to 
different  factors,  such  as  lower  gas  pressure,  decreasing  laser  fluence  and  substrate 
temperature during the deposition. However a dramatic increase in FMR linewidth (10×) 
was noticed when decreasing O2 pressure at 0.5 Pa. 
  
6.2.5. COMPARISON  OF  DEPOSITIONS  FROM  SINGLE CRYSTAL  AND 
POLYCRYSTALLINE YIG TARGETS 
Samples  Y26 Y29  were  deposited  from  a  poly crystalline  YIG  target  on  YAG  (100) 
substrates under similar conditions to those reported in Table 6.2.1, except for substrate 
temperature, which was set to the optimum value (T ≈ 1250 K) found from Y20, and 
oxygen pressure (see Table 6.2.8). Results from samples Y26 Y29 are reported again in 
Table 6.2.8, together with the data from sample Y20, used as a reference, deposited from 
the single crystal YIG target under the same deposition conditions as Y26 and Y29. 











number]  Y/Fe  2θYIG(400) 
[deg] 
Y20  1  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80  28.78 
Y26  1  4.80  4.5  87.8  3.62  4.38  0.83  28.76 
Y29  1  2.10  4.5  14.1  3.74  4.26  0.88  28.65 
Y27  2  3.70  4.0  27.1  3.89  4.11  0.95  28.58 
Y28  10  3.40  2.0  30.1  3.70  4.30  0.86  28.67 
Table 6.2.8. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq), 
composition and YIG (400) peak position (2θYIG(400)) in corrected XRD patterns of samples Y26 Y29 and 
Y20. 
One of the most striking differences is the higher thickness of samples Y26 and Y29, ~1.9 
times thicker than Y20. This can be explained with the higher absorptivity of UV radiation 
(λ = 248 nm) from the poly crystalline target compared to the single crystal
13, so that more 
material is ablated and deposited from the former. The decrease in film thickness with 
increasing oxygen pressure, observed also in Y19 and Y21, can be explained with the 
scattering of ablated species with the background gas, reducing the amount of material 
impinging on the substrate. 
The only difference between Y26 and Y29 is that the former was deposited from a fresh 
target surface, with only 10 minutes of pre ablation, whereas Y29 was deposited from the 
same target side with more than 3 hours of ablation. Sample Y26 is ~3.2 times rougher 
                                                 
13 Higher absorptivity in the polycrystalline target can be explained with light scattering from crystallites 
with random orientation. 145 
 
than Y29, which means that the ablation of a long ablated surface produces smoother film 
surfaces; nevertheless Y29 is still ~7.8 times rougher than Y20, although the difference in 
FMR linewidth is relatively small (0.35 mT, ~19%). 
From data in Table 6.2.8 there seems to be a correlation between surface roughness and 
FMR linewidth. These data were plotted for convenience in Figure 6.2.7, where it is clear 
that FMR linewidth tends to increase with increasing surface roughness. 
 
Figure 6.2.7. Variation of FMR linewidth with RMS surface roughness (samples Y26 Y29 and Y20). 
Figure  6.2.8  compares  the  film  surface  of  samples  Y26  and  Y29:  the  latter,  although 
having a relatively high density of particulates (compare Figure 6.2.8.c with Figure 6.2.2.a), 
do not feature any of the flakes clearly visible in Y26, which are supposedly caused by the 
ablation of the fresh surface of the polycrystalline YIG target. These features were already 
observed,  although  at  a  less  extent,  in  YIG  films  grown  soon  after  reconditioning  the 
single crystal target. Y27 features a lower density of these flakes, whereas they completely 
disappear  in  Y28.  We  think  that  these  features  are  due  to  contamination  in  the 
(re)conditioned target surface and, in particular, to lapping powder embedded in it, which 
probably is not completely removed during the cleaning process (see section 4.3). Later 
experiments showed that reconditioning the targets with sandpaper, instead of lapping, 
considerably reduces the formation and density of these flakes from the first deposition. In 























pre ablation, in order to get rid of dirt on the target before the first deposition from a 
freshly  reconditioned  target  surface,  especially  in  polycrystalline  and  ceramic  targets, 
probably due to the fact that they are less dense and more porous than single crystal targets, 
thus trapping lapping powder more easily. 
 
Figure 6.2.8. (a) Optical microscope (5×) and (b) SEM (1000×) pictures of the film surface of sample Y26; 
(c) optical microscope (5×) and (d) SEM (1000×) pictures of the film surface of samples Y29. 
Table 6.2.8 shows also that YIG films Y26 29, deposited from the polycrystalline target, 
are Y richer and more Fe deficient than the YIG samples grown from the single crystal 
target, Y20 and all the previous ones (see also Tables   6.2.3,   6.2.5 and   6.2.6); this agrees 
also  with  the  YIG  (400)  peak  position  of  Y26 Y29,  shifted  towards  lower  diffraction 
angles, compared to YIG films deposited from the single crystal target. Moreover, only 
Y26 has a composition and a YIG (400) peak position similar to Y20, whereas subsequent 
samples (Y27 Y29) have significantly different composition and YIG (400) peak positions, 
suggesting that the problem lies in the different changes in the polycrystalline and single 
crystal YIG targets during ablation. However, usage and pricing of the latter forced us to 
switch to the polycrystalline YIG target. Finally, no significant difference was noticed in 
the optical transmission spectra of samples Y26 29 compared to Y20, except for lower 
absolute transmission values in the NIR, probably due to the light scattering caused by the 
rougher film surfaces in Y26 29. 147 
 
6.3.  SINGLE PLD OF YIG IN THE MULTI PLD CHAMBER 
Optimisation of YIG growth conditions was conducted in the multi PLD chamber too, with 
both KrF and Nd:YAG lasers, before performing any multi PLD experiments, described in 
the next chapter. 
 
6.3.1. DEPOSITIONS OF YIG WITH THE KRF LASER 
First of all, a deposition test (sample E1) was performed under the same conditions as Y20, 
the  best  YIG  film  grown  on  YAG  in  our  single PLD  system,  except  for  the  target 
(polycrystalline  instead  of  single crystal)  and  the  substrate  temperature  (T  ≈  1150  K), 
which is limited by the heating method in our multi PLD system. All deposition conditions 
are summarised in Table 6.3.1. 
Target  Polycrystalline YIG 
Substrate  YAG (100) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.0 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  6.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  1.0 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1150 
Table 6.3.1. Deposition conditions of sample E1 
As shown in Table 6.3.2, there are only two big differences between Y20 and E1: film 
thickness and FMR linewidth ( H). The lower film thickness in E1, compared to Y20, is 
due  to  the  continuous  tilting  of  the  targets  during  their  ablation  and  to  the  target 
configuration in the multi PLD chamber, where the target holders are symmetrically off 
axis with respect to the substrate, thus causing a lower deposition rate, compared to film 
growth in the single PLD system with the on axis configuration. The FMR linewidth of E1 
is ~1.7 times the value of Y20, most likely because of the lower substrate temperature: in 
fact, the FMR linewidth of E1 ( H ≈ 3.00 mT) is roughly the same as that of Y11 ( H ≈ 
2.91 mT), grown under similar conditions (T ≈ 1200 K, d = 6 cm, PO2 ≈ 3.3 Pa). 
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Y/Fe  Sample 
colour 
Y20  1  6  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80  Yellow 
E1  1  6  3.00  1.4  2.0  3.54  4.46  0.79  Yellow 
E2  1  4  7.15  3.3  9.1  3.36  4.64  0.72  Dark yellow 
E3  3.4  4  3.87  2.5  2.8  3.52  4.48  0.78  Yellow 
E4  6.8  4  6.65  2  3.3  3.47  4.53  0.77  Yellow 
Table 6.3.2. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq) and 
composition of samples E1 E4. Sample Y20 is shown as a reference. 
In order to increase the deposition rate, the target – substrate distance was decreased from 
6 cm to 4 cm. This also caused a change in growth dynamics, which affected the quality of 
sample  E2,  featuring  a  darker  yellow  colour  and  a  broader  FMR  linewidth  than  E1. 
However,  XRD  analysis  revealed  that  the  YIG  film  is  still  crystalline  with  (100) 
orientation. 
In order to keep the same growth dynamics as in Y20 and E1, oxygen pressure must be 
increased accordingly to the rule of thumb PO2 d
3 = const. [41] (see Section 3.2.2), which 
gives a value of PO2 ≈ 3.4 Pa. This restored the growth dynamics of Y20 and E1, giving 
acceptable growth rate (~2.5 µm/hour) and FMR linewidth in E3:  H ≈ 3.87 mT. 
Doubling the oxygen pressure (E4) resulted in a lower deposition rate (~2.0 µm/hour), 
most likely due to increased scattering of ablated species with the background gas, and in a 
broader FMR linewidth ( H ≈ 6.65 mT) than E3, suggesting a deterioration of film quality 
with increasing oxygen pressure, although the sample features high and sharp YIG (400) 
and (800) peaks in the XRD pattern and a yellow colour. 
Optical transmission spectra of samples E1 4 are shown in Figure 6.3.1: E2 features a low 
and rapidly decreasing transmission with decreasing wavelength, as expected from its dark 
yellow colour and its film quality. 149 
 
 
Figure 6.3.1. Optical transmission spectra of E1 4 and Y20. Ripples are etalon fringes [36]. 
 
6.3.2. DEPOSITIONS OF YIG WITH THE ND:YAG LASER 
The depositions with the frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser were performed with the 
following  laser  settings:  fluence  on  the  target  set  at  FNd:YAG  ≈  1.3  J/cm
2,  and    pulse 
repetition rate fixed at fNd:YAG ≈ 10 Hz. Again we studied the effect of changes in target 
substrate distance and oxygen pressure on film properties, which are summarised in Table 
6.3.3. XRD analysis confirmed crystallinity and epitaxial growth of all YIG films. 
















Y/Fe  Sample colour 
Y20  1  6  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80  Yellow 
N1  1  6  4.34  1  1.8  3.46  4.54  0.76  Yellow 
N2  1  4  13.25  2.2  13.4  3.33  4.67  0.71  Dark yellow 
N3  3.4  4  4.67  2  2.3  3.37  4.63  0.73  Yellow 
N4  6.8  4  5.11  1.2  3.6  3.38  4.62  0.73  Yellow 
Table 6.3.3. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), thickness (tf), RMS surface roughness (Sq) and 
composition of samples N1 N4. Sample Y20 is shown as a reference. 
Sample N1 was deposited under the same conditions as Y20 and E1, i.e. at T ≈ 1150 K, 
PO2 ≈ 1 Pa and d ≈ 6 cm, but it has a broader FMR linewidth ( H = 4.34 mT) than Y20 (by 
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Reducing the target – substrate distance from  6 cm to 4  cm without  compensation of 
oxygen pressure (N2) allows a doubling of the growth rate, but it also causes a dramatic 
increase in FMR linewidth:  H = 13.25 mT, which can be explained as originating from a 
worsening of crystal quality, according to the dark yellow colour and the transmission 
spectrum (see Figure   6.3.2). 
 
Figure 6.3.2. Optical transmission spectra of N1 4 and Y20. Ripples are etalon fringes [36]. 
The sample (N3) grown with the same growth dynamics as Y20 and N1, i.e. at PO2 ≈ 3.4 
Pa and d ≈ 4 cm, features a similar thickness, but a narrower FMR linewidth ( H = 4.67 
mT) than N2. When doubling the oxygen pressure (PO2 ≈ 6.8 Pa), the growth rate is almost 
halved and no improvement in FMR linewidth is observed ( H = 5.11 mT from N4). In 
any case we observe a broader FMR linewidth in this batch of YIG films, compared to the 
previous set of samples (batch “E”). 
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6.4.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the process of optimization of deposition conditions of YIG has been shown. 
Starting  from  Manuilov’s  deposition  conditions  [17]  of  YIG  on  GGG,  a  larger  FMR 
linewidth was observed, probably due to instrumental issues, as explained in Section 6.2.1 
and, in more detail, in Section 4.10. PLD growth of YIG on different substrates showed 
that  a  narrower  FMR  linewidth  can  be  obtained  in  YIG  films  grown  on  YAG  (100) 
substrates,  probably  due  to  the  larger  lattice  mismatch,  compared  to  YIG  on  GGG 
substrates, as discussed in Section 6.2.2. For this reason and the better pricing of YAG 
substrates than GGG, the deposition conditions of YIG were optimized for growth on YAG 
(100). FMR linewidth was minimized to  H ≈ 1.75 mT at a substrate temperature T ≈ 1250 
K, in oxygen ambient at a pressure PO2 ≈ 1 Pa. The deposition conditions of the best YIG 
film (Y20) are reported in Table 6.4.1. 
Target  Single crystal YIG 
Substrate  YAG (100) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.0 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  6.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  1.0 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1250 
Table 6.4.1: Deposition conditions of sample Y20. 
Lowering  the  substrate  temperature  causes  an  increase  in  FMR  linewidth,  until  FMR 
absorption disappears together with crystallinity, as explained in Section 6.2.3. Changing 
the oxygen pressure in either direction causes a broadening of the FMR linewidth (see 
Section 6.2.4). 
Because of the usage of the single crystal YIG target and the pricing for a new one, a poly 
crystalline target was used for subsequent experiments. In spite of an increase in surface 
roughness and a change in composition in the films deposited from the new polycrystalline 
target, we managed to grow a YIG film (Y29) with an FMR linewidth ( H ≈ 2.10 mT) 
close to the best result achieved in Y20, as discussed in Section 6.2.5. An increasing trend 
of FMR linewidth with increasing surface roughness was noticed in Y26 Y29, although no 
correlation was observed in other samples, e.g. Y9 Y10 (see Table   6.2.3) and Y19 and Y21 
(see Table 6.2.6). 
Preliminary experiments for multi PLD of YIG were performed in the multi PLD chamber 
with  the  single PLD  set up,  using  the  polycrystalline  YIG  target,  in  order  to  optimise 152 
 
deposition  conditions  to  the  following,  with  either  the  KrF  (see  Section  6.3.1)  or  the 
Nd:YAG laser (see Section 6.3.2). 
Target  Polycrystalline YIG 
Substrate  YAG (100) 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  4.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  3.4 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1150 
Table 6.4.2. Optimum deposition conditions of YIG on YAG in the multi PLD chamber. 
Target  –  substrate  distance  and  oxygen  pressure  were  changed  to  optimise  YIG  film 
growth in terms of FMR linewidth and growth rate. The substrate temperature, although 
not optimal, is limited by the heating system used in the multi PLD chamber. 
Ablation of the YIG target with the KrF laser gave slightly better results than Nd:YAG 
laser:  H ≈ 3.87 mT for E3 versus  H = 4.67 mT for N3. 
A few annealing experiments were also performed, both in situ and ex situ. The in situ 
thermal  annealing  of  Y2  caused  a  dramatic  change  in  morphology  of  both  film  and 
substrate (see Section 6.2.1). Ex situ thermal annealing was performed on Y19 Y21 in a 
furnace at ~1400 K with flowing O2 (at 1.5 l/min) and N2 (at 0.5 l/min) for ~12 hours: no 
significant change in morphology, composition and crystallinity was noticed in any of the 
samples; only Y19 showed an improvement of 20% in FMR linewidth (from 2.75 mT to 
2.2 mT). 
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7.  CHAPTER 7 
MULTI PLD OF YIG 
7.1.  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter focuses on the multi PLD growth of YIG films. Preliminary experiments for 
optimisation of deposition conditions of YIG in the multi PLD chamber, with either the 
KrF or the Nd:YAG laser, were described and discussed in Section 6.3. Single PLD of 
YIG from a stoichiometric target usually leads to films that are Fe deficient, as previously 
reported in the literature [1] and confirmed in the experiments described in Chapter 6. The 
experiments described in this chapter were carried out to understand how the change in the 
composition of YIG films affects the other properties (crystallinity, surface roughness and 
morphology, optical transmission and FMR linewidth), as no systematic study has been 
done before by multi PLD. In particular, Section   7.2 describes multi PLD of YIG and 
Fe2O3, performed in order to study the compensation of Fe deficiency; the results of multi 
PLD of YIG and Y2O3 are discussed in Section   7.3; multi PLD of Fe2O3 and Y2O3 for 
growth of YIG and YFeO3 films is described in Section   7.4. An important experimental 
point to note is that the Y2O3 target cannot be ablated with the Nd:YAG laser and for this 
reason the experiments with it were performed only with the laser set ups described below 
in Table 7.1.1. 
Section \ TARGETS  YIG  Fe2O3  Y2O3 
  7.2.1  Nd:YAG  KrF    
  7.2.2  KrF  Nd:YAG    
  7.3  Nd:YAG     KrF 
  7.4     Nd:YAG  KrF 
Table 7.1.1. Summary table of targets and lasers used, as described in each section of this chapter. 
 
7.2.  MULTI PLD OF YIG AND FE2O3 
In this section the results achieved by multi PLD of YIG and Fe2O3 are discussed. In the 
first sub section the results obtained from ablating the YIG target with the frequency 
quadrupled Nd:YAG laser and the Fe2O3 target with the KrF laser are presented, whereas 
the results attained with the inverted laser set up are discussed in the second sub section. 
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7.2.1. ABLATION OF YIG WITH ND:YAG AND FE2O3 WITH KRF 
The batch of YIG samples whose growth conditions and properties are summarised in 
Table 7.2.1 was deposited by multi PLD, ablating the YIG target with the Nd:YAG laser 
(fluence: FNd:YAG ≈ 1.3 J/cm
2; pulse repetition frequency: fNd:YAG = 10 Hz) and the Fe2O3 
target  with  the  KrF  laser,  whose  fluence  FKrF  and  pulse  repetition  rate  fKrF  were 
systematically changed, in order to grow YIG films with different Fe concentration. The 
other conditions are the same as in Table 6.4.2. The deposition duration was ~72,000 
Nd:YAG laser pulses (i.e. 2 hours) for all samples. The target ablation ratio in Table 7.2.1 
is defined as r = fKrF/fNd:YAG. 
 ID  FKrF 
[J/cm












Y/Fe  Sample 
colour 
Y20     0  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80  Yellow 
N3     0  4.67  2  2.3  3.37  4.63  0.73  Yellow 
YF1  2.4  0.1  30.4  2  217.4  2.92  5.08  0.57  Dark red 
YF2  1.3  0.1  17.25  1.4  7.4  3.11  4.89  0.64  Orange 
YF3  1.3  0.2  21.12  1.8  12.1  3.02  4.98  0.61  Light red 
YF4  1.3  0.3  24.05  1.7  203.6  2.93  5.07  0.58  Dark red 
YF5  1.3  0.4  29.81  1.7  216.5  2.92  5.08  0.57  Dark red 
Table 7.2.1. Deposition conditions and results of samples YF1 YF5, grown by ablating the YIG target with 
the Nd:YAG laser and the Fe2O3 target with the KrF laser. Samples Y20 and N3 are shown as reference. 
All the films of this batch have a darker colour than YIG films grown by ablating only the 
YIG target and show a non uniform and hazy surface, with a more opaque region in the 
centre, which appears to have higher particulate density than the rest of the film surface 
from  inspection  by  optical  microscopy  and  stylus  profiler  (see  Figure  7.2.1):  the  high 
surface roughness did not allow the correct measurement of transmission spectra, due to 
undesirable surface light scattering. XRD analysis confirmed crystallinity and epitaxy of 
all YIG films. 
Table 7.2.1 shows that Fe deficiency was compensated at the first attempt: YF1 is actually 
slightly Fe overstoichiometric; however the film has a very broad FMR linewidth ( H ≈ 
30.4 mT), a dark reddish colour and a very rough surface (Sq ≈ 217.4 nm), featuring a high 
particulate density region in the centre, similar to a Fe2O3 tester film (~1.5 µm thick) 
grown on a c cut sapphire (α Al2O3) substrate, which suggests that the problem lies in the 
ablation of the Fe2O3 target with the KrF laser, whose fluence on the Fe2O3 target was 
therefore reduced, in the hope that this would produce better quality films. Lowering FKrF 
from ~2.4 J/cm
2 to ~1.3 J/cm
2 in fact allowed the growth of a smoother, but thinner (~0.6 159 
 







Figure 7.2.1. Comparison of surface profiles of samples (a) YF1 and (b) N3. 
 
Figure 7.2.2. Samples YF2 YF5 compared to sample N3. r is the target ablation ratio. 
As already observed, lower KrF laser fluence (FKrF) means lower deposition rate from the 
Fe2O3 target, thus lower Fe in the YIG films: in fact, overstoichiometry was reached at fKrF 
= 3 Hz (YF4) and fKrF = 4 Hz (YF5) instead of fKrF = 1 Hz as in YF1, but the film quality 
became  worse  as the KrF laser repetition frequency and the target ablation ratio were 
increased, as seen in Figure 7.2.2: films became less reflective, more opaque, redder and 
rougher – film colour, particulate density and surface roughness seem to be related to 
concentration of Fe (see Table 7.2.1). Figure 7.2.3 shows the variation of FMR linewidth 




laser repetition frequency fKrF or target ablation ratio r (see Table 7.2.1). The broadening of 
FMR linewidth with increasing Fe concentration in the YIG films agrees with previous 
findings in the single PLD grown films (N1 N4, but also E1 E4) and with the results in 
YIG films grown by single PLD from a Fe overstochiometric YIG target reported in [1]. 
 
Figure 7.2.3. Variation of FMR linewidth ( H) and RMS roughness (Sq) with Fe concentration. 
Samples YF2 YF5 and N3 – The number in parentheses is the target ablation ratio r. 
Although a correlation between RMS surface roughness and FMR linewidth has already 
been shown and discussed in Section 6.2.5, the broadening in FMR linewidth here is likely 
due to a direct effect of increase of Fe concentration or a change in crystallinity, induced 
by the change in composition; in fact, in Y26 the FMR linewidth is relatively low ( H ≈ 
4.8 mT) compared to YF2 ( H ≈ 17.25 mT), in spite of the higher surface roughness of 
Y26 (Sq ≈ 87.8 nm), compared to the same sample, YF2 (Sq ≈ 37.2 nm). However, the 
increase in surface roughness is surely related to the increase in Fe concentration (see trend 
in Figure   7.2.3), as it can be observed also in N1 N4 (see Table 6.3.3) and E1 E4 (see 
Table 6.3.2). 
Considering that a variation in target substrate distance or in oxygen pressure causes a 
significant change in deposition rate and in FMR linewidth in pure YIG films (see samples 
N1 N4), as discussed in Section 6.3.2, the only option available to improve film quality 
was changing laser set up (i.e. actually swapping target positions) and therefore ablating 
the Fe2O3 target with the Nd:YAG laser and the YIG target with the KrF laser (although 
this  required  higher  fluence  and  use  of  the  KrF  laser  at  maximum  output  energy),  as 
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7.2.2. ABLATION OF YIG WITH KRF AND FE2O3 WITH ND:YAG 
The batch of YIG samples whose growth conditions and properties are summarised in 
Table 7.2.2 was deposited by multi PLD, ablating the YIG target with the KrF laser (FKrF ≈ 
2.8 J/cm
2 and fKrF = 20 Hz, except for YFi3, deposited with fKrF = 16 Hz) and the Fe2O3 
target with the Nd:YAG laser, whose fluence was set to FNd:YAG ≈ 1.3 J/cm
2. To achieve 
this co deposition, pulses were gated with a shutter with different open and close times, in 
order to grow YIG films with different Fe concentration. The other growth conditions are 
the same as in Table 6.4.2. Deposition duration was 72,000 excimer laser pulses for all 
samples. 
The inverted target ablation ratio, ir, in Table   7.2.2 is defined as the ratio of the number of 
Nd:YAG laser pulses per second on the Fe2O3 target to the number of excimer laser pulses 
per second (i.e. the excimer laser repetition rate, fKrF) on the YIG target: ir = fNd:YAG/fKrF. 
This was done in order to avoid the somewhat illogical infinite target ablation ratio r for 
fNd:YAG = 0 Hz, according to the definition adopted in Section    7.2.1, and this batch of 
samples  (YFi)  can  be  compared  with  the  “YF”  batch,  by  referring  to  the  ratio  of  the 
number of laser pulses per second on the Fe2O3 target over the number of laser pulses per 
second on the YIG target. 












Y/Fe  Sample 
colour 
Y20  0  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.8  Yellow 
E3  0  3.87  2.5  2.8  3.52  4.48  0.78  Yellow 
YFi1  0.05  6.03  2.2  5.1  3.40  4.60  0.74  Yellow 
YFi2  0.1  6.50  3  4.0  3.22  4.78  0.67  Dark yellow 
YFi3  0.125  9.21  3  7.9  3.03  4.97  0.61  Brownish / dark yellow 
YFi4  0.15  8.70  4  8.6  2.88  5.12  0.56  Light brown 
YFi5  0.2  16.00  3.5  395.6  2.89  5.11  0.56  Brown 
Table 7.2.2. Deposition conditions and results of samples YFi1 YFi5, grown ablating the YIG target with the 
KrF laser and the Fe2O3 target with the Nd:YAG laser. Samples Y20 and E3 are shown as reference. 
 
Figure 7.2.4. Samples YFi1 YFi5 compared to sample E3. ir is the inverted target ablation ratio. 
As shown in Figure 7.2.4, the films of this batch have a progressively darker colour with 
increasing inverted target ablation ratio, but they show a smoother and more uniform film 
surface than the “YF”  batch. Also the Fe2O3 tester (~1.5 µm thick) grown on a c cut 
sapphire substrate with the Nd:YAG laser compares better (more uniform and smoother) 162 
 
than  the  one  grown  ablating  the  Fe2O3  target  with  the  KrF  laser,  suggesting  that  the 
problem lies in the ablation of the Fe2O3 target with the KrF laser, which probably causes 
the formation of a more energetic plume that adversely affects the film growth. 
 
Figure 7.2.5. Variation of FMR linewidth ( H) and RMS surface roughness (Sq) with Fe concentration. 
Samples YFi1 YFi5 and E3 – The number in parentheses is the inverted target ablation ratio ir. 
Table 7.2.2 shows that Fe deficiency was almost compensated in YFi3, whereas samples 
YFi4 and YFi5 are Fe overstoichiometric. As in the multi PLD batch with swapped laser 
configuration (YF1 YF5), the film colour becomes darker, opacity increases, reflectivity 
decreases, surface roughness increases and FMR linewidth broadens with increasing Fe 
concentration  (see  Figure  7.2.5).  However,  the  increase  of  surface  roughness  and  the 
broadening of FMR linewidth in this set of samples are not as strong as in the previous 
batch: RMS surface roughness is below 10 nm and FMR linewidth below 10 mT for all 
samples except for YFi5 (Sq ≈ 395.6 nm and  H ≈ 16 mT), unlike most of the “YF” 
samples, featuring Sq > 10 nm and  H > 10 mT;  the largest value of FMR linewidth is  H 
≈ 16 mT in YFi5, with an Fe concentration of 5.11 formula units, versus  H ≈ 30.4 mT in 
YF1, with an Fe concentration of 5.08 formula units, suggesting that YIG ablation by KrF 
laser produces better quality films, as already observed in single PLD experiments (see 
Section  6.3).  Moreover,  EDX  analysis  showed  that  Fe  concentration  is  more  uniform 
across the film surface in this batch than in the “YF” batch, suggesting that the plume from 
the Fe2O3 target ablated by the Nd:YAG laser is broader than the plume formed by the KrF 
laser, which also agrees with the idea that the KrF laser plume is more energetic and hence 
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Ablation of Fe2O3 by the Nd:YAG laser produces better quality films too: in fact, the 
Fe2O3 tester film grown on sapphire with the Nd:YAG laser is smoother and more uniform 
than the one grown with the KrF laser, which instead featured a large hazy area and a dark 
and opaque region in its centre, with a higher density of particulates. This is reflected in 
multi PLD grown YIG films using the same laser set up, as observed above, suggesting 
that optimum ablation of both targets is crucial for deposition of high quality YIG films 
with a higher Fe concentration and that successful growth might require a different set of 
conditions that satisfies neither laser source for ablation of Fe2O3. 
 
Figure 7.2.6. Optical transmission spectra of YFi1 YFi5 and E3. Ripples are etalon fringes [2]. 
The number in parentheses is the inverted target ablation ratio ir. 
Optical  transmission  spectra  are  shown  in  Figure  7.2.6,  where  it  is  clear  how  optical 
transmission in the near infrared and visible decreases with increasing Fe concentration in 
the YIG films. The darkening of film colour and the increase of opacity agree with the 
trend of optical transmission with Fe concentration. A shift towards longer wavelengths 
(red shift) with increasing  Fe concentration can be noticed too, which  agrees with the 
transmission  spectra  of  the  Fe2O3  testers,  featuring  an  absorption  edge  at  ~600  nm 
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7.3.  MULTI PLD OF YIG AND Y2O3 
In this section the results achieved by multi PLD of YIG and Y2O3 are discussed. All the 
experiments  were  performed  at  the  same  deposition  conditions  as  in  Table  6.4.2,  by 
ablating the YIG target with the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.3 J/cm
2 and fNd:YAG = 10 Hz) 
and the Y2O3 target with the KrF laser, whose fluence was set to FKrF ≈ 1.3 J/cm
2 and pulse 
repetition rate was changed in the range fKrF = (1 – 4) Hz, in order to grow YIG films with 
different Y concentration (see Table 7.3.1). Deposition duration was ~72,000 Nd:YAG 
laser pulses. 
The original definition of target ablation ratio r (see Section 7.2.1) is used again here. 
Thickness measurements of YY2 YY4 were not conclusive, due to the high curvature of 
the YAG substrates used; however, from deposition time, it is expected to be ~(1.7 – 2) µm. 

















Y20  0  1.75  2.4  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.8  YES  Yellow 
N3  0  4.67  2  2.3  3.37  4.63  0.73  YES  Yellow 
YY1  0.1  5.08  1.7  18.9  3.64  4.36  0.83  YES  Yellow 
YY2  0.2  10.05  N.A.  9.5  3.91  4.09  0.96  YES  Yellowish 
YY3  0.3  –  N.A.  10.5  4.40  3.6  1.22  NO  Orange / pinkish 
YY4  0.4  –  N.A.  4.1  4.72  3.28  1.44  NO  Orange / pinkish 
Table 7.3.1.  Deposition conditions and results of samples YY1 YY4, grown ablating the YIG target with the 
Nd:YAG laser and the Y2O3 target with the KrF laser. Samples Y20 and N3 are shown as reference. 
 
Figure 7.3.1.  Samples YY1 YY4 compared to sample N3. r is the target ablation ratio. Samples YY2 YY4 
appear more opaque due to the rougher surface of the back side of the substrates (polished only on one side). 
XRD analysis showed that only YY1 and YY2 are epitaxial crystalline YIG films, as their 
diffraction patterns feature YIG (400) and YIG (800) peaks, which are missing in the 
patterns of YY3 and YY4, where only YAG (400) and (800) peaks due to the substrate 
appear. YY3 and YY4 differ from YY1 and YY2 also in terms of film colour, as shown in 
Figure 7.3.1. 
Table 7.3.1 shows an obvious increase in Y concentration, a decrease in Fe concentration 
and an increase of FMR linewidth with increasing target ablation ratio r from 0 to 0.4, i.e. 
with increasing KrF laser repetition rate fKrF from 0 Hz to 4 Hz; actually, FMR absorption 165 
 
disappears in YIG films grown with r ≥ 0.3, i.e. fKrF ≥ 3 Hz. From the results of Fe doping 
experiments, a decrease of FMR linewidth with decreasing Fe concentration (or increasing 
Y concentration) was expected. The opposite trend observed may be due to either the 
dilution of magnetic Fe ions in Y rich films or the lattice distortion, whereas the lack of 
FMR absorption in YY3 YY4 is likely due to the fact that the films are not crystalline. 
Figure 7.3.2 shows the variation of composition of YIG films (N3 + YY1 YY4) with target 
ablation ratio. It can be noticed that Y doping in these samples is heavier than Fe doping in 
previous experiments: this is because less material is lost or the KrF laser ablates more 
material  from  the  Y2O3  target  than  from  the  Fe2O3,  despite  using  the  same  KrF  laser 
fluence as in the “YF” batch (F ≈ 1.3 J/cm
2). In fact, under the same conditions, the Y2O3 
growth rate is ~0.025 nm/pulse versus ~0.0083 nm/pulse for the Fe2O3 growth rate. Also, 
during the deposition of YY1 YY4 the YIG growth rate was probably lower than before 
(N3), due to a decrease in Nd:YAG laser fluence, thus making these YIG films even more 
Y doped. 
 
Figure 7.3.2. Variation of film composition with target ablation ratio – samples YY1 YY5 and N3. 
Figure 7.3.3 shows the XRD patterns of N3, YY1 and YY2: a large shift towards lower 
angles  can  be  noticed  for  the  YIG  (400)  peaks,  whose  positions  are  plotted  versus  Y 
concentration in Figure 7.3.4. The higher the Y concentration, the lower the YIG (400) 
peak  position,  which  means  larger  lattice  constant,  which  agrees  with  the  expected 
theoretical trend: Y has a larger ionic radius, so the higher the Y concentration in the YIG 
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explained as follows: when the Y concentration becomes too high, the YIG crystal cannot 
accommodate any more Y ions in lattice positions or even in interstitial positions, as they 
would cause excessive lattice distortion that cannot be accommodated by the crystal, so 
that the material prefers growing in an amorphous phase, as suggested also by the different 
film colour. 
 
Figure 7.3.3. XRD patterns of samples YY1 YY2 and N3. 
All diffraction peaks appear as double, due to Cu Kα2 radiation present in the diffractometer. 
 
Figure 7.3.4. Variation of YIG (400) peak position with Y concentration. 
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Figure 7.3.5. Optical transmission spectra of YY1 YY4 and N3. Ripples are etalon fringes [2]. The number 
in parentheses is the target ablation ratio r. The step change at ~800 nm is due to a combination of detector 
changeover and the rough surface of the back side of the YAG substrates used for YY2 YY4. 
Figure 7.3.5 shows optical transmission spectra of N3 and YY1 YY4: a tiny shift to lower 
wavelengths (blue shift) in the absorption edge can be observed in YY1 and YY2, with 
increasing Y concentration: this may be due to Fe dilution in Y rich films, as stated above, 
and agrees with the opposite trend (red shift with increasing Fe concentration) observed in 
samples YFi2 YFi5, compared to E3 in Figure 7.2.6. However, when increasing the Y 
doping even more with higher target ablation ratio, a clear red shift is observed in YY3 and 
YY4, which also feature an orange/pink colour (see Figure 7.3.1). The red shift of the 
absorption edge and the different colour of YY3 and YY4 can be explained better with the 
very different composition and, in particular, the severe Fe deficiency rather than with 
change in crystallinity (amorphous YIG is dark and absorbs in the near infrared, NIR, and 
in the visible): in fact, in YIG it is Fe ions that are responsible for optical absorption [3 5], 
as explained in Section 3.6.3; also, Fe2O3 films are red and absorb in the visible, whereas 
Y2O3 films are colourless and transparent, with no optical absorption in the visible and in 
the NIR. 
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7.4.  MULTI PLD OF Y2O3 AND FE2O3 
This section covers the multi PLD experiments of Y2O3 and Fe2O3. In Section 7.4.1 the 
growth of YIG from its precursors is demonstrated by depositing films on YAG (100) 
substrates;  compositional  tuning  via  a  change  in  target  ablation  ratio  is  described  and 
variation  of  film  properties  with  changing  composition  discussed.  In  Section  7.4.2  the 
growth of yttrium ferrite (YFeO3 or YFO) on sapphire is demonstrated too, thus proving, 
for  the  first  time  to  our  knowledge,  the  capability  of  multi PLD  to  grow  different 
crystalline complex oxides, such as YIG and YFO, from the same precursors (Y2O3 and 
Fe2O3) by choosing the appropriate substrate (YAG or sapphire), and to tune the material 
composition by adjusting the repetition frequency of the lasers. 
 
7.4.1. YIG GROWTH 
Table 7.4.1 summarises the different deposition conditions and results of the YIG samples 
grown by multi PLD of Y2O3 and Fe2O3. The original definition of target ablation ratio r 
(see  Section  7.2.1)  is  used  again.  All  the  experiments  were  performed  at  the  same 
deposition conditions as in Table 6.4.2, by ablating the Fe2O3 target with the Nd:YAG 
laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.2 J/cm
2 and fNd:YAG = 10 Hz) and the Y2O3 target with the KrF laser, 
whose pulse repetition frequency was changed in the range fKrF = (4 – 9) Hz, in order to 
grow YIG films with different composition, whereas the laser fluence was tuned to FKrF ≈ 
1.1 J/cm
2 in a few deposition trials to grow stoichiometric YFO with both lasers set at the 
same repetition rate fKrF = fNd:YAG = 10 Hz, i.e. with a target ablation ratio r = 1, and 
stoichiometric YIG with the KrF laser set at fKrF = 6 Hz and the Nd:YAG laser set at 
fNd:YAG = 10 Hz, i.e. with a target ablation ratio r = 0.6 = Y/Fe for stoichiometric YIG. 










Y/Fe  Sample colour 
Y20  0  1.75  1.8  3.55  4.45  0.80  Yellow 
FY1  0.4  57.31  104.4  2.28  5.72  0.40  Red 
FY2  0.5  40.01  134.0  2.67  5.33  0.50  Red 
FY3  0.6  13.29  9.2  2.99  5.01  0.60  Brown / dark yellow 
FY4  0.7  6.27  12.4  3.40  4.60  0.74  Yellow 
FY5  0.8  5.98  10.0  3.70  4.30  0.86  Yellow 
FY6  0.9  9.58  10.5  3.93  4.07  0.96  Yellow 
Table 7.4.1. Deposition conditions and results of samples FY1 FY6, grown ablating the Fe2O3 target with the 
Nd:YAG laser and the Y2O3 target with the KrF laser. Sample Y20 is shown as reference. 169 
 
Figure 7.4.1 is a photo of all the YIG samples of this batch, ordered from left to right 
according  to  the  target  ablation  ratio  (r).  It  is  evident  that  the  film’s  colour  becomes 
brighter (less red and more yellow) with decreasing Fe concentration, i.e. with increasing 
target ablation ratio. Moreover FY3 (stoichiometric YIG), FY1 and FY2 (Fe rich films) are 
less uniform, hazier and rougher than FY4 FY6 (Fe deficient samples), as shown also in 
the SEM pictures in Figure 7.4.2. 
 
Figure 7.4.1. Photo of samples FY1 FY6. r is the target ablation ratio: r = fKrF/fNd:YAG. 
 
Figure 7.4.2. SEM pictures of samples FY1 FY6. r is the target ablation ratio: r = fKrF/fNd:YAG. 
Table 7.4.1 shows an obvious increase in Y concentration, a decrease in Fe concentration 
and a decrease of FMR linewidth with increasing target ablation ratio r from 0.4 to 0.8, i.e. 
with increasing KrF laser repetition rate fKrF from 4 Hz to 8 Hz; at r = 0.9 or fKrF = 9 Hz, 
FMR linewidth starts broadening again, as already observed in “YY” samples grown by 
multi PLD of YIG + Y2O3 (see Section 7.3). No further depositions were performed with 
higher  target  ablation  ratio  r,  i.e.  with  higher  KrF  laser  frequency  fKrF,  as  we  already 
observed FMR disappearing and a change in crystallinity in “YY” samples (see Section 
7.3), when the Y/Fe ratio was raised above 1, i.e. composition similar to YFeO3. The trend 
shown for the new “FY” samples in Figure 7.4.3 agrees with those previously observed in 
the other sets of samples (“YF”, “YFi” and “YY”) grown by multi PLD of YIG and either 
Fe2O3 or Y2O3, as discussed in the previous sections of this chapter (7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.3) 
and summarised in the same figure. This confirms that the FMR linewidth in YIG films 170 
 
grown on YAG by PLD is minimised when the composition is off stoichiometric and in 
particular,  in  Fe deficient  films  with the  following  estimated  formulation:  Y3.5Fe4.5O12, 
which may be explained with a change in microstructure and morphology induced by the 
different composition or with a direct effect: as explained in Section 3.6.2, ferrimagnetism 
in YIG derives from the fact the octahedral sub lattice [a] and the tetrahedral one (d), 
where Fe ions are located in the garnet structure {c
3+}3[a
3+]2(d
3+)3O12, are coupled anti 
ferromagnetically  but  are  not  equivalent,  yielding  a  ferrimagnetic  crystal;  however,  Fe 
deficiency in one of the two sub lattices may enhance ferrimagnetism, so that – on the 
contrary – compensation of Fe deficiency induces anti ferromagnetism. 
 
Figure 7.4.3. Variation of FMR linewidth ( H) with Fe concentration. 
The number in parentheses is the target ablation ratio. 
Figure  7.4.4  shows  the  variation  of  composition  of  YIG  films  (FY1 FY6)  with  target 
ablation ratio. An obvious increase of Y concentration and a decrease of Fe concentration 
are  observed  with  increasing  target  ablation  ratio  r,  i.e.  with  increasing  repetition 
frequency fKrF of the KrF laser ablating the Y2O3 target. Sample FY6 has a composition 
very close to that of YFeO3, but it still features the YIG phase in its XRD pattern and FMR, 
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Figure 7.4.4. Variation of film composition with target ablation ratio – samples FY1 FY5. 
 
Figure 7.4.5. XRD patterns of samples FY1 FY6. All traces are vertically offset for better clarity. 
The second peak is due to Cu Kα2 radiation in the diffractometer. 
Figure 7.4.5 shows the XRD patterns of FY1 FY6 in the range 2θ = (28° – 30°): all films 
feature  a  YIG  (400)  peak  from  the  film  and  a  YAG  (400)  peak  from  the  substrate, 
indicating  epitaxial  growth  of  crystalline  YIG  on  YAG;  a  clear  shift  towards  lower 
diffraction angles with increasing target ablation ratio can be noticed for the YIG (400) 
peaks, whose positions are plotted versus Y concentration in Figure 7.4.6. The higher the Y 
concentration, the lower the YIG (400) peak position, which means higher lattice constant, 
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trend explained in Section 7.3. Also, distortion and broadening of the YIG peaks can be 
noticed  with  composition  diverging  from  stoichiometry,  meaning  a  degrading  crystal 
quality: sample FY4, with a composition of Y3.4Fe4.6O12, features the highest and sharpest 
YIG (400) peak, as shown in Figure 7.4.5. 
 
Figure 7.4.6. Variation of YIG (400) peak position with Y concentration. 
The number in parentheses is the target ablation ratio. 
As a final experiment, a Fe overstoichiometric YIG target was purchased and ablated in 
the single PLD chamber with the KrF laser under optimum conditions for YIG growth (see 
Table 6.4.1). The film featured a composition close to stoichiometric YIG (Y3.04Fe4.96O12), 
a  red  colour,  a  uniform,  but  hazy  and  rough  surface  (Sq  ≈  85  nm)  and  a  broad  FMR 
linewidth  ( H  ≈  11.65  mT),  everything  in  line  with  the  results  from  the  multi PLD 
experiments, confirming that the worsening of YIG film properties is closely related to its 
composition  and  not  due  to  an  interaction  of  the  plumes  from  the  co ablated  targets. 
However,  plume  interaction  is  unlikely,  considering  the  random  delay  between 
asynchronous laser pulses, which, from a statistical point of view, is likely to be higher 
than  ~200   s,  the  threshold  below  which  plume  interaction  is  observed  to  affect  film 
growth [6, 7]. 
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7.4.2. YFO GROWTH 
Co ablating the Y2O3 and Fe2O3 targets with the same laser repetition frequency (fKrF = 
fNd:YAG =10 Hz), at the same deposition conditions as in Table 6.4.2 and with the same 
laser fluences as stated in Section 7.4.1 (FKrF ≈ 1.1 J/cm
2 and FNd:YAG ≈ 1.2 J/cm
2), and 
using  c cut  sapphire  (α Al2O3)  as  substrate  resulted  in  the  growth  of  a  polycrystalline 
stoichiometric YFeO3 film: Figure 7.4.7 shows the XRD pattern of this sample, where the 
highest sharp peak is due to the sapphire substrate, whereas the smaller ones are assigned 
to YFeO3 phases with different orientations. 
 
Figure 7.4.7. XRD pattern of polycrystalline stoichiometric YFeO3 film grown on c cut sapphire (α Al2O3). 
The inset shows a SEM picture of the film surface. 
FMR analysis showed that the film has got an FMR linewidth of 70.28 mT, which is large, 
compared to typical FMR linewidth from YIG; however, it must be considered that the 
film is polycrystalline and that YFeO3 is a canted anti ferromagnetic crystal with a weak 
ferrimagnetic behaviour. In fact, a slight off stoichiometry (~7%) observed in another YFO 
film,  grown  while  trying  to  optimise  the  laser  fluence  to  produce  stoichiometric 
YFeO3/Al2O3, was enough to impede observation of FMR absorption, thus suggesting a 







































































The YFO films are not uniform, but partly red/pink and partly orange/yellow, featuring a 
rough  appearance,  as  shown  also  in  the  SEM  picture  included  in  Figure  7.4.7,  and 
particulate hiding a network of micro cracks, visible by optical microscopy. This and the 
polycrystalline structure of the film are likely due to the lattice and TEC mismatch with the 
substrate: unlike YIG and YAG, which are both cubic crystals with a lattice mismatch of 
 a/aYAG ≈ 3.1%, YFO is an orthorhombic perovskite [8] with lattice constants aYFO = 
0.5593 nm, bYFO = 0.7604 nm and cYFO = 0.5282 nm, whereas sapphire can be described as 
either rhombohedral or hexagonal [9, 10] with lattice parameters aAl2O3 = bAl2O3 = 0.4785 
nm and cAl2O3 = 1.2991 nm; as for TECs, ρYFO =  1.72×10
 6 K
 1 at T < 593 K and ρYFO = 
2.28×10
 6 K
 1 at T > 593 K, whereas ρAl2O3,// = 6.66×10
 6 K
 1 parallel to optical axis and 
ρAl2O3,﬩ = 5×10
 6 K
 1 perpendicular to optical axis. As explained in Section 3.2.3.4, it is 
probably the TEC mismatch and, in this particular case, the change of sign in the TEC of 
YFO to cause the cracking of the sample. Epitaxial growth of YFO may be performed on 
better lattice matched substrate to improve its properties. 
 
7.5.  CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter covered the multi PLD growth of YIG. Compositional tuning by co ablation 
of YIG and Fe2O3 was examined in Section 7.2, in order to study the compensation of Fe 
deficiency and its effects on the properties of YIG films (colour and appearance, surface 
roughness and morphology, crystallinity, FMR and optical transmission). The experiments 
showed that the choice of lasers for target ablation is important: ablation of Fe2O3 with the 
Nd:YAG  laser  produces  smoother  and  more  uniform  YIG  films,  with  narrower  FMR 
linewidth than YIG samples grown ablating the Fe2O3 target with the KrF laser. However, 
in both cases, the compensation of Fe deficiency did not improve the properties of YIG, 
but actually the films became darker, surface roughness increased, optical transmission 
became worse and FMR linewidth broadened with increasing Fe concentration. 
Conversely,  an  increase  in  Y  concentration  was  thought  to  improve  ferromagnetic 
properties of YIG; however the multi PLD experiments carried out co ablating YIG and 
Y2O3 target, as described in Section 7.3, showed a broadening of FMR linewidth also with 
increasing  Y  concentration,  until  FMR  disappeared  completely  when  the  film  became 
amorphous and orange in colour. 175 
 
The experiments described in Section 7.4 demonstrated that it is possible to grow different 
materials  (e.g.  YIG  and  YFO)  by  multi PLD  of  their  precursors  (Y2O3  and  Fe2O3), 
choosing appropriate substrates and adjusting the target ablation ratio accordingly to the 
desired composition. The results of multi PLD of YIG described in the sub section 7.4.1 
agree with those reported in the previous sections and with that obtained by ablation of a 
Fe rich YIG target in the single PLD chamber under optimum deposition conditions, thus 
confirming that it is the variation of composition in YIG films to induce the change in the 
other  properties  (colour,  appearance,  crystallinity,  surface  roughness  and  morphology, 
optical transmission and FMR) and not something related to target co ablation (e.g. plume 
interaction). The optimum composition of YIG films in terms of FMR (minimum FMR 
linewidth)  is  estimated  as:  Y3.5Fe4.5O12.  The  worsening  of  FMR  linewidth  with 
composition diverging from this optimum value may be due to a direct effect or indirect 
through  a  change  in  crystallinity  and/or  lattice  constant,  affecting  the  film  strain  and 
magnetic properties. 
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8.  CHAPTER 8 
MULTI PLD OF BI:YIG 
8.1.  INTRODUCTION 
Faraday rotation in magneto optic garnets can be increased by substituting the yttrium (Y) 
in the YIG lattice with bismuth (Bi): it has already been demonstrated that the Verdet 
constant  in  Bi:YIG  films  increases  with  increasing  Bi  concentration  (from  V  =  60.4 
deg/(T×µm) for Bi1Y2Fe5O12 to V = 160 deg/(T×µm) for Bi2Y1Fe5O12 at λ = 500 nm) [1]. 
There are several reports of PLD growth of Bi:YIG and fully substituted BIG films by 
ablation of a single target [1 19], mostly on GGG substrates. This chapter describes the 
investigation  of  Bi:YIG  and  BIG  growth  by  multi PLD  of  Bi2O3  and  either  YIG 
(Section   8.2) or Fe2O3 (Section   8.3). 
 
8.2.  MULTI PLD OF BI2O3 AND YIG 
When growing films containing Bi, the melting points of metallic Bi (Tm, Bi ≈ 545 K) and 
of its oxide (Tm, Bi2O3 ≈ 1090 K) must be taken into account; moreover the depression of 
melting  points  of  materials  in  thin film  form  must  be  considered  too.  A  substrate 
temperature higher than Tm, Bi2O3 will tend to boil off both Bi and Bi2O3 species impinging 
on the substrate. 
The growth conditions reported in Table 6.4.2 were used, with the YIG target ablated by 
the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.1 J/cm
2 and fNd:YAG = 10 Hz) and the Bi2O3 target ablated 
by the KrF laser (FKrF ≈ 2.1 J/cm
2). Attempts at growing Bi2O3 tester samples on c cut 
sapphire  resulted  in  no  film  growth  at  temperatures  T  ≥  1000  K:  although  optical 
microscopy  and  profilometry  revealed  the  presence  of  particulates  scattered  across  the 
substrate  surface,  no  film  was  revealed  by  stylus  profiler  and  XRD  analysis.  Room 
temperature (RT) allowed the growth of Bi2O3 on sapphire at a high deposition rate (~0.21 
nm/pulse), but with an amorphous phase, as revealed by XRD analysis (no diffraction peak 
between 2θ = 20° and 80°) of a ~15 µm thick film grown in 1 hour at 20 Hz. 
Following these first trials, Bi:YIG growth was tried on YAG (100) substrates over a wide 
range of substrate temperatures, from RT up to the maximum T ≈ 1150 K, fixing the KrF 
laser repetition rate at 1 Hz for most depositions: the results are summarised in Table 8.2.1, 178 
 
where pure YIG samples PY1 (N3), PY4 and PY5, grown under the same conditions as 
BY1a, BY4 and BY5a respectively, are listed for reference. Samples BY1b and BY5b 
were grown under the same conditions as BY1a and BY5a respectively, with the KrF laser 
set at fKrF = 2 Hz. The substrate temperatures reported in Table 8.2.1 are estimated as 
described in Section   4.2.4.3 and should not be taken as definitive: there is likely an error of 
±25 K. 



















PY1  1150  0  4.67  2.3  0.00  3.37  4.63  Yellow 
BY1a  1150  1  6.18  19.4  0.07  3.32  4.61  Yellow 
BY1b  1150  2  6.23  17.1  0.13  3.27  4.60  Yellow 
BY2  1050  1  7.95  1.7  0.07  3.36  4.57  Yellow 
BY3  1000  1  9.96  27.4  0.06  3.27  4.66  Yellow 
PY4  950  0  19.24  5.1  0  3.31  4.69  Yellow 
BY4  950  1  13.20  1.2  0.22  3.20  4.57  Yellow 
PY5  900  0  23.46  3.6  0  3.29  4.71  Dark yellow 
BY5a  900  1  8.79  0.6  0.22  3.45  4.32  Yellow 
BY5b  900  2  10.41  0.9  0.30  3.33  4.38  Yellow 
BY6  875  1  12.22  3.2  0.30  3.28  4.42  Yellow 
BY7  850  1  54.53  2.6  1.49  3.04  3.47  Dark yellow 
BY8  750  1  –  2.0  2.94  2.14  2.91  Orange/red 
BY9  300  1  –  0.9  3.16  1.96  2.88  Black/red 
Table 8.2.1. Deposition conditions, FMR linewidth ( H), RMS surface roughness (Sq), composition and 
colour of Bi:YIG samples BY1 BY9 and of pure YIG samples PY1, PY4 and PY5, used as a reference. 
All samples have a RMS surface roughness Sq < 10 nm, except for BY1a, BY1b and BY3. 
All Bi:YIG films grown at temperature T ≥ 875 K feature the yellow colour typical of Fe 
deficient YIG samples, whereas the reference YIG sample PY5 is dark yellow at T ≈ 900 K. 
At T ≈ 850 K the Bi:YIG film colour becomes darker and then orange with a red tint at T ≈ 
750 K. The sample grown at RT (~300 K), although showing good specular reflection, in 
transmission appears black with a faint red tint (effectively zero transmission). As already 
shown in Chapter 6, the film colour is an indicator of crystal quality. XRD analysis showed 
that Bi:YIG samples BY1 BY6 only have crystalline YIG (100) peaks, whereas the XRD 
pattern  of  BY7  (shown  in  Figure  8.2.1)  features  two  distinct  BIG  and  YIG  peaks, 
respectively at 2θ ≈ 28.24° and 2θ ≈ 28.86°.  BY8 shows no evidence of  any  garnet phase, 
with only a peak at 2θ ≈ 29.2°, attributable to  (111) oriented  Y2O3 (shown via the (222) 
peak, as in Figure 8.2.1); BY9 does not show any crystalline phase, as no diffraction peaks 
are observed in its XRD pattern, except for those attributable to the YAG substrate. Table 179 
 
8.2.2 shows the database peak positions for BIG (400), YIG (400), YAG (400) and Y2O3 
(222) for reference. 
 
Figure 8.2.1. Comparison of XRD patterns of BY5a, BY7 and BY8. 
Peak doublets are due to Cu Kα2 radiation present in the diffractometer. 








Database peak position:  28.22°  28.90°  29.80°  29.20° 
Reference:  [20]  [21]  [22]  [23] 
Table 8.2.2. Database peak positions for BIG, YIG and YAG (100) phases and Y2O3 (111) and their 
references. 
XRD analysis of samples BY1 BY6, grown at T ≥ 875 K, showed a shift of the YIG peak 
position with changing substrate temperature, as shown in Figure   8.2.2: while the XRD 
patterns of pure YIG samples PY1, PY4 and PY5 feature a YIG (400) peak at roughly the 
same  diffraction  angle  (~28.87°),  the  YIG  (400)  peak  in  Bi:YIG  films  tends  to  shift 
towards  lower  diffraction  angles  with  decreasing  substrate  temperature,  meaning  an 
increase in lattice constant. 
Figure 8.2.3 shows the variation of film composition for Bi:YIG samples grown at fKrF = 1 



































temperature and a transition region is clearly observed around T ≈ 850 K, the same range 
of substrate temperature where the change in crystallinity is observed, as discussed above. 
 
Figure 8.2.2. Trend of YIG (400) peak position in the XRD patterns of YIG and Bi:YIG films with substrate 
temperature. 
 
Figure 8.2.3. Trend of composition with substrate temperature. The samples highlighted with an ellipse have 
peculiar crystallinity, as show in this figure and in Figure 8.2.1. 
Figure 8.2.4 shows the trend of FMR linewidth with substrate temperature: as already 






















YIG peak position vs. substrate temperature





















































































linewidth tends to increase with decreasing temperature, but more slowly for Bi:YIG films, 
compared to pure  YIG  (PY1, PY4 and PY5);  also, at a temperature T  ≈ 900 K there 
appears to be a local minimum for FMR linewidth, as opposed to the values for YIG, 
where the lowest value is at T ≈ 1150K and increases steadily with decreasing temperature. 
 
Figure 8.2.4. Trend of FMR linewidth with substrate temperature. 
The observed phenomena require further discussion to try to identify the primary cause of 
change of YIG properties with substrate temperature, Bi concentration and crystallinity. At 
very high temperatures (T ≥ 1000 K) only a small fraction of the bismuth present within 
the plume is incorporated into the final garnet structure, because of re evaporation from the 
hot surface of the sample, resulting in a very low doping level (~0.07 formula units – see 
Table 8.2.1), which causes a small change in lattice constant (see Figure 8.2.2), due to the 
larger ionic radius of Bi, compared to Y. This doping level is also too low to cause a 
significant change in magnetic properties and FMR linewidth  H initially increases with 
decreasing temperature (see Figure 8.2.4), as already observed in Section 6.2.3 for YIG 
films. At T ≈ (900 – 950) K the Bi doping increases by a factor of ~3 (~0.22 formula units 
– see Table 8.2.1), suggesting that the substrate temperature is closer to the melting point 
of Bi2O3 in thin film form, and the lattice constant increases accordingly (as seen in the 
large YIG (400) peak shift in Figure 8.2.2, ~0.17° between BY5a and BY1a); it is at T ≈ 
900 K (BY5a) that the local minimum of  H(T) is observed and this can be explained with 
the change in YIG film properties with Bi doping. Also, these results agree with previous 
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temperatures of ~900 K for Bi:YIG on GGG [24, 25] and ~1100 K for YIG on GGG [25 
27] are reported. 
Two factors can be taken into account to explain the change in the FMR linewidth trend 
with substrate temperature: 
1.  a direct change of magnetic properties of YIG with Bi doping; 
2.  an indirect effect of Bi doping on magnetic properties via a change in crystallinity. 
 
Figure 8.2.5. Trend of FMR linewidth with Bi concentration. 
Regarding  the  first  aspect  of  Bi  inclusion,  Figure  8.2.5  shows  the  variation  of  FMR 
linewidth with Bi concentration: although there is an increase of FMR linewidth with Bi 
concentration, the trend is not systematic (e.g. the Bi doping of BY3 is one fifth that of 
BY5b, but they have roughly the same FMR linewidth,  H ≈ 10 mT); also, there is no 
significant  change  in  FMR  linewidth  ( H  ≈  6.2  mT),  when  doubling  the  KrF  laser 
repetition rate (fKrF) and thus the Bi concentration at T ≈ 1150 K (BY1a and BY1b – see 
Table 8.2.1 and Figure 8.2.4 and Figure 8.2.5  ). Also, when doubling fKrF at T ≈ 900 K 
(samples  BY5a  and  BY5b),  the  Bi  concentration  increases  by  ~36%,  but  the  FMR 
linewidth increases by ~18% (see Table 8.2.1, Figure 8.2.4 and Figure 8.2.5), meaning that 
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Figure 8.2.6. Trend of YIG (400) peak position with Bi concentration. 
On the other hand, the second factor is reinforced by a clear change in YIG (400) peak 
position with changing temperature (see Figure 8.2.2) and by the decreasing trend of YIG 
(400) peak position (i.e. an increase in lattice constant) with increasing Bi concentration, 
shown in Figure   8.2.6, as expected from theory, due to the larger ionic radius of Bi
3+ (117 
pm) compared to Y
3+ (104 pm) [28]. While the change in YIG peak position and lattice 
constant is clearly due to Bi doping, no change in YIG peak position with temperature is 
observed in pure YIG films (see Figure 8.2.2); however, at very high temperature (T ≥ 
1000 K) the deterioration of crystal quality has a stronger effect than that of Bi doping 
(quite low, ~0.07 formula units), which instead prevails only at T ≈ 900 K – BY5a, and the 
observed  local  minimum  of   H(T).  A  further  decrease  in  temperature  causes  further 
deterioration  of  crystal  quality,  until  at  T  ≈  850  K  the  substrate  temperature  probably 
reaches the depressed melting point of Bi2O3 (Tm, Bi2O3) and Bi concentration increases 
abruptly at 1.49 formula units, whereas both Y and Fe concentration decrease (see BY7 in 
Table 8.2.1 and Figure 8.2.3): this is the most likely cause of the formation of two separate 
BIG and YIG phases in the film (BY7 in Figure 8.2.1), which are detrimental for magnetic 
properties (see point BY7 in Figure 8.2.4). Further decrease in substrate temperature (T ≈ 
750 K) will lead to the growth of an yttria phase (see BY8 in Figure 8.2.1) heavily doped 
with Bi and Fe, at similar concentrations (~3 formula units – see BY8 in Figure 8.2.3). The 
completely  different  crystal  phase  produces  no  magnetic  properties  and  no  FMR 
absorption. Growth at RT results in an amorphous film (BY9) with composition similar to 
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To  sum  up,  there  is  a  complex  interplay  between  substrate  temperature  (T),  Bi 
concentration (Bi conc.), YIG peak position (2θ), crystal quality and FMR linewidth ( H), 
whose general trends are summarised schematically in Figure 8.2.7. 
 
Figure 8.2.7. Schematic of the interplay between substrate temperature (T), Bi concentration (Bi conc.), YIG 
peak position (2θ) and FMR linewidth ( H) in the multi PLD growth of Bi:YIG. 
Finally a highly doped Bi:YIG film was grown using a substrate temperature T ≈ 900 K, 
considered  as  a  compromise  between  Bi doping  level  and  crystalline  and  magnetic 
properties. Setting the KrF laser repetition rate at fKrF = 10 Hz resulted in a heavily doped 
Bi:YIG film, with a composition of Bi2.38Y2.81Fe2.81O12, showing a strong Fe deficiency 
and a low Y substitutional level, suggesting that Bi is probably substituting Fe rather than 
Y, as already observed in BY7 BY9. The film featured also an XRD pattern similar to that 
of BY7, with two separate YIG and BIG peaks, and an FMR linewidth  H ≈ 47.76 mT. 
This eventually suggests that Bi doping level plays a big role: if excessive and substituting 
for Fe instead of Y, it causes the formation of different crystalline phases, which results in 
a large broadening of FMR linewidth. 
 
8.3.  MULTI PLD OF BI2O3 AND FE2O3 
Multi PLD of pure BIG was attempted by co ablation of Bi2O3 and Fe2O3. The deposition 
conditions reported in Table 6.4.2 were used, with the exception of different substrate 
temperatures; the Fe2O3 target was ablated by the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.1 J/cm
2 and 
fNd:YAG = 10 Hz) and the Bi2O3 target ablated by the KrF laser, set at FKrF ≈ 1.1 J/cm
2. 185 
 
Firstly, a 2  m thick BFO tester film was grown in 2 hours on a c cut sapphire substrate, 
heated up to T ≈ 900 K, with a target ablation ratio r = fKrF/ fNd:YAG = 1, i.e. with both lasers 
set  at  the  same  pulse  repetition  rate  (10  Hz).  XRD  analysis  showed  that  the  film  is 
polycrystalline BFO with (1 0  1) or equivalent preferential orientation, as can be inferred 
from  the  diffraction  pattern  in  Figure  8.3.1,  though  one  of  the  minor  peaks  was  not 
identified. 
 
Figure 8.3.1. XRD pattern of the BFO tester film. – The inset shows a SEM picture of the film surface. 
The surface of the BFO film appears rough (Sq ≈ 30.6 nm) and non uniform, as visible also 
at microscopic level by SEM analysis (see picture in the inset of Figure 8.3.1). This may be 
due  to  the  high  lattice  mismatch  ( a/aSUB  ≈  17.6%)  and  to  the  fact  that  BFO  is  a 
rhombohedrally distorted perovskite [29] (aBFO = bBFO = 0.558 nm, cBFO = 1.390 nm in the 
hexagonal setting at RT), whereas sapphire has a rhombohedral or hexagonal structure [30, 
31] (aAl2O3 = bAl2O3 = 0.4785 nm and cAl2O3 = 1.2991 nm in the hexagonal setting at RT); 
TEC mismatch may play a role too, with TEC of BFO non completely linear, nor isotropic 
with values ρBFO ≈ (6.5 – 13)×10
 6 K
 1 and TECs of sapphire ρAl2O3,// = 6.66×10
 6 K
 1 
parallel to optical axis and ρAl2O3,﬩ = 5×10
 6 K
 1 perpendicular to optical axis. However, 
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confirmed by EDX: Bi1.02Fe0.98O3, thus suggesting that laser fluences were correctly tuned 
to grow BFO at r = 1 and BIG at r = 0.6 at this substrate temperature (T ≈ 900 K). 
The first attempt (sample BF1) to grow a BIG film with r = 0.6 and T ≈ 900 K resulted in a 
non uniform surface with an orange/red colour and some blue dots scattered across it. 
SEM/EDX analysis revealed the presence of slightly shallower areas in the centre of the 
sample,  as  shown  in  Figure  8.3.2,  where  the  dark  (shallower)  areas  are  Bi deficient 
(Bi0.61Fe7.39O12),  whereas  the  light  grey  region  has  a  composition  close  to  BIG: 
Bi2.79Fe5.21O12. However, XRD analysis showed diffraction peaks at 2θ ≈ 31.84° and 2θ ≈ 
32.15°, which can be assigned respectively to BFO with (110) and (1 0  1) orientations or 
equivalent. 
 
Figure 8.3.2. SEM picture of the surface of sample BF1. 
Further attempts were performed under different conditions, as summarised in Table 8.3.1. 
No FMR absorption was observed in any sample. XRD patterns are shown in Figure 8.3.3. 
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ID  T 






number]  Bi/Fe  Sample 
colour 
BF1  900  0.6  285.3  2.79  5.21  0.54  Red/orange 
BF2  950  0.6  32.9  0.06  7.94  0.008  Dark red 
BF3  850  0.6  132.6  5.57  2.43  2.29  Red 
BF4  875  0.6  54.5  3.98  4.02  0.99  Red/orange 
BF5  850  0.3  18.9  4.13  3.87  1.07  Red/orange 
BF6  900  0.6  202.7  2.54  5.46  0.46  Red/orange 
BF7  800  0.6  46.1  5.77  2.23  2.59  Orange 
BF8  850  0.5  103.6  4.84  3.16  1.53  Dark red 
Table 8.3.1. Deposition conditions, RMS surface roughness (Sq), composition, colour of BIG samples BF1 
BF8. 
 
Figure 8.3.3. XRD patterns of “BIG” samples BF1 BF8. 
Increasing  the  substrate  temperature  up  to  T  ≈  950  K  (sample  BF2)  resulted  in  a 
completely Bi deficient Fe2O3 film with no crystalline phase. The severe Bi deficiency is 
most likely due to the substrate temperature being higher than the melting point of Bi2O3 
(T > Tm, Bi2O3), causing re evaporation of the species ablated from the Bi2O3 target, whereas 
the  lack  of  crystallinity  (red  trace  in  Figure    8.3.3)  is  probably  due  to  the  high  lattice 
mismatch ( a/aSUB ≈ –58%) between the YAG substrate (cubic crystal with aYAG = bYAG = 
cYAG = 1.2006 nm [32]) and the Fe2O3 crystal (hexagonal or rhombohedral with aFe2O3 = 
bFe2O3 = 0.5034 nm and cFe2O3 = 1.3752 nm for the most common and stable phase, i.e. 
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Lowering  the  substrate  temperature  to  T  ≈  850  K  (sample  BF3)  produced  a  Bi rich 
polycrystalline film (Bi5.57Fe2.43O12) with BIG (400) and BFO phases, as visible from the 
green trace in Figure 8.3.3. The film surface appears quite rough (see Figure 8.3.4). 
 
Figure 8.3.4. SEM pictures of samples BF2 5 and BF7 8. Sample BF6 looks like BF1 (see Figure 8.3.2). 
Using an intermediate substrate temperature (T ≈ 875 K) between those of BF1 and BF3 
resulted in a polycrystalline BiFeO3 film (sample BF4 in Table 8.3.1) with preferential 
(110) or equivalent orientation (see purple trace in Figure 8.3.3). 
BIG growth was then attempted at T ≈ 850 K, reducing r from 0.6 to 0.3, which gave a 
Bi/Fe ratio of 1.07 in BF5, roughly half the value (~47%) of the Bi/Fe ratio in BF3. A 50% 
reduction in Bi concentration was wrongly expected.  In any case, XRD analysis showed 
two low BFO peaks at 2θ ≈ 31.84° and 2θ ≈ 32.15°. 
BIG growth was attempted again at T ≈ 900 K and r = 0.6, but on a buffer YIG layer (~100 
nm thick) previously deposited under optimum conditions (see Table 6.4.1) in the single 
PLD chamber. The film composition of this sample (BF6) was Fe overstoichiometric BIG: 
Bi2.54Fe5.46O12, similar to that of BF1, but no  crystalline phase was detected by  XRD, 
except for the YAG (400) substrate peak. The film morphology is also like BF1 (see Figure 
8.3.2) and it is probably related to the substrate temperature, close to the depressed melting 
point of Bi2O3 nanoparticles and thin films. 
Lowering the temperature to T ≈ 800 K, while keeping the target ablation ratio at r = 0.6, 
produced  a  film  (sample  BF7)  with  a  rough  film  surface  (see  Figure    8.3.4)  and  the 
following Bi overstoichiometric composition: Bi5.77Fe2.23O12. XRD showed the presence of 
very low diffraction peaks at 2θ ≈ 27°, 27.5°, 28.1°, 31.76° and 32.15°: except for the last 189 
 
two that can be assigned to BFO, respectively with (110) and (1 0  1) orientations or 
equivalent, the other peaks are not easily identifiable; the peak at 2θ ≈ 27.5° may be due to 
distorted BIG (400), as it is the peak at 2θ ≈ 27.7° in BF3 – the database value of the BIG 
(400) peak position is 2θ ≈ 28.22° [20]. 
A final attempt was made under similar conditions to those which gave a clear BIG phase 
in the XRD pattern (BF3 – green trace in Figure 8.3.3): in particular the same temperature 
as BF3 was used (T ≈ 850 K), whereas the target ablation ratio was lowered to r = 0.5, 
resulting in a film (BF8) with Bi overstoichiometric BIG  composition (Bi4.84Fe3.16O12), 
rough surface (see Figure 8.3.4) and an XRD pattern with low BIG (2θ ≈ 27.75°) and BFO 
peaks. 
In all cases, as stated above, no FMR absorption was observed from these films, most 
likely because of their crystallinity. 
 
8.4.  ABLATION OF BI2O3 WITH ND:YAG 
An ablation test of the Bi2O3 target was performed with the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.1 
J/cm
2 and fKrF = 10 Hz) using a c cut sapphire substrate, at d ≈ 4 cm away from the target, 
in oxygen ambient (PO2 ≈ 3.4 Pa) and at room temperature (RT, i.e. ~300 K). A 4  m thick 
Bi2O3  film  was  grown  in  2  hours  (growth  rate:  ~0.0556  nm/pulse),  confirming  the 
possibility of ablating the Bi2O3 target. 
No multi PLD experiments were performed with the inverted laser set up, as the main 
problem with growth of Bi:YIG and BIG is the substrate temperature, as demonstrated in 
the experiments described in Sections   8.2 and   8.3, rather than the target ablation. 
 
8.5.  CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the results of the multi PLD experiments of Bi2O3 and either YIG or Fe2O3 
were presented. In both cases of growth of Bi:YIG and BIG the substrate temperature was 
found to play a critical role, due to the melting points of Bi (Tm, Bi ≈ 545 K) and Bi2O3 (Tm, 
Bi2O3 ≈ 1090 K), which are further depressed for materials in thin film form. In particular, 190 
 
the depressed melting point of Bi2O3 is estimated to be T ≈ 950 K from experimental 
results.  
Section  8.2  covered  multi PLD  growth  of  Bi:YIG  films:  a  detailed  discussion  of  the 
complex  correlation  between  substrate  temperature,  Bi  concentration,  crystallinity  and 
FMR linewidth was given after presenting the results of Bi:YIG depositions at different 
substrate  temperatures.  In  summary,  high  temperatures  (T  >  950  K)  allow  growth  of 
Bi:YIG films with high crystal quality and narrow FMR linewidth ( H < 10 mT), but low 
Bi concentration (<0.2 formula units); low temperatures (T ≤ 950 K) cause a degradation 
of crystal quality and magnetic properties ( H ≥ 10 mT), but higher Bi doping levels (≥0.2 
formula units). A compromise ( H ≈ 8.8 mT with a Bi concentration of 0.22 formula units) 
was thought to be found at T ≈ 900 K, however increasing the Bi concentration at this 
temperature caused degradation of crystal quality and magnetic properties, meaning that 
the problem may lie not only in the substrate temperature, but also in the incorporation of 
Bi in the garnet lattice, as the decrease in Fe concentration suggests that Bi substitutes both 
Y and Fe in the YIG crystal. 
Section 8.3 covered multi PLD of BIG: although co ablation of Bi2O3 and Fe2O3 at T ≈ 
900 K and with r = 1 allowed the growth of a polycrystalline stoichiometric BFO on 
sapphire, the film grown at the same temperature with r = 0.6 was off stoichiometric BIG 
(Bi2.79Fe5.21O12), but polycrystalline BFO, as shown by XRD analysis; moreover the film is 
highly inhomogeneous with large shallow and Bi deficient areas. Decreasing the substrate 
temperature to T ≈ 850 K allowed the observation of what is possibly a BIG (400) peak, 
although highly shifted (around –0.5°), compared to the database value, suggesting a larger 
lattice constant of the BIG phase, which would also agree with the high Bi concentration in 
the same sample (BF3: Bi5.57Fe2.43O12); however, BFO phases were observed at the same 
time and all attempts performed by changing either the substrate temperature or the target 
ablation ratio were unsuccessful, suggesting that the bismuth and iron species ablated from 
their respective targets prefer aggregating to form amorphous or BFO phases (see sample 
BF4 in Figure 8.3.3) and that the BIG (400) phase observed in a few samples may be due 
to Bi in excess, as it only appears in Bi overstoichiometric films. Depositing on a YIG 
buffer  layer  (BF6)  did  not  help  crystal  growth  of  stoichiometric  BIG  and  a  surface 
morphology similar to BF1 (see Figure 8.3.2) was observed, indicating that the growth of 
crystalline BIG film is actually limited by the substrate temperature (a value T ≥ 950 K 
causes a critical loss of Bi in the film, as observed in BF2 and BY1 BY3). 191 
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9.  CHAPTER 9 
MULTI PLD OF CE:YIG 
9.1.  INTRODUCTION 
Ce:YIG  has  the  advantage  over  pure  YIG  films  of  a  higher  Faraday  rotation,  which 
increases linearly with increasing Ce concentration (ϕ = 3.3x + 0.008 [deg/µm] for CexY3 
xFe5O12 at   λ = 750 nm), as demonstrated in [1], thus allowing fabrication of more compact 
Faraday rotators/isolators and other magneto optic devices. Also, cerium and its oxides 
have higher melting points (Tm, Ce = 1068 K, Tm, Ce2O3 = 2450 K and Tm, CeO2 = 2673 K) than 
bismuth and its oxides (Tm, Bi = 545 K and Tm, Bi2O3 = 1090 K), which would therefore 
indicate that multi PLD of Ce:YIG films at high temperatures should be feasible. 
There are a few reports of PLD growth of Ce:YIG films by ablation of a Ce:YIG target [1 
9], mostly on GGG substrates, but also on non garnet substrates (Si or cubic quartz). This 
chapter investigates the possibility of growing Ce:YIG films on YAG (100) substrates by 
multi PLD of YIG and CeO2, using the same conditions as in Table 6.4.2. 
 
9.2.  ABLATION OF YIG WITH ND:YAG AND CEO2 WITH KRF 
Multi PLD growth of Ce:YIG was tried by co ablating the CeO2 target with the KrF laser, 
set at FKrF ≈ 1.0 J/cm
2 and fKrF = (1 – 2) Hz, and the YIG target with the Nd:YAG laser, set 
at FNd:YAG ≈ 1.1 J/cm
2 and fKrF = 10 Hz. The depositions were performed under the usual 
near optimum growth conditions for YIG, i.e. those listed in Table 6.4.2. 
Both samples grown at fKrF = 1 and 2 Hz feature the typical yellow colour of YIG films, a 
uniform and smooth surface (3 nm < Sq < 4 nm – see inset in Figure 9.2.1), but two clearly 
distinct phases in the XRD patterns, as shown in Figure 9.2.1, and attributable to YIG 
(100) and CeO2 (111). This suggests that the Ce
4+ species ablated from the CeO2 target are 
neither reduced nor included in the garnet lattice, but instead they form a separate phase 
intermixed  with  the  YIG  crystal  structure,  thus  resulting  in  no  FMR  absorption.  The 
composition of the two films grown was: Ce0.64Y3.1Fe4.26O12 and Ce1.61Y2.67Fe3.72O12 for 
the samples grown respectively at fKrF = 1 Hz and fKrF = 2 Hz, showing that, as in Bi:YIG 
films (see Chapter 7), not only the concentration of Y, but also that of Fe tends to decrease 
with increasing level of Ce doping. 196 
 
 
Figure 9.2.1. XRD patterns of Ce:YIG samples. 
Peak doublets are due to Cu Kα2 radiation present in the diffractometer. 
The inset shows a SEM picture of the samples grown at fKrF = 1 Hz. 
 
No  further  multi PLD  experiments  were  performed  for  Ce  inclusion  as  no  magnetic 
properties were observed in our intended Ce:YIG samples; an investigation of the ablation 
of the CeO2 target and the growth of cerium oxide on c cut sapphire substrates, heated at 
high temperature (T ≈ 1150 K), was carried out instead. 
The CeO2 target was ablated with the KrF laser, set at fKrF = 20 Hz and different fluences 
(FKrF ≈ 1 and 2 J/cm
2), and with different background gases (oxygen, O2, and argon, Ar). 
XRD analysis (see Figure 9.2.2) showed that the film grown in O2 at FKrF ≈ 2 J/cm
2 is 
polycrystalline CeO2 with two different orientation: (111) and (100). When depositing at 
lower fluence (FKrF ≈ 1 J/cm
2), either in O2 or Ar, the film grows as CeO2 (111). For all 
cases however, as confirmed also by EDX, the film composition was CeO2, meaning that 
Ce species ablated from the CeO2 target maintain the 4+ valence state, even in an Ar 
ambient, as reported in the literature for a wide range of deposition conditions [10 14]. 
Growth rates were: ~0.069 nm/pulse and ~0.035 nm/pulse in O2, respectively at FKrF ≈ 2 
J/cm
2 and 1 J/cm
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Figure 9.2.2. Comparison of XRD patterns of CeO2 testers. 
All CeO2 tester samples featured a network of cracks across the whole film surface. This, 
which is probably responsible of the high RMS surface roughness measured by optical 
profilometry (Sq of the order of 10 nm, but less than 100 nm), is likely due to the mismatch 
of the lattice constants and the TECs between the  m thick CeO2 films (2  m ≤ t ≤ 5  m) 
and the c cut sapphire substrates:  a/aSUB ≈ 13% from aCeO2 = 0.5411 nm [11, 13, 14], aα 
Al2O3 = 0.4785 nm [15]; ρCeO2 = 12.68 K
 1 [16], ρAl2O3,// = 6.66×10
 6 K
 1 parallel to optical 
axis of sapphire and ρAl2O3,﬩ = 5×10
 6 K
 1 perpendicular to optical axis of sapphire [15]. 
However, the results of depositions of cerium oxide on sapphire substrates under different 
growth conditions confirmed what was observed in the attempts of growing Ce:YIG films 
by multi PLD: the cerium in the ablation plume from the CeO2 target is incorporated in the 
film as crystalline CeO2 with (111) preferential orientation, thus disrupting the magnetic 
properties of YIG. 
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9.3.  ABLATION OF CEO2 WITH ND:YAG 
An ablation test of the CeO2 target was performed with the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1.1 
J/cm
2 and fKrF = 10 Hz) under the same deposition conditions as in Table 6.4.2, using a c 
cut sapphire substrate. A 1.25  m thick CeO2 (111) film was grown in 2 hours (growth 
rate: ~0.0174 nm/pulse) and, although it did not feature any cracks, it appeared to be highly 
porous, as shown in Figure 9.3.1.b. 
 
Figure 9.3.1. SEM pictures of film surface of the CeO2 testers grown in O2 ambient with (a) the KrF laser 
(FKrF ≈ 1 J/cm
2) and (b) the Nd:YAG laser (FNd:YAG ≈ 1 J/cm
2). 
No multi PLD experiments were performed with the inverted laser set up, because of the 
quality  of  this  tester  and  of  its  CeO2  phase  and  composition,  suggesting  that  no 
improvement in attempts of growing Ce:YIG could have been obtained with it. 
 
9.4.  CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter presented the results of the attempts of growing Ce:YIG by multi PLD of YIG 
and CeO2. The higher melting points of cerium and its oxides, compared to bismuth and its 
oxide, should allow the growth of heavily doped Ce:YIG at high temperatures. However, 
the lack of Ce2O3 targets and the fact that the ablated species from a CeO2 target maintain 
their 4+ valence state, as confirmed also by cerium oxide deposition tests on sapphire in 
different growth conditions, do not allow the inclusion of Ce into the YIG lattice as Ce
3+, 
so that multi PLD of YIG and CeO2 produces polycrystalline films with intermixed CeO2 
and YIG phases and no FMR. Lacking Ce2O3 targets, the problem may be overcome using 
a metallic Ce target, although it tarnishes slowly in air, its ablation may cause formation of 
droplets and its ablated species may be easily oxidised in the wrong valence state (3+ 199 
 
instead  of  4+)  in  an  oxygen  ambient;  however  multi PLD  of  Ce  and  YIG  may  be 
successful in Ar. 
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10. CHAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
10.1.  PLD OF TI:SAPPHIRE 
The project of fabrication of Ti:sapphire waveguide lasers by PLD of Ti doped sapphire 
films on undoped c cut sapphire substrate was not as straightforward as the project on 
investigation of magneto optic garnets, due to several difficulties encountered. First of all, 
optimisation of growth conditions was not as easy as for PLD of YIG, due to limitation of 
EDX in measuring very low concentrations (of the order of 0.01 at. %), as in the case of Ti 
doping, and in resolving energy peaks due to different elements, as in the case of O and Ti; 
moreover EDX cannot distinguish the valence state of Ti ions in the lattice, as can be done 
by XPS for example, which however has a high detection threshold (≥0.1 at. %) – see 
Section 4.5 for more details. Having no routine access to facilities allowing measurement 
of Ti concentration at the requied level of accuracy (e.g. PIXE) and also having obtained 
different results from various compositional analysis techniques (EDX, PIXE and SIMS) 
performed by some collaborators, the results of fluorescence measurements could have 
been used as an optimisation parameter, but such measurements also introduce their own 
characteristic  complications:  in  fact,  an  unexpected  decrease  in  fluorescence  intensity 
(normalised with film thickness) was observed with increasing film thickness, although 
this  may  be  explained  with  the  light  being  waveguided  away  from  the  detector,  as 
explained in Section 5.6. 
There are also other problems intrinsic with film growth and properties of Ti:sapphire: 
1.  High substrate temperatures (T ≈ 1300 K) are needed to ensure formation of high 
quality crystalline α Al2O3, otherwise the film grows polycrystalline or amorphous 
[1]:  poor  crystal  quality  may  give  rise  to  light  scattering,  thus  increasing 
transmission losses, and to a parasitic absorption band centred at ~750 nm [2], 
overlapping with the Ti
3+ fluorescence band and thus hindering fluorescence and 
subsequent lasing; on the other side, too high a temperature tends to reduce the Ti 
concentration in the film [1]. However, to tackle this issue, most of the depositions 
described in Chapter 5 were performed at temperatures near the melting point of 
gold (T ≈ 1337 K), which was approximated to T ≈ 1350 K, after calibration with 
metal balancing experiments on sapphire substrates. 202 
 
2.  High Ti doping levels (≥0.4 at. %) cause a deterioration of optical quality [1, 3]. 
3.  Titanium  can  be  oxidised  in  the  wrong  valence  state  (4+),  which  causes  a  re 
absorption band centred between 750 nm and 800 nm [1, 4], overlapping with the 
Ti
3+ fluorescence band and thus hindering fluorescence and inhibiting lasing: this 
may be avoided by depositing either in high vacuum or in Ar, instead of an O2 
ambient.  In  fact,  higher  fluorescence  levels  were  often  observed  from  films 
deposited in vacuum and Ar than films grown in O2; however, the only  lasing 
Ti:sapphire waveguide was grown in O2 and also growth in high vacuum tends to 
reduce film growth rate and coat the chamber windows faster. 
4.  Low  Ti
3+  concentration  means  low  pump  absorption,  thus  requiring  a  longer 
waveguide, which means also higher transmission losses at the lasing wavelength 
and may consequently hinder lasing, if the gain is not high enough to compensate 
all the losses in the cavity, including the misalignment of end facets and mirrors, 
which can then be critical to achieve lasing. 
5.  Ti
3+ ions have low peak emission cross section (41 × 10
−20 cm
2 at λ = 720 nm) and 
short fluorescence lifetime (3.2  s), thus requiring high pump power density (of the 
order of 1 MW/cm
2), which can damage the input mirror, as it frequently happened. 
6.  The Stranski Krastanov mode, i.e. 2D layer and 3D island growth, cause formation 
of hexagonal crystallites, which are the most likely cause of high surface roughness 
and waveguide transmission losses. 
7.  Sapphire is one of the hardest materials (9 on the Mohs scale, compared to 10 for 
diamond),  making  lapping  and  polishing  processes  lengthy,  thus  slowing  the 
process of optimisation of deposition conditions, if lasing performances are to be 
taken into account. 
In  spite  of  all  these  difficulties,  we  managed  to  make  one  of  the  thick  waveguiding 
Ti:sapphire films lase,  measuring a lasing wavelength λ = 750 nm,  a lasing threshold 
(average absorbed power) Pth ≈ 364 mW, a maximum output power Pout ≈ 7.5 mW at Pabs ≈ 
770 mW and a slope efficiency η ≈ 4%, using a HR mirror and a 3% output coupler. 
Although these results compare well with the best reported so far by Anderson [1, 5], 
unfortunately we were not able to replicate the experiment and to make any of the other 
Ti:sapphire waveguides lase. 203 
 
A more systematic and rigorous optimisation procedure may be carried out in the future, 
by using fluorescence measurements as optimisation parameters. Having demonstrated the 
feasibility  of  growing  doped  films  by  multi PLD  in  Chapters  8  and  9,  multi PLD  of 
Ti:sapphire may be attempted too by co ablation of a single crystal Ti:sapphire target (pure 
single crystal sapphire cannot be ablated by KrF) and of a Ti2O3 target. Following the 
results of CeO2 ablation, the usage of a TiO2 target is strongly discouraged, as the Ti 
species ablated from this target may retain the 4+ valence state, and hence be incorporated 
as  Ti
4+  in  the  sapphire  crystal  and  thus  cause  re absorption  at  ~750  nm,  hindering 
fluorescence and lasing, as explained above. Metallic Ti or, even better, a Ti2O3 target is 
suggested: in particular the latter may avoid formation of droplets, which are typical when 
ablating metallic target. 
 
10.2.  PLD OF MAGNETO OPTIC GARNETS 
The research work carried out on PLD of magneto optic garnets has allowed investigation 
of the growth of  m thick YIG films on YAG substrates, which has not been reported 
extensively to date [6], most likely because of the relatively high lattice mismatch ( a/aSUB 
≈ 3.1%), which was probably thought to hinder the growth of high quality YIG films with 
good  crystallinity,  ferromagnetic  and  magneto optical  properties.  On  the  contrary,  the 
work described in Chapter 6 demonstrated the feasibility of growing crack free  m thick 
YIG films on YAG (100) by PLD and their better ferromagnetic properties, compared to 
lattice matched  YIG/GGG  samples  ( a/aSUB  ≈   0.056%)  reported  in  these  thesis.  The 
mechanism  by  which  the  lattice mismatch  causes  better  magnetic  properties  has  been 
explained through strain relief by misfit dislocation and by TEC mismatch (see Section 
6.2.2). 
Variation of film quality and magnetic properties as a function of substrate temperature, 
oxygen pressure, target substrate distance, laser wavelength and crystallinity of the target 
was studied, in order to find the optimum deposition conditions for PLD growth of YIG 
films on YAG with the narrowest FMR linewidth possible, which was found to be  H ≈ 
1.75 mT from our best sample (Y20), grown by single PLD from a single crystal YIG 
target ablated with the KrF laser (λ = 248 nm) at T ≈ 1250 K, PO2 = 1 Pa, d = 6 cm. As 
explained in Section 4.10 and discussed also in Chapter 6, the actual FMR linewidth may 
be even narrower than measured, but the limitations of the FMR set up used may hinder 204 
 
the measurement of the intrinsic FMR linewidth. Deposition on colder substrates causes a 
broadening of FMR linewidth and then a disappearance of FMR absorption, probably due 
to the deterioration of crystal quality with decreasing substrate temperature. Deviation of 
oxygen pressure from the optimum value in either direction caused a broadening of FMR 
linewidth. Target substrate distance can be reduced to allow faster growth rates, provided 
that the film growth dynamics is maintained by increasing the oxygen pressure accordingly. 
Ablation  of  a  polycrystalline  YIG  target  tends  to  produce  rougher  films,  with  slightly 
broader FMR linewidth than ablation of a single crystal target, and the KrF laser ablates it 
better than the frequency quadrupled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 266 nm) does and produces YIG 
samples with narrower FMR linewidth. 
Having  observed  a  strong  Fe deficiency  in  all  YIG  films  grown  by  single PLD,  a 
systematic  study  of  variation  of  YIG  film  properties  (colour  and  appearance,  surface 
roughness  and  morphology,  crystallinity,  FMR  and  optical  transmission)  followed  by 
quantitative  comparison  was  performed  by  multi PLD  of  YIG  with  either  an  Y2O3  or 
Fe2O3 target, as discussed in Chapter 7. These experiments showed that compensation of 
Fe deficiency causes deterioration, instead of the expected improvement of the properties 
of YIG films, which become darker (redder), more opaque, rougher and with broader FMR 
linewidth with increasing Fe concentration; however, co ablation of YIG with KrF and 
Fe2O3  with  Nd:YAG  produced  better  films  than  the  inverted  laser  set up,  although 
featuring the same trends with increasing Fe concentration as observed before, suggesting 
that the choice of appropriate ablation wavelength for each target is important. Conversely, 
an increase in Y concentration, by co ablation of YIG and Y2O3, was thought to improve 
ferromagnetic properties of YIG, but, on the contrary, a broadening of the FMR linewidth 
with larger off stoichiometry was observed, until FMR absorption disappears when the 
film becomes amorphous (no YIG or other crystalline phases observed in XRD patterns) 
and orange in colour. All these results indicated that the optimum composition of YIG 
films in terms of film quality and FMR linewidth is close to Y3.5Fe4.5O12, i.e. the same as 
YIG  films  grown  by  single PLD.  The  worsening  of  FMR  linewidth  with  composition 
diverging from this optimum value was explained with either a direct or an indirect effect, 
through  a  change  in  crystallinity  and/or  lattice  constant,  affecting  the  film  strain  and 
magnetic properties.  In any case, these experiments proved that multi PLD is a viable 
technique to tailor thin film properties by tuning the material composition: for YIG and 
magneto optic garnets in particular, multi PLD can be used to tune FMR linewidth and 205 
 
Faraday rotation of the material for applications in microwave and optical communications 
(rotators and isolators). 
YIG  films  were  also  grown  on  YAG  substrates  “from  scratch”,  i.e.  by  multi PLD  of 
precursors  of  YIG  (Y2O3  and  Fe2O3).  Once  the  laser  fluences  were  tuned  to  grow 
stoichiometric YIG with a target ablation ratio equal to the stoichiometric ratio (r = Y/Fe = 
0.6), film composition was varied by changing the repetition rate of one of the lasers (and 
thus r); the results obtained from this new set of depositions agreed with those collected 
from the other batches, as discussed above, and with that obtained by ablation of a Fe rich 
YIG  target  in  the  single PLD  chamber  under  optimum  deposition  conditions,  thus 
confirming the validity of the study of film composition by multi PLD: it is the intrinsic 
variation  of  composition  in  YIG  films  that  induces  the  change  in  the  other  properties 
(colour, appearance, crystallinity, surface roughness and morphology, optical transmission 
and  FMR)  and  not  plume  interaction  or  something  else  related  to  target  co ablation. 
Moreover, the successful deposition of a polycrystalline stoichiometric  YFeO3 film on 
sapphire substrate demonstrated that it is possible to grow different materials (e.g. YIG and 
YFO)  by  multi PLD  of  their  precursors  (Y2O3  and  Fe2O3)  by  choosing  appropriate 
substrates and adjusting the target ablation ratio accordingly to the desired composition. 
With  an  appropriate  multi PLD  set up  one  could  first  grow  a  thin film  compositional 
library  on  a  large  wafer  by  combinatorial  PLD,  for  high  throughput  screening  and 
optimisation, and then tune the laser fluences and/or repetition rates to grow films with the 
desired composition on smaller substrates for functional devices. 
Growth of Bi doped YIG and pure BIG films was attempted by multi PLD, as discussed in 
Chapter 8. In this case, substrate temperature not only affects crystallinity, but it also plays 
a critical role in terms of film growth and composition. In fact, the species ablated from the 
Bi2O3 target that impinge on the hot substrate can re evaporate, due to their low melting 
points (Tm, Bi ≈ 545 K and Tm, Bi2O3 ≈ 1090 K for bulk, further depressed for materials in 
thin film form and nanoparticles), relative to the optimum substrate temperature for YIG 
growth (T ≈ 1250 K). This severely constrains the Bi concentration in Bi:YIG films and 
completely inhibits BIG growth at high temperatures (T ≥ 950 K); moreover, the Bi doping 
level was observed to affect crystalline growth, when it is higher than 0.3 formula units. 
Several  Bi:YIG  films  were  deposited,  allowing  a  systematic  study  of  the  variation  of 
Bi:YIG properties (colour, appearance, crystallinity, surface roughness and morphology, 
and FMR) as a function of substrate temperature and composition; a complex correlation 
between substrate temperature, Bi concentration, crystallinity and FMR was observed and 206 
 
discussed in detail in Section 8.2. The investigation of Bi:YIG films could be completed in 
future with attempts of growing samples with high Bi doping level at high temperature (T 
≈ 1150 K), using higher pulse repetition frequency (fKrF > 2 Hz) for the laser ablating the 
Bi2O3  target,  although  a  deterioration  in  crystallinity  and  FMR  with  increasing  Bi 
concentration is suspected to happen even at this temperature, as observed in the films 
grown at T ≈ 900 K and fKrF = (1, 2 and 10) Hz. 
Growth of BIG by co ablation of Bi2O3 and Fe2O3 targets was not successful, in spite of 
successful growth of polycrystalline stoichiometric BiFeO3 on sapphire, at T ≈ 900 K and r 
= 1, and in spite of variation of substrate temperature over quite a broad range of values, T 
≈ (800 – 950) K, and of target ablation ratio r between 0.3 and 0.6; growth of BFO phases 
seems to be preferential over BIG, even on a thin YIG buffer layer, as shown by XRD 
analysis of all samples. A more systematic study may be performed, for instance reducing 
substrate temperature, although it may deteriorate crystallinity even further and it would 
cause higher Bi concentration, which would require lower laser fluence on the Bi2O3 target 
or higher fluence on the Fe2O3 target to control the BIG composition; as the problem 
appears  to  be  related  to  substrate  temperature  and  Bi  inclusion,  any  change  in  other 
deposition conditions (e.g. gas pressure or laser parameters) is probably not relevant. 
Finally,  growth  of  Ce:YIG  films  was  attempted  by  multi PLD  of  YIG  and  CeO2,  as 
described in Chapter 9. The higher melting points of Ce and its oxides (Tm, Ce = 1068 K, Tm, 
Ce2O3 = 2450 K and Tm, CeO2 = 2673 K), compared to those of Bi and Bi2O3, were thought to 
allow the deposition of Ce:YIG films; however the films grown by multi PLD featured 
intermixed  phases  of  the  YIG  (100)  and  CeO2  (111),  which  must  disrupt  the  intrinsic 
magnetic properties of YIG, as no FMR absorption was observed from these samples. 
Testers grown by ablation of the CeO2 target alone under different conditions (in O2 and 
Ar) were always stoichiometric CeO2, thus confirming what was observed in multi PLD 
experiments, that the species ablated from the target retain the 4+ valence state and thus are 
not included in the YIG lattice, but form a separate CeO2 phase. This may be circumvented 
only by using a metallic Ce target, although it slowly tarnishes in air and its ablation may 
cause  formation  of  droplets,  due  to  the  unavailability  of  Ce2O3  targets;  to  avoid  re 
oxidisation of the ablated species in the wrong valence state (4+ instead of 3+) in O2, 
multi PLD of Ce and YIG may be tried in an Ar. 
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A. APPENDIX A 
LIFT OF CRYSTALLINE YIG 
A.1. INTRODUCTION 
This appendix covers a project for which I collaborated by providing YIG films grown by 
PLD on YAG substrates. The aim of the project was to demonstrate the possibility of laser 
printing crystalline films by Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT). While all the YIG 
films  were  grown  by  myself,  the  pre machining,  LIFT  experiments  and  subsequent 
characterisation measurements were performed by Dr. Collin L. Sones and Dr. Matthias 
Feinaeugle of the LIFT research group of the ORC at the University of Southampton. The 
basics  of  LIFT  are  introduced  in  the  next  section,  whereas  the  results  of  the  LIFT 
experiments of YIG are presented and briefly discussed in Section A.3. More details can be 
found in [1]. 
 
A.2. LASER INDUCED FORWARD TRANSFER (LIFT) 
Laser Induced Forward Transfer, often abbreviated as LIFT, is a serial laser printing or 
direct write technique consisting of transferring a material, called the “donor”, from the 
“carrier”, i.e. the substrate on top of which the donor is deposited, to the “receiver” or 
“acceptor”,  i.e.  another  substrate  on  top  of  which  the  donor  is  to  be  transferred.  This 
approach allows the printing of user defined high resolution 1 D, 2 D or even 3 D (i.e. 
multi layer) patterns on top of a substrate, which may well be incompatible with the LIFT 
printed material in terms of direct growth. The definition of 1 D or 2 D patterns can be 
performed by either moving the source (carrier + donor) and the receiver at the same time 
[2] or by raster scanning the laser beam on the source, using a digital multi mirror device 
(DMD)  [3,  4].  The  LIFT  technique  typically  uses  UV  lasers  (e.g.  excimers)  or  high 
repetition  rate  Ti:sapphire  fs lasers,  tuned  at  λ  =  800  nm,  exploiting  multi photon 
absorption in the donor, whereas the carrier must be transparent to the laser wavelength 
and its harmonics; unlike several deposition and patterning methods, LIFT does not require 
vacuum  chambers  and  clean room  equipment.  The  working  principle  of  LIFT  is 
schematically illustrated in Figure A.2.1: a laser beam is focussed or imaged on the region 
of the donor to be printed; if the laser fluence is above a certain threshold (generally close 
the ablation threshold), which depends on the material, the laser energy is absorbed by the 210 
 
donor, which partially evaporates and the irradiated region is thus propelled away from the 
carrier and transferred on top of the receiver/acceptor. 
 
Figure A.2.1: Schematic illustration of the LIFT mechanism 
A  major  problem  in  LIFT printing  is  the  transfer  of  debris free  3D  volumetric  pixels 
(voxels) with precise shapes or high quality edges. In conventional LIFT there are two 
main issues: 
I.  partial ablation of the donor; 
II.  shearing and tearing of the donor around its edges during the transfer. 
The first issue can often be overcome by use of a sacrificial layer, also called a dynamic 
release layer (DRL), sandwiched between the carrier and the donor and which absorbs UV 
light and vaporises, thus pushing the donor away from the carrier and towards the receiver. 
However, the DRL is normally a polymer, which prevents the epitaxial growth of donors at 
the high temperatures needed for ensuring the crystallisation of the film [1]. 
The second issue is more closely related to the formation of debris during the transfer, 
which is especially true for brittle donors such as crystalline  m thick films. This problem 
can be circumvented with a pre patterning approach: a laser based pre indentation can be 
performed to weaken the boundaries of the voxel intended for transfer, but the approach 
adopted in [5], for example, does not routinely lead to the printing of high quality material 
with the exact shape required; a pre machining of the donor by focussed ion beam (FIB) 
has proven successful in the transfer of amorphous ZnO voxels with well defined shapes 
and smooth edge quality [6]. The results presented in the next section show that FIB pre 
machining of PLD grown crystalline YIG films allows, for the first time, a demonstration 
of  transfer  of  precisely  defined  voxels  without  the  often  encountered  and  highly 
undesirable shattering and formation of debris. 211 
 
A.3. LIFT OF YIG 
A ~1  m thick YIG film was grown by PLD on a YAG substrate under the deposition 
conditions  summarised  in  Table  A.3.1,  which  are  known  to  produce  high quality 
crystalline YIG, as also confirmed by XRD analysis. 
Target  Single crystal YIG 
Substrate  YAG (100) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.2 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  6.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  3.3 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1150 
Table A.3.1. Deposition conditions of sample Y6, used for LIFT experiments. 
A YIG/YAG sample was chosen as a donor/carrier because of the high contrast of UV 
absorption: in fact, as shown in Figure A.3.1, the YAG substrate is transparent (~80% 
transmission) at 800 nm and 400 nm, whereas YIG features the typical absorption edge 
between ~450 and ~550 nm and a strong UV absorption at λ ≈ 400 nm (zero transmission), 
thus matching the two photon absorption induced by the Ti:sapphire fs laser tuned at λ =  
800 nm, used for LIFT experiments. Earlier attempts to LIFT crystalline GGG donors from 
YAG carriers were unsuccessful because of the mismatched absorption criteria (see Figure 
A.3.1). 
 
Figure A.3.1. Optical transmission spectra for YAG carrier and the YIG and GGG donors (used in previous 
unsuccessful LIFT trials) grown by PLD. The ripples in the YIG spectra are thin film etalon fringes [7]. 
Figure taken from reference [1]. 212 
 
Pre machining of circular ring patterns with outer and inner diameters of ~10  m and 9.5 
 m respectively was performed by FIB into the YIG donor films. Arrays of rings with 
different depths were pre machined in order to understand the dependence of the laser 
fluence on the LIFT printing process. The machining depth was limited in the range (40 – 
80) % of the initial thickness of the donor, because machining throughout the entire depth 
of  the  donor  would  not  allow  the  laser induced  pressure  build up  behind  the  material 
intended for transfer. 
The  LIFT  experiments  were  performed  by  using  a  tunable  ultrafast  Ti:sapphire  laser 
system operating at λ =  800 nm, with a repetition rate of 1 kHz, a pulse duration of ~150 fs 
and a maximum energy of ~2 mJ/pulse. A spatially uniform top hat intensity profile with a 
diameter of ~6 mm was obtained by collimating and then homogenising the laser beam 
with a refractive optical element, in order to ensure a uniform intensity profile, resulting in 
a uniform laser energy deposition and thus in a uniform thrust from the laser onto the voxel 
to  transfer.  Shape  and  size  of  the  incident  laser  beam  were  varied  via  an  aperture 
positioned in the path of the beam after the homogeniser; the laser beam was then imaged 
onto the carrier donor interface with a large value of demagnification using a microscope 
objective lens. The diameter of the imaged circular beam profile was intentionally set to 
match the diameter of the pre machined donor (~10 µm). 
The YIG/YAG sample was placed in near proximity to a glass receiver, which was coated 
with Parafilm to ensure better adhesion of the LIFT printed donor voxels. A 1 mm thick 
Mylar spacer was introduced between the donor and the receiver in order to maintain a 
uniform separation between them. The incident laser fluence for the LIFT printing was 
varied from ~0.2 to ~5.8 J/cm
2. 
 
Figure A.3.2. SEM images of (a) top view and (b) side view of FIB pre machined LIFTed YIG voxels. [1] 213 
 
Figure  A.3.2  shows  the  first  results  for  LIFT printing  from  the  pre machined  YIG 
donor film. Figure A.3.2.a and Figure A.3.2.b show respectively the top and side view of 
two different discs LIFT printed from a donor that had been FIB pre machined down to 
depths of ~70%. The laser fluences necessary for the transfer of these pre machined discs 
was ~5.8 J/cm
2, well above the threshold of ~1.7 J/cm
2, below which not even a partial 
transfer of the pre machined discs was possible. The circular disc in Figure A.3.2.a appears 
to be slightly non circular; in reality, this is due to the front section of the LIFT printed 
disc being slightly embedded in the soft Parafilm coating of the glass receiver; for this 
reason, Figure A.3.2.b shows an SEM image of the edge of another FIB pre machined 
LIFT printed voxel (taken with the SEM stage tilted at 70°) rather than an image of the 
side of the same LIFT printed voxel as in Figure A.3.2.a. The circular concentric rings that 
can be seen on the surface of the LIFT printed discs in Figure A.3.2.a are probably due to 
incorrect imaging of the aperture or due to an optical standing wave effect resulting from 
multiple reflections from within the various carrier, donor and receiver surfaces [1, 8]. 
 
Figure A.3.3. SEM images of different pre machined donor rings after LIFT transfer with different laser 
fluences. The images are for donors that were pre machined to a depth of 80% of the donor thickness. The 
fractional percentage of the donor material that has been LIFT printed from the pre machined donor rings at 




2, has been measured to be 
approximately 29%, 51%, 63% and 72% respectively. [1] 
Figure A.3.3 shows a set of SEM pictures of pre machined (down to depths of 80%) donor 
spots after their LIFT transfer with increasing incident laser fluence. As seen in Figure 
A.3.3, the amount of donor material that is transferred onto the receiver increases with 214 
 
increasing fluence, thus showing the importance of incident laser fluence for successful 
LIFT transfer of pre machined crystalline material. The non uniform LIFT printing results 
(of Figure A.3.3) at non optimal fluence could possibly be due to: 
a.  a small non uniformity in the incident laser intensity profile; 
b.  the strong non linear two photon absorption in the donor material or… 
c.  a possible slight error in the alignment of the incident laser beam. 
 
Figure A.3.4. SEM picture of a non machined donor after LIFT printing of an array of spots. [1] 
By comparison, Figure A.3.4 shows a non machined donor after LIFT printing an array of 
many  voxels:  it  is  clear  that  there  is  an  inherent  non repeatability  involved  in  LIFT 
printing  from  a  non machined  donor;  moreover  the  printed  voxels  from  non machined 
donors are worse than those printed from FIB machined donor in terms of shape and edge 
quality. 
The SEM images in Figure A.3.5 show the top and side view of an irregularly shaped and 
partially  fragmented  voxel,  LIFT printed  using  a  circular  laser  spot,  but  from  a  non 
machined section of the donor. Compared to Figure A.3.2, the SEM pictures in Figure 
A.3.5  show  the  importance  of  the  pre machining  step  to  avoid  the  undesirable  and 
otherwise  unavoidable  shattering,  associated  with  voxels  deposited  with  similar  laser 
fluences but without the pre machining. The inevitable non uniformity of a non machined 
LIFT printed voxel along its edge and in its thickness is evident in Figure   A.3.5.b (taken 215 
 
with the sample tilted to 70°), which also shows a large semi circular fragmented section 
(indicated by an arrow) from another non machined LIFT printed pixel. This debris results 
from the fragmentation of LIFT printed non machined donors and its formation is due to 
the excessive force that the transferred donor voxel experiences while shearing off from 
the  remaining  non machined  donor  material;  in  contrast,  for  pre machined  donors,  a 
smaller shearing force in the transfer of donor pixels consequently results in better edge 
quality and almost no fragmentation [1]. 
 
Figure A.3.5. SEM images showing (a) top view and (b) side view of a non machined LIFT printed YIG 
voxel. The arrow in (b) shows fragmented pixel debris associated with typical non machined LIFT printing 
[1]. 
 
Figure A.3.6. SEM image of a non machined donor after LIFT transfer [1]. 
Figure A.3.6 shows a close up SEM image of a non machined donor after LIFT printing, 
which can be compared with the SEM images in Figure A.3.3, further emphasizing the 
importance of the pre machining step for the deposition of donor voxels with better edge 
quality and well defined shapes. The facetted ring features of the donor (in Figure A.3.6), 216 
 
showing depth dependent cracking, can possibly be attributed to the preferential cleaving 
of the crystal along different planes during LIFT [1]. The result of this is evident in the 
complementary ‘flying saucer like’ shape of the corresponding LIFT printed voxel shown 
in Figure A.3.5.b. Moreover, the area on the donor influenced by the LIFT printing is 
restricted to the size of the incident laser beam of pre machined voxels (Figure A.3.3), 
whereas in non machined donors the region affected by the LIFT process is larger than the 
incident laser beam (whose size was of the order of the inner hollow ring feature formed in 
the donor, as visible in Figure A.3.6) and extends over a large area of the donor. 
 
Figure A.3.7. Micro Raman measurements of a pre machined disc LIFT printed on a Parafilm coated glass 
receiver, YIG crystal donor, and Parafilm on glass [1]. 
Finally,  the  crystallinity  of  pre machined  LIFT printed  YIG  voxels  was  confirmed  by 
micro Raman characterisation performed using a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope. The 
Raman scans were acquired with an incident laser wavelength of λ = 633 nm and a grating 
with a resolution of 1200 lines/mm. The blue trace in Figure A.3.7 is the micro Raman 
spectrum for a circular disc LIFT printed from a pre machined donor. Since these discs 
were transferred onto a Parafilm coated glass receiver, a micro Raman trace (green) was 
acquired from an identical blank Parafilm coated glass substrate. The red trace in Figure 
A.3.7  is  the  measurement  for  the  YIG  crystal  which  was  used  for  the  PLD  of  YIG. 
Acquisition of micro Raman measurements from the YIG donor on the YAG carrier was 
attempted, but it was not possible to separate the contributions of YAG and YIG crystals in 217 
 
the measured spectrum, due to the overwhelmingly contribution from the underlying YAG 
substrate. 
The scan data for the YIG crystal have been reduced to half of their original value, in order 
to separate the different traces in Figure A.3.7 for better clarity. Similarly, the data for the 
Parafilm on glass have been shifted upwards by 1000 arbitrary units. The crystalline nature 
of the LIFT printed voxels is quite evident from the relative coincidence between at least 
the first five peaks of the Raman spectra for the LIFT printed pre machined donor pixel 
and the YIG crystal. 
The peaks marked “P” in the spectrum for the LIFT printed pre machined YIG disc are 
due  to  the  underlying  Parafilm,  onto  which  the  pre machined  YIG  disc  has  been 
transferred,  and  these  have  been  indicated  via  the  dashed  lines  in  Figure    A.3.7.  The 
broadened peaks marked “P+Y” in the scan for the LIFT printed pre machined YIG disc 




This chapter has covered the successful demonstration of debris free, intact, LIFT printing 
of FIB pre machined crystalline YIG voxels with very good edge quality. This is the first 
report to our knowledge of LIFT printing of intact crystalline materials from thin film 
donors [1]. Considering the difficulty in detaching a section of an epitaxially grown (YIG) 
film from a single crystal (YAG) substrate, the results of these experiments here described 
are  particularly  encouraging  and  represent  an  important  step  that  will  help  spread  the 
applicability of PLD and LIFT printing for photonic single crystal devices, where crystal 
and edge quality and feature shape are crucial parameters. 
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B. APPENDIX B 
APPLICATIONS OF YIG IN MAGNETIC 
META MATERIALS 
B.1. INTRODUCTION 
During the collaboration with Dr. Gavin Stenning, previously a PhD student in the School 
of Physics and Astronomy of the University of Southampton, efforts were made to find 
new applications of magneto optic and ferromagnetic properties of YIG. This appendix 
shows the results obtained during the demonstration of one of the YIG films I provided in 
the research field of magnetic meta materials. All the experiments described here were 
performed by Dr. Gavin Stenning during his doctoral studies at the School of Physics and 
Astronomy of the University of Southampton, in collaboration with the Meta materials 
research group of the Optoelectronics Research Centre at the University of Southampton: 
the data collected were analysed and interpreted by Dr. Gavin Stenning and collaborators. 
After a short introduction about meta materials, necessary to place this project in context, 
the experiments and the results achieved are described and discussed in Section     B.3. More 
details can be found in [1]. 
 
B.2. META MATERIALS 
Meta materials  are  artificial  materials  exhibiting  properties  which  cannot  be  found  in 
natural materials, e.g. negative refractive index [2], resulting for instance in “invisibility 
cloaking” and super lenses with sub wavelength spatial resolution, i.e. beyond diffraction 
limit. Meta materials are usually made of periodic structures (meta molecules) with sub 
wavelength size, i.e. features smaller than the wavelength that they are designed to affect. 
However the properties of meta materials are achieved only at the resonance frequency of 
these  meta molecules,  but,  if  the  meta material  comprises  tunable  elements,  e.g. 
ferromagnetic materials, it is possible to tune the resonance frequency of the meta material 
and thus overcome the intrinsic narrow bandwidth limitations, for instance by varying the 
FMR frequency of a YIG slab by changing the intensity of the magnetising field [3]. The 
work presented in the next section describes the magnetic control of a meta molecule and, 
in particular, the tunability via an external magnetic field of a composite structure made of 220 
 
an insulating ferromagnetic YIG film grown by PLD on a diamagnetic YAG substrate and 
a  high conductivity  split  ring  resonator  (SRR):  the  strong  interaction  between  the  two 
elements of the hybrid structure is discussed in more detail below. 
The SRR is one of the most common meta molecules used to fabricate meta materials, as it 
has been extensively studied since its first proposal by Pendry et al. [4]. It is made of a pair 
of concentric C shaped rings, patterned on a dielectric substrate, with gaps on opposite 
sides (see Figure B.2.1.c) and with a size typically 10% that of the incident frequency used 
to excite the structure. The resonant frequency of a SRR derives from the capacitance 
(Cmm) and inductance (Lmm) of the geometry of the single meta molecule: 
    =	
 
       
                      (B.2.1) 
SRR based  meta materials  have  therefore  a  narrow  bandwidth  due  to  the  resonant 
character of the individual meta molecule; however, this can be changed with a magnetic 
hybrid structure, as aforementioned and shown schematically in Figure B.2.1 and discussed 
in detail in Section B.3. 
 
Figure B.2.1. Schematic of (a) top view of coplanar waveguide (CPW), (b) SRR meta material on the 
underside of the CPW (the YIG film is placed in a flip chip configuration on top of one of the SRRs), (c) 
single SRR, whose dimensions are: a = 3.93 mm, c = 0.375 mm, d = 0.45 mm, g = 0.69 mm. 
Field direction as shown by Ba. Figure taken from [1]. 
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B.3. MAGNETIC CONTROL OF A META MOLECULE 
The YIG film used for the experiments described in this section was Y20, the best sample 
grown  on  a  YAG  substrate  by  PLD,  deposited  under  the  optimum  growth  conditions 
discussed in Chapter 6 and reported in Table B.3.1 for convenience, featuring an FMR 
linewidth  H ≈ 1.75 mT; although this value is ~100 times higher than the intrinsic FMR 
linewidth of bulk YIG spheres, it was good enough for the purposes of this project. YIG 
was chosen not only for its strong and narrow FMR and low microwave losses, but also for 
its negative permeability on resonance [5], its wide tunability in the microwave and its 
insulating properties, avoiding eddy current losses. 
Target  Single crystal YIG 
Substrate  YAG (100) 
Laser (λ [nm])  KrF (λ = 248) 
Repetition frequency [Hz]  20 
Fluence [J/cm
2]  ~3.0 
Target – substrate distance [cm]  6.0 
O2 pressure [Pa]  1.0 
Substrate temperature [K]  ~1250 
Table B.3.1. Deposition conditions of sample Y20. 
The experimental set up is schematically depicted in Figure B.2.1 and finds applications in 
broadband tunable devices [1]. SRRs can be excited by the electromagnetic field of a 
microwave signal propagating through a coplanar waveguide (CPW – shown in Figure 
B.2.1.a),  even  if  they  are  patterned  on  the  reverse  side  of  the  CPW  (Figure  B.2.1.c), 
actually resulting in lower microwave losses, while still featuring strong meta material 
resonances  [1,  6].  The  experimental  rig  is  otherwise  the  same  as  used  for  FMR 
characterisation of YIG films, as described in Section 4.10, with the YIG film placed on 
top of an SRR (flip chip method) [7] in order to allow strong coupling to the CPW and 
good microwave excitation. 
Figure B.3.1 shows a colour plot of the normalised S21 transmission vs. frequency and field 
(ν Ba), in the range 1 20 GHz and 0 0.5 T, for the CPW/SRR/YIG composite system: the 
colour at a given point in the map represents the magnitude of S21. All S21 map plots were 
normalized by subtracting the S21 transmission obtained in a small (approximately zero) 




14, leaving only field dependent features in the resulting plots. Individual 
                                                 
14 The N superscript refers to normalisation. 222 
 
SRR and YIG resonances and strong anti crossing behaviour, when the two resonances 
coincide, are clearly visible in such colour maps [8]. 
 
Figure B.3.1. Normalized S
N
21 (ν Ba) map of a YIG film coupled to a SRR. The transmission colour bar on 




21| map in Figure B.3.1 was obtained from a single SRR coupled to a 
YIG  film  excited  via  the  CPW:  YIG  being  isotropic,  the  ν Ba  map  results  to  be 
symmetrical at Ba = 0 T. The diagonal lines departing from Ba = 0 T, ν = 2 GHz (bottom 
line of the map) represent the expected YIG FMR absorption, whereas the SRR resonance 
appears as a horizontal line at 10.9 GHz; strong anti crossing behaviour occurs at the point 
where the YIG and SRR resonances are expected to cross. Figure B.3.2 shows the positive 
field section of the |S
N
21| map in Figure   B.3.1 (right side) and two hybridised resonances 
arising  from  the  different  current  excitations  (electric  and  magnetic)  of  the  SRR:  the 
electric resonance mode of the SRR is highlighted in the red circle (at ν = 10.9 GHz), 
whereas its magnetic mode is highlighted in the black circle (at ν = 5 GHz). Figure B.3.3 
shows a close up of the YIG SRR anti crossing mode (electric resonance) highlighted in 
the red circle in Figure B.3.2; the arrow in Figure B.3.3 indicates the presence of FMR 




Figure B.3.2. (ν Ba) map of hybridised interaction showing all anti crossings present. 
Red (black) circle represent the electric (magnetic) resonance mode of the SRR respectively [8]. 
 
Figure B.3.3. Close up of the YIG SRR anti crossing mode in the (ν Ba) map in Figure   B.3.2. 
Satellites of the FMR are visible to the right of the anti crossing and FMR shown by the black arrow [1]. 224 
 
A reduction in microwave losses for the SRR resonance at ν = 10.9 GHz is observed at a 
field of Ba = 0.3 T. This point is illustrated in Figure B.3.3 and Figure B.3.4 at the centre of 
the anti crossing: above and below the anti crossing (black and blue curves respectively in 
Figure B.3.4) there are absorption troughs (negative) associated with the field dependent 
YIG FMR, while exactly at the centre of the anti crossing, there is a reduction in the losses 
amounting  to  1.6  dB  (peak)  [1].  This  is  indicative  of  an  effective  negative  index  of 
refraction,  as  obtained  by  He  et  al.  [13],  using  the  experimental  S parameter  retrieval 
technique [14]. 
 
Figure B.3.4. Normalised transmission |S
N
21| vs. frequency (ν) at three fixed values of magnetic field from 
Figure B.3.3: Ba = 0.278 T, 0.306 T and 0.320 T, blue, red and black respectively. Dashed circles represent 
the FMR peak which moves through the SRR resonance as the intensity of the magnetic field is increased. 
Each trace has been offset by 2 dB for better clarity [8]. 
The resonances shown in Figure B.3.4 are similar to those described theoretically in [15]. 
The low frequency trough of the blue trace (Ba = 0.2777 T) is the FMR resonance of YIG, 
whereas  the  high  frequency  peak  is  associated  with  the  symmetric  electric dipole 
resonance of the SRR, as confirmed experimentally by shorting the gaps in the ring with a 
short  strip  of  conducting  wire,  following  [16];  in  this  way,  the  low  frequency  anti 
symmetric magnetic resonance of the SRR at ~5 GHz is eliminated, while the symmetric 225 
 
electric dipole resonance response at 10.9 GHz is left unchanged. As the intensity of the 
magnetic  field  is  increased,  the  YIG  resonance  passes  through  the  SRR  resonance, 
distorting the hybridization, as shown in Figure B.3.4 (red trace, Ba = 0.306 T) revealing 
the 1.6 dB reduction in losses: the YIG resonance is no longer visible on either side of 
where  the  FMR  would  appear  and  the  natural  resonance  of  the  SRR  is  observed.  By 
increasing the intensity of the external magnetic field even further, the YIG resonance 
moves above that of the SRR resonance (black trace, Ba = 0.3202 T). A comparison the 
blue and black curves in Figure B.3.4, respectively at Ba = 0.2777 T and 0.3202 T, shows 
that the SRR effective frequency trace at Ba = 0.3202 T (black trace) is inverted in shape 
and shifted by 0.25 GHz with respect to the first trace at Ba = 0.2777 T (blue trace), in 
agreement with the observations reported in [15, 17]. 
 
Figure B.3.5. Un normalised data (S21) for two orientations of the SRR. The black arrow represents the 
electric field polarisation supplied by the CPW. The resonance S21 curves blue, red and black were obtained 
for applied magnetic fields of 0.27 T, 0.30 T and 0.33 T respectively. The dashed circles indicate the YIG 
resonance, whereas the vertical black lines represent the modulation in microwave transmission. 
Each frequency trace has been offset vertically by 4 dB for better clarity [8]. 
The results of a 90° rotation of the SRR with respect to the direction of the magnetic field 
is  shown  in  Figure  B.3.5,  where  it  is  clear  that  the  hybridization/interaction  is  much 
stronger  for  the  orientation  of  the  SRR  as  shown  in  Figure  B.3.5.b:  in  particular,  the 
transmission at the centre of the anti crossing has increased to 4.0 dB; a shift in frequency 
of 0.25 GHz of the electric dipole resonance is apparent too as the YIG FMR passes across. 226 
 
This demonstrates the importance of the SRR orientation with respect to the magnetization 
field  in  terms  of  optimisation  of  microwave  transmission  S21.  Concurrent  increases  in 
absorption can be noticed on both sides of the anti crossing, as shown by the circles in 
Figure B.3.5.b. 
 
Figure B.3.6. (ν Ba) map of multiple YIG films coupled to four SRRs [8]. 
Figure B.3.6 shows a |S
N
21|(ν Ba) map of a linear array of 4 SRRs and multiple YIG films 
to replicate a meta material structure, to prove that the coupling of a meta molecule to an 
active magnetic material is scalable to an array. In these experiments, multiple YIG films 
were used as it was not possible to grow a film large enough that would be uniform across 
4  SRRs.  In  any  case,  Figure  B.3.6  shows  evident  crosstalk  and/or  differences  in  the 
individual  electric dipole  resonances:  in  place  of  a  single  SRR  resonance  there  would 
appear to be at least three electric dipole resonances in the region of 7 8 GHz, compared to 
the original frequency of 10.9 GHz in the case of a single meta molecule; this shift down 
to ~7 GHz arises from the crosstalk/mutual inductance between the 4 SRRs. Nevertheless 
the results are similar to those obtained for a single meta molecule. 
The anti crossing mode was replicated using COMSOL: its results are shown in Figure 
B.3.7, whose low resolution is due to the need to cover wide magnetic field and frequency 227 
 
range, which otherwise would have taken long computing times: the simulation is in good 
agreement with the experimental results shown above (see Figure B.3.3 and Figure B.3.4 
for comparison). 
 
Figure B.3.7. COMSOL simulation of a SRR coupled to a YIG film. The microwaves are supplied by a 
plane wave normal to the SRR and the YIG. (a) ν Ba map of the anti crossing and (b) line scans at 3 
different values of the applied magnetic field respectively [8]. 
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B.4. CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, this chapter has presented an application of YIG films grown by PLD: CPW 
based composite SRR meta materials incorporating a magnetic component (YIG) tunable 
by applying an external magnetic field have been demonstrated. The coupling between the 
SRR and the YIG gives rise to hybridisation of the two resonances: in particular, the anti 
crossing regime allows tuning over a frequency range of ~0.3 GHz. Good agreement has 
been  found  between  the  experiments  and  electromagnetic  simulations  obtained  using 
COMSOL. It has also been shown that the orientation of the SRR with respect to the 
magnetisation of the YIG and CPW plays an important role: in particular, a rotation of the 
SRR by 90° allows an increase of the transmission at the centre of the anti crossing up to 
4.0 dB, thus demonstrating that device tunability can be performed by adjusting either the 
strength of the magnetic field or the orientation of the SRR relatively to the CPW. 
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